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Unless you've spent the last few years learning

the harpsichord, you'll know music hardware has leapt
into the microprocessor age.

That the quality of today's instruments and

Sot rIdcratt
600

effects

staggering. Even at today's remarkable

is

prices.
And

that most mixing consoles have yet to

catch up.
The average home studio desk is still as noisy, ill -

mannered and tough to operate as ever.
So

it's time for

a

change.

The remarkable Soundcraft Series 600 has all the

virtues you could hope for, with none of the vices you
usually get.

(That's why you'll find it

in a

large number of

commercial studios).
We've used advanced new grounding techniques,

electronically

inputs and

balanced

outputs,

high

performance input stages and top quality components,
all in

fully modular design.

a

Noise, distortion and crosstalk are effectively

inaudible and

there's

more

comparable desk. At last,

a

than

headroom

any

compact console that's as

crisp as the new digital keyboards and

16

bit samplers.

While the famous Soundcraft equalisation gives
you

a

distinct edge

on less

advanced designs.

Repatching is something you'll be doing

NO HISS. NO HUM.
NO HALF MEASURES.

of with

16

equalised

a

lot less

monitor channels.

Add two 4- channel return modules, and you've
a

full 24 -track console.
There are optional stereo input modules, which

can be used as stereo returns for effects

like the

remarkable new digital reverbs. And even the option
of an integral professional patchbay.
You'll also find Series 600 as intelligently designed
as it is good to listen to. (Confusion being something

else we design out.)

Yet such quality, and the reliability that goes

with it, can actually cost you less than

an

ordinary

desk.
Because with advanced production techniques

we're now able to offer the Series 600 at new lower
prices.
So

there's

no reason

to accept half measures.

Especially in your music.
Call Steve Gunn at Soundcraft for a brochure or

a

demonstration.

FRAME SIZES: 16, 31. 32 B 40 CHANNEL

I

OPERATING LEVELS SWITCHABLE
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-10dBv

I

OUTPUTS: ELECTRONICALLY

BALANCED

'26dBu INTO 6000

I

NOISE: MIC INPUT

EIN: -12888u (15011 SOURCE)

SOUNDCRAPT ELECTRONICSLTD., UNIT 2, BORENAMW00D INDUSTRIAL PARK, ROWLEY LANE, BOREHAMW00D, HERTS. WD6 5P0, ENGLAND. TEL: 01.207 5050., TLK: 21195 SCRAFT

G, FAX:

I

DISTORTION: LINE IN TO GROUP OUT

W

INH,: <0.005% (+2OdBu)

I

CROSSTALK: UNROUTED INPUT TO GROUP

-BUB
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01.207 0194. SOUNDCRAFT USA, TEL: (818) 8931351, SOUNDCRAFT CANADA. TEL: (510) 685 1610. SOUNOCRAFT JAPAN. TEL: (03) 341 6301.
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A Moment of Silence
It

was

a

historical moment when we delivered this conso-

le to its user, a moment of silence.

The One hundredth 8000 Console!
The third generation of

a

continuing succes. Due to its

"audiodynamic" styling, the 8000

is a

jewel for the stu-

dio, we have given it much attention to detail,

as

to its

transparant audio paths. While the unlimited possibilities

from the In -line system will let you be more creative.

Wheter this

is

for 24 track recording or for video post proone of the few studio

duction. The 8000 series Ill

is

systems that your accountant

will be pleased with.

After you see the price of the console, you'll still have

a

budget for the disc based fader automation "Score ". The

8000 series III with the "Score"

is a

technically and ti-

nancially unbeatable team.
Call or write to D &R Electronica B.V., Rijnkade 15B,
1382 GS Weesp, The Netherlands. Tel. (31)02940- 18014,

tlx 18503 dr nl.
Call or write to D &R USA, 1720 Chip N Dale Drive,

8000 Series III
Beyond Comparison.

Arlington, TX 76012, Tel. (817) 548 -1677, tlx 758666,
or contact one of

1)11

our distributors.

AUSTRALIA, AUDIO & RECORDING, 2019 Sydney, 3638 Daphne St. Botany tel: 6126669935
AUSTRIA, KUHNL & WURZER, A -4020 Linz, Waldeggstrasse 68 tel: 43- 732668125 BELGIUM,
A.S.E. pvba 2800 Mechelen, Kon. Astridlaan 216 tel: 3215421152 CANADA,

J

MAR M4H 1E9

Ontario, 6 Banian Drive, Toronto tel: 14164219080 DENMARK, POWER PLAY MUSIC APS. DK

2200 Kopenhagen, Norrebrogade 102A tel: 451244048 ENGLAND, contact

FINLAND, SAHKOLIIKKEIDEN

D &R

Holland directly

OY 01301 Vantaa 30, P.O. Box 88, Sahkometsa tel, 358- 908381

FRANCE, METTLER AUDIO, 75009 Paris, 13.5 Blvd de Clichy tel: 33- 148782911 GERMANY,
SOUND SERVICE 1000 Berlin 15, Fasanenstrasse 45 lel: 49308834262 ITALY, PROFESSIONAL
EQUIPMENT Srl, 20142 Milano, Viale Famagosta 37 tel: 39.2817839139- 289102411213 NORWAY,

VEDUM ELEKTRONIKK N-1381 Heggedal, Aamolveien 2 tel: 47 2798990. SPAIN, BOSE SA 28027

Madrid, Arisoteles 3 tel: 34- 4050611 SWEDEN, MONTEZUMA RECORDING 10265 Stockholm,
Kocksgatan 17 tel: 46-8436291 SWITSERLAND, ISLER AG 8048 Zurich, Badenerstrasse 808-810
tel: 41- 14321444.
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are two points that

I

would like

to raise on this page -yes and there is even a
vague element to connect them both. Firstly I
would like to sound off about exhibitions, shows
and conventions -quite simply the fact that there are now just far too many of them. This has often
been moaned about over a number of years and the fact is that this is now undeniably true.
It is probable that my concerns do not really bother the vast majority of our readership who like to
attend shows that are held near them and welcome the proliferation of events. But no matter how much
this may be the case, this proliferation does affect us all to a degree. Few companies have the
manpower to cope with a show every other week and this is rapidly becoming the case at certain times
of the year. The major drawbacks for frequent exhibitors, apart from the sheer cost of the operation, is
the way that these events can totally disrupt product development when the only prototype is wheeled
off to be shown every few weeks. Often, members of the R &D department are also required in
attendance at the shows and even in moderate sized companies there can be severe disruption of the
normal trading and servicing patterns of business during show -time.
Also, the abundance of regional shows, all gaining in importance, hits quite'hard at the very small
company exhibiting for the first time. Quite simply they may find their financial outlay for exhibition

space does not bring them the breadth of attention that small companies need.
When it comes to the crunch, however, it is difficult for manufacturers to say they will definitely not
exhibit at a specific show. It is easy to say this about a show 18 months away but it is less easy to be
sure six weeks before and it is a very brave man who can stand by his decision not to exhibit and still
be happy during the event. `Are they still in business ?' we cry.
For what it is worth I would like to suggest that some enterprising company start an exhibition
representation service that would quite simply have an exhibition booth, the logos and a few photos on
the walls, of the companies they are representing (and perhaps a copy of the company's accounts
reference my earlier remark) just to show that they are still in business but are at this show in spirit
only. Oh yes, they could give out literature and company info but the whole exercise would be really
just to disprove rumours of the company's ill-health while maintaining a high degree of absence from
the exhibition round, or at least those shows that were not considered so vital. Even the pro-audio
journalists are becoming victims of this situation. In post mortems on shows they are frequently to be
heard complaining that there was `nothing really new on show' and `oh how disappointing it was'. What
they tend to forget is that we are now seeing a dilution of new products at the larger number of shows.
Without doubt, it is an expanding sales market that boosts an industry, not an expanding exhibition
business, and I see very little evidence in the current situation that they are at all related.
A last point on the subject, which has prompted this feeling that events have truly come to a head, is
the number of shows that we have had in the last six weeks of June /July and how they overlap in
timing. What is it that stops exhibition organisers talking to each other on dates rather than ignoring

-

each other's existence?
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the subject of talking to each other it
seems a shame that the studio industry and the
record companies cannot do a little more talking
to each other. The Copycode issue just appears to
have polarised along industry lines and the smears and innuendo emitting from the mouths of certain
record company executives is little short of libellous. Those associations in a position to talk actively to
record companies have so far been very quiet on this issue, perhaps wary of biting the hand that feeds,
but I would like to see at least an effort made to explain to certain record companies that just because a
certain opposing viewpoint is held, it does not mean we have been the recipients of expenses -paid
Caribbean holidays, courtesy of the DAT hardware manufacturers, and neither do we need the
suggested course of counselling.
Self interest on a personal level is natural and within reason quite acceptable. However, when self
interest goes beyond the limits of simple business and extends to larger organisations, be they
exhibition organisers or record companies and their trade organisations, it becomes extremely
distasteful, and abundantly more so when they try to dress this up as a philanthropic attitude.
Keith Spencer-Allen
Wbile on

Instrumental
Studio Sound is published on the second Friday
of the month preceding the cover date. The
magazine is available on a rigidly controlled
requested basis, only to qualified personnel (see

back page for terms)

Annual subscriptions are available for non
qualifying personnel or where more than two

-

copies are required in a studio or small
organisation as follows:
UK £ 18.00
Overseas surface mail £24.50
Overseas airmal £46.50
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Total average net circulation of 14,686 per issue
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Partners in time
From location to stuiio, Nagra Kudelski set the standards
with their IV -S Time Code and T Audio Time Code machiies.

TIPAECODE

SMPTE / EBU 80 COMPATABI! ITY

FILM/VIDEO DUBBING

i

[NAGRA KUDELSKI TIMECODE

FILM/VIDEO SEPARATE SOUND

TIMECODE

FILM/VIDEO SOUND FOLLOWER

TIMECODE

FILM/VIDEO EDITING

TIMECODE

Please send me information on the Nagra Kudelski
T Audio Time Code Machines.

NAGRA KUDELSKI
Hayden Laboratories Ltd, FREEPOST, Hayden House, Chiltern Hill,
Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9BS. Tel. (0753) 888447
6
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FLAT!
Tat's the only way to describe the response
curves of the Court Acoustics Graphic Equalisers.
With our `Uniloop' filter circuitry, even with all
faders set at maximum boost or cut you still get a
substantially flat response.
The result is a natural sound that is unique
amongst graphic equalisers, with highly flexiole
control over the full frequency range.
With three models offering stereo or mono
equalisation over 1/3 octave or 1/2 octave bands,
there is a Court Acoustics Graphic Equaliser to suit
your application.
,
,
l o t now and hear the difference.
=

a

The Graphic
Equalisers

Court Acoustics Sales Ltd.. 29 Beethoven Street, London W10 4LG. Telephone

01

-960 8178. Telex 94012115 CASL G

Source or sampling
"There is no better sampling" *)
TC 2290 DYNAMIC DIGITAL DELAY

+ EFFECTS CONTROL
STAXILNIT
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The TC 2290 is the first sampler/delay in
the world to give you 100% accurate sampling
up to 32 seconds. Make an A/B comparison
with any analog or digital master tape or compact disc, and you will notice there is no diffe-
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dB an additional roll -off up to 33KHz and a
unique 100 dB dynamic range, the TC 2290 is
very warm, transparant, crystal -clear, musical... with absolutely no noise. It has 18 bit
resolution - better sound quality than a compact disc, and many new innovative effects.

The new TC 2290 digital delay is based on
a totally new converter principle. With a linear
frequency response up to 20KHz +01 +0,5

Ask your dealer for a demonstration of the
new world standard of delay + programmable
sampling. Just a few features are: delay with

SEER

3
RESET STORE

1

L

ISEVA

C

DAME

1

ducking, chorus and delay simultaneously,
automatic panning 100 presets and MIDI feature making it possible to control the TC 2290
from a computer.

Big studios will like the extras,
small studios will love the price
) "There is no better sampling" is a quote
from Bob Schwall - Right Track Studio in N.Y.C.
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SCHOOL OF RECORDING
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
AND
MEDIA STUDIES

EUROPE'S LEADING MUSIC
INDUSTRY SCHOOL

SOM k s

Tom Hannaford, Dixieland

Courses for 1987:-

Productions, Atlama,
Atlanta, GA

background noise beautifully.

Primary and Advanced Multitrac Recording
Sampling and Midi Workshops

SONEX is a special acoustic foam that absorbs noise four
times better than acoustic tile or carpeting. It makes you
because your voice comes
sound like a pro inexpensively
across clear, clean, and intelligible. Use SONEX for video,
remote conferencing, voice -overs, radio communications,
audio production, or anywhere else you need to sound
and save
crystal clear. Kill background noise beautifully
with SONEX. Send for all the facts.
the true sound
SONEX is manufactured by Illbruck
and distributed exclusively to the pro
sound market by Alpha Audio.

-

Composing and Producing Radio

-

The Synthesizer Week,

and T. V. Commercials

FM /DX Programming Weekends

Synchronisation, using codes (SMPTE /EBU) Music to Picture

-

For complete Brochure and Prospectus Call:-

Gateway School of Recording

Alpha
Audio

and Music Technology

IA Salcott Road, London SW11 6DQ.
We give

2049 West Broad Street Richmond, Virginia 23220 (804) 358-3852
Acoustic Products for the Audio Industry

a

01

-350 0340

Certificate of Recognition for each completed Course.

Gateway Courses should not be confused with
ANY others offered...

VOICE PROCESSING WORTH SHOUTING ABOUT.
41.11

Affordable five -in -one
problem solver with
Mic preamp, De- esser,
Compressor/Limiter,
Parametric EQ/Notch
Filter and much more!

etrix

For about what you'd expect to pay for one component, the Symetrix 528
Voice Processor delivers it all.
Ultra -clean Mic Preamp with 48V phantom powering. Sweepable De- esser.
Compressor /Limiter with "soft knee" transition. Downward Expander to increase
dynamic range and decrease noise. Fifteen -dB- boost /30dB -cut Parametric EQ/
Notch Filter. Even a fast stew rate Automatic Drip Coffee Maker with switchable
de -caf limiter.
Plus output gain control, 8 -LED VU- calibrated output and gain reduction displays, balanced line input and a proven track record with demanding studio and
sound reinforcement engineers worldwide. And all in a single rack space.
Perfect for breathy vocals, juicy voiceovers, persistent P.A. problems or anywhere else you need to draw on an arsenal of state -of- the -art signal processors.
Call your distributor today for a detailed brochure on the Symetrix 528. You'll
agree that no other product has ever racked up as many useful features in a
single space.

Signal processing at its best
In the UK:

International Representation:

SOUND TECHNOLOGY, LTD.

E

Letchworth Business Centre
Avenue One, Letchworth

PO Box 1313

6

Herts SG6 2HR
Telephone: 0462 480000

&

E

INSTRUMENTS INTERNATIONAL, INC.

Laguna Beach, CA 92653, USA
Telephone (714) 494 -0231
Telex 182291 EASTMAN LGNH

NEUTRIK Audio

The Audiograph 3300 is a modular extremely
compact measuring system for acoustic and audio
applications, which is expandable from a chart
recorder to a complete audio test set.
Applications include measurement of ail hi -fi and
professional audio equipment, level, cross -talk,
impedance, frequency response, tape recorders,
pick -up cartridge, loudspeakers and room acoustics.
Automatic synchronized multiple plots. Wide variety
of Modules available.
Frequency range:- 20HZ to 40KHZ ± 0.5dB.
Dimensions:- Main Frame 3302, Input Module 3312
and Output Module 3322:- 30cm (11.75 ") wide,
8.5cm (3.33 ") high and 21.0cm (8.25 ") deep.

Measuring Systems

The TP401 is a high performance general purpose
test instrument comprising generator (10HZ to
300KHz) and analyser (10HZ to 100 KHz), for
measuring noise level, THD, IMD/TIM, W &F, cross
talk and frequency.
THD, IMD and W &F are totally automatic, generated
by an internal CPU and controllable via
an IEEE 488 BUS.

For further
information or our

Exclusive Components
catalogue contact:

Dimensions:- 47cm (18.5 ") wide, 14cm (5.5 ") high
and 39cm (12.5 ") deep including handle.

Sole Agent U.K.

Eardley Electronics Ltd

Eardley House, 182-184 Campden Hill Road, Kensington, London W8 7AS
Telephone: 01- 221 0606/01- 727 0711 Telex: 23894 Telefax: 01- 727 9556

PROFESSIONAL USED STUDIO EQUIPMENT
STOCK LIST AVAILABLE
SECOND HAND CONSOLES
SSL 6000E 6 months old, 56

frame. 40 mono fined and 8 stereo inputs, patch bay and producer desk, extra +nee
section. light meters and total recall with the latest software available immediately
P.O.A.
S 5 L 6000e 48 frame with Plasma and Total Recall 32 channels fitted with Adam Smith Synchroniser Master
Transport Selector and all interfaces. Video switch and distribution Events controller 26' colour Monitor Stopwatch
12 months old in very good order Available end of May 87
1129,000.00
SS L 4000e 40 frame with Plasma and Total Recall 32 channels fitted with two extra stereo channels Patchbav t,
the ngh. and producer desk left side commissioned July 1984 in good order available July 87
187,500.00
M C 1556D 56 fined. 1980 lots of updates, very clean console
£50,000.00
Amek 2500 40 frame 40 fitted with Alison auto 65 k prop. 4 years old in very good condition.
£31,000.00
Harrison 32/32 56 frame 56 fated with Alison 65k programmer 6 years old in superb condition £34,000.00
M C
628 with JH50 Auto Light meters 4/5 yrs
£25,000.00
Neve 8108 32 frame with 5 yrs from private studio nice condition
£17,500.00
M C
636 Af VU 36 fitted full parametric E'Q 9 returns and phase meters 1H 50 automation
£30,000.00
Neve 8128 48 frame fitted 48 with penthouse this console is new and ready to deliver
£99,000.00
Amek 2500 console 15/16/8/8/2 pa console
_
£7,000.00
Amek 2500 40 frame 36 fitted Alison Automation 6 years old in very good order available March ?: 128,500.00
M C
636 36 fitted with JH50 auto 5t6 years old
£29,500.00
Soundcraft 1600 24/8' 16mon patch and stand
£4,500.00
Trident T S M 32/24/24 in good condition..
£20,000.00
Amek Angela 28,24 full patch new fdrs 4/5 yrs
£11,000.00
Harrison 40/32 frame 40 fitted with Alison 65k programmer sr., Alison VCA Fadex faders 6 veal
£27,500.00
Trident -A- series 28/24 1974c good condition
£12,500.00
3M 32'4 track and editor complete dig system
£50,000.00
1

1

WE ARE CONSTANTLY ON THE LOOKOUT FOR USED EQUIPMENT..

NOTICE

We also act for studios as selling agents, let us handle the hassle of
getting od of unwanted items, it does not matter where you are in the
world, why not drop us a line listing your equipment or ring us on the
numbers below for the best rates. We assure you of our best attenton and service plus the utmost confidentiality at all times
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Studer A80 Mk3

to inch master
Track recorder 100 hours me

inch and
16

£2,000.00
L11,500.00
L85,000.06
L11,500.00
L14,500.00
L2,250.00
£11,500.00
£3,500.00
£3,500.00
£4,500.00
£14,500.00
£21,000.0£
£15,540.00
£13,500.00
£4,500.00

Sony 3324 Digital machine (as New)

Studer A80 Compact 24 track remote and Auto
Studer A80 Mk2 24 track 6 years old narrow
Slade, B67 in console and penthouse (nice)
Lotec TSR 24 track'spare I6 track headblock Autolocater
4000 hours
-':der A80 'n' master machines
Ampex ATR 102 mater machine with spares (mint
.Ampex ti' master machines 2 in stock (each).
J. :der A80 Mk2 24 track no auto 7 Years old
Puder A800 MAI new heads auto and remote
vTuder A80 wide body Mk2 24 track auto
Z:der A80 narrow body MkI auto remote
uder A810 'r,' in console penthouse 6 months
Ampex ATR 700 N' master
tine, B67 'ti' master 4 years old "nice tic
xtcon Prime Time
b :,slight
IX with midi and S. M P T E updates in Fanlight cases superb condition
PPG System 2.3 Wave Version Waveterm "B If bapages two revision discs All PPG discs Version
Aptoms
ïunn DP 4050 C2 Cassette copy master two slaves 8 times 36 c60 per hour 2 in stock (each)
Otari MTRI2 master 14 inch two vears cld
I

1

1

£2,500.00
12,650.00
£650.00
L12,000.00

_t

I

I

3

£9,995.00
£2,000.00
£3,500.00

FOR A COMPLETE STOCK LIST WRITE OR
RING TONY BAYLEY ON

061 -483 9563/4299

CHEVIOT ROAD, HAZEL GROVE, STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE SK7 5BH. TELEX: 666597 NAUDIOG.
lt

NEWS
Terminal problems
When Terminal 24 studio placed an
order for an Amek G2520 through
Stirling ITA, they thought their
problems were over. The narrow
staircase to the top floor of the South
London office block precluded
delivery via that route, so Stirling's
Mick Boggis had ordered a crane to
lift the console through the back
window. But the frame wouldn't
budge, so Boggis et al subtly smashed

the pane. From there it was all
downhill -or rather up as the crane
successfully maneouvred the Amek
through the window. Terminal 24's
Tony McGrail said after the
installation: "The G2520 is an
extremely clever desk, it does
everything you'd expect it to do-plus
more." Except, of course, find its own
way through the window.

Change of address

Stolen equipment

Interama, the International Audio operations and moved to: 300
Brannan Street, Suite 610, San
and Music Association, have moved
from their Strand, London address to: Francisco, CA 94197, USA. Tel: (415)
Premier House, 10 Greycoat Place,
541-0818.
Carlsbro Sales Ltd and Carlsbro
London SW1P 1SB. Tel: 01 -222 8866.
Valley People have officially
Sound Equipment have been
incorporated into Carlsbro Electronics
changed their name to Valley
Ltd.
International Inc.
RLS Acoustics have expanded their

On June 23rd, 1987, at the
Philadelphia Academy of Music, the
following list of equipment was stolen

Gateway to Kingston
The Gateway School of Recording and Faculty of Education at Kingston
Kingston Polytechnic have
said: "We have long wanted to bring
announced a major co- operation that
recording and music technology
will start in the latter months of
training into our curriculum and
1987, and which will involve
combining the talents of the Gateway
Gateway moving their entire studio
teaching staff with our existing
and training operations on to the
structures seems the most logical
Kingston campus. Gateway director
approach."
Kingston Poly have a purpose -built
Dave Ward said: "By sharing
facilities and combining our teaching orchestral rehearsal and recording
complex that was acoustically
talents, we will be able to bring
about the 'wedding' of traditional and designed by Sandy Brown Associates.
technological music production which Gateway and Kingston Polytechnic
are now examining ways of jointly
has long been overdue."
administering these facilities.
Mr Bob Godfrey, Dean of the
10
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from the Effanel Recording truck:
Two Bruel & Kjaer 4007
microphones, serial nos 973232 and
1040002 in KE0215 wooden boxes
with clips.
One Beyer M500 ribbon microphone,
serial no 21465 in box with clip.
Two Sennheiser MD 421
microphones, serial nos 19817 and
19825 in one box, initials JA
inscribed on bottom, one exterior

repaired.
Two Sony ECM 50 microphones,
serial nos 22458 and 22459 in
individual boxes with complete
clips, initials JA on preamps.
One Neumann KMR 82 shotgun,

grey with black leather sheath and

windscreen with notch cut-out for
Rycote mounting.
Four Radio Shack PZMs, two with
XLRs on cable end, two new in
boxes.
Six AKG stereo bars.
One Shure A27M stereo bar.
One Rowi microphone clamp.
Six windscreens MD421s, Shure SM
81s and KM 84s.
One C-ducer transducer pickup in
case, mono with power supply.

All equipment was in a medium sized suitcase size case with silver
metal exterior and light blue felt

interior.
There is a reward for information
leading to the return of the
equipment. Please call either (212)
807-1100 (Effanel Recording) or (718)
643-1675 (James Anderson Audio).

Correction
In the News section of the July issue
we gave the fax number for Scopus
UK Ltd (distributors of the Media

Recovery Shockwatch) and not the
telephone number. The correct

number is 01-739 3344.

Introducing
the Newest Digital Audio Star
SIRIUS -100 Digital Audio Memory is a new audio star from FOR -A.
Combining the latest 16 bit digital recording and hard disk
technology, SIRIUS -100 provides the answer to out -dated and
costly mechanical cartridge tape systems by offering instantaneous
random access to up to 1000 minutes of CD quality digital audio.
With up to 8 channels of superior audio and playback quality
that never varies from the 1st to the 1000th play, SIRIUS-100 also
provides the fastest, most accurate audio editing available for
radio, TV, and motion picture facilities.

select,
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FORR SIRIUS
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Virtually instant random access to recorded segments
16 bit CD quality with flat frequency response to 15 kHz

Playback quality that never varies
Up to 8 channels available
Very high signal linearity with low distortion
Less than 0.15 % THD +8 dB
Voice and effects mode available to extend recording time
in exchange for bandwidth

-

FOR -A COMPANY LIMITED
Head Office: 3 -2 -5 Nishi -Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160 Japan.
Phone: Tokyo (03) 346 -0591 Fax: (03) 349 -8556 Telex: J28696
LONDON OFFICE: 166 Upper Richmond Road, Putney, London SW 15 U.K.
Phone: (01) 788 -7664 Fax: (01) 788 -7435 Telex: 51 937084 FORALD G
SHARJAH OFFICE (Middle East): P.O. Box 7177, Sharjah, U.A.E.
Phone: 351177 Telex: 68856 FORASH EM

SIRIUS
-loc
DIGITAL AUDIO

MEMORY

FOR -A CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Nonantum Office Park, 320 Nevada Street,
Newton, MA 02160 U.S.A.
Phone: (617) 244 -3223
Fax: (617) 965 -5085 Telex: 230 922407
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INNOVATIONS IN VIDEO
and AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
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Agencies

NEWS
IFPI attacks Copycode
misrepresentation
The IFPI recently issued the
following statement from its meeting
in Hamburg.
"The master-quality copying of our
copyrighted sound recordings by
Digital Audio Tape (DAT) recorders
threatens the future ability of our
industry to create and produce
recorded music. To defend the rights,
careers, and incentives of all artists,
composers, music publishers and
record producers against the

encroachments of DAT, the
`Copycode' system was developed as
an impediment to unauthorised DAT
copying.

"Despite the fact that eminent
scientists have developed the system,
the makers of DAT equipment have
launched a multi -million dollar world
campaign of lobbying and advertising
that misrepresents Copycode and its
effects on recorded music.
"By false statements and contrived
demonstrations the DAT industry
maintains that Copycode will distort
recorded music and thus will cheat
consumers who buy it. Wrong! The
Copycode encoding of a given
recording is a totally controllable
process. Yes, certain musical notes
and forms could be hurt by careless
encoding, but the skilled encoding
engineer can specifically avoid such
sensitive passages and readily encode
other non -vulnerable portions of a
recording. DAT spokespersons avoid
communicating those facts and avoid
acknowledging that Copycode can
guarantee uncompromised sound
quality.
"Our business is to make fine
recordings that faithfully reflect the
intents and talents of our musicians
and vocalists. We have not and would
not jeopardize that mandate or trifle
with the trust of our consumers. Yet,
the DAT makers claim otherwise in
pursuit of their own commercial
objectives. In the United States, they
have even undertaken
demonstrations using a system which
is claimed to be the equivalent of
Copycode technology. It is not
12

authentic, nor are the demonstrated
applications valid or equivalent to
the intended Copycode applications of
any recording company.
"Our industry is accused of
thwarting new technology and
consumer access to improvements.
Wrong again! We prosper from
beneficial technological change but
not when we find it suicidal.
"The intent of IFPI and the world
music industry is to proceed with
Copycode and continue to seek
implementing legislation. We
welcome objective and impartial
technical appraisal, such as that soon
to be undertaken by the US National
Bureau of Standards.
"Although our confidence in the
viability of Copycode is staunchly
reaffirmed, we remain open to other
alternatives that will protect our
intellectual property. It seems
incomprehensible, for example, that
the genius of Japan's electronic
industry that conceived DAT cannot
or will not produce technology that
can protect the intellectual property
and talent of the music constituencies
on whose creativity they depend.
"Instead, the Japanese hardware
industry declines even to address our
concerns, masking its self -interest
with a spurious `consumer interest'.
But where is that `consumer interest'
where DAT is concerned? Press
articles already report that one
manufacturer's DAT cassettes are not
necessarily compatible or

interchangeable with other
companies' DAT cassettes. Until this
problem is solved, why are the DAT
makers so intent on the equipment's
early introduction and marketing, to
the total disregard of `consumer

interest'?
"In summary, IFPI and the world
recording industry will welcome DAT
if its conceivers will reasonably
protect our copyrighted works, our
creators and our producers. Copycode
is an achievable solution to
accomplish this ojective -with no
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musical compromises."

Professional Audio Ltd have
recently appointed R G Jones as
Southern UK dealer for RenkusHeinz PA systems, and MAC as
Northern UK dealer.
Renkus-Heinz in California have
appointed Bi -State Marketers as their
representative for New York City,
Long Island and northern New
Jersey.
Lyrec have appointed Professional
Audio Ltd UK studio dealer for their
range of tape machines.
McKenzie Acoustics have
appointed two new European
distributors. Pe -el Sound will handle
sales in Holland while Finn Musik
Oy will act similarly in Finland.
Alpha Audio have appointed Gexco
International as exclusive exporter of
the BOSS audio editing system.
Beyer Dynamic have been
appointed sole UK distributor for
ASL intercom systems.
Clyde Electronics have appointed
Philip Drake Electronics as sole

distributor for their entire range of
consoles and other audio equipment.
Fairlight and Syco have jointly
announced the appointment of HHB
as the UK's second Fairlight dealer.
TAC have appointed Music Lab as
main dealers for the entire range of
TAC live and multitrack consoles.
Music Lab have also been appointed
London distributor for Ampex goods.
Danish company NTP have
appointed Elliott Brothers (Audio
Systems) Ltd as the UK distributor
for the full line of NTP audio
products.

Elliott Brothers (Audio Systems)
Ltd have been appointed UK
distributors for the Chromatec
TVD20 PPMNU audio meter and the
TVD24 multichannel meter.

Bruel

&

Kjaer have appointed

Syco as UK distributors of their

series 4000 studio microphones.
Stirling ITA have been appointed
exclusive UK dealer for DDA's
existing range of AMR consoles as
well as their new in-line console.
Stirling have also been appointed as
a full UK distributor /dealer for
Lexicon's entire range of products,
with effect from July 31st, 1987.
DDA have appointed Savana
Comunicacoes as agents for all DDA
products in Brazil, while in Italy, the
product range is split between
Professional Equipment of Milan
(AMR24) and Audio Link of Parma
(D, S, S series PA and S series
monitor consoles).
Savana Comunicacoes Ltda, Rua
Visconde de Piraja 547, GR 1120,
CEP 22410, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Tel: (021) 274 5009.

Professional Equipment Srl, 20142
Milano, Via le Famagosta 37, Italy.
Tel: (02) 817839.
Audio Link Srl, Via Monte Prinzera
17a, Alberi Di Vigatto 43010, Parma,
Italy. Tel: (0521) 598723.
Soundcraft have announced the
appointment of TSC as their central
London dealership for all their studio
products. TSC, 9 Hatton Street,
London NW8, UK. Tel: 01 -258 3454.
Lyrec have appointed Martin
Persson Creative Audio, Stockholm,
as sole Swedish distributor for Lyrec
studio recorders. Martin Persson
Creative Audio AB, Box 235, 5 -182
52 Djursholm, Sweden.
Bruel & Kjaer have announced
several new European distributors,
including Audio Control Lease in
Belgium, BFE Fernmeldertechnik
and Electronik AG in West Germany,
High Fidelity Services SA in France,
Fading SA in Spain and Sciental
Audio Srl in Italy.

Ampex sale agreed
Allied -Signal Inc, owners of Ampex
Corporation, have sold Ampex to the
Lanesborough Corporation for $479
million plus certain liabilities.
Lanesborough intends to finance the
transaction through a combination of
its own equity and an offering of debt
or equity securities. In the meantime,
a major New York commercial bank
has put up credit of up to $475
million.
Under the agreement, Ampex will
be acquired by a newly formed
subsidiary of Lanesborough that
plans to operate Ampex with the
present management and

organisational structure.
Allied -Signal announced last
December that they were selling
Ampex along with six other units in
their Electronics & Instrumentations
division. Ampex were originally

bought by The Signals Companies in
1981, which then merged with the
Allied Corporation in 1985, as an
advanced technology company
focusing on aerospace, automotive
products and engineered materials.
Lanesborough, which are privately
held, manufacture a variety of
speciality chemical products that are
sold in the US and abroad.
1986 and thé first quarter of 1987
were record sales periods for Ampex,
and everyone concerned with the sale
expects the success to continue.
Chairman of Ampex, Charles A
Steinberg, is "especially excited that
Ampex will again be operated as a
stand -alone corporation."
Lanesborough Corporation have
subsequently changed their name to
Sherborne Group.

:a,

Contracts

NEWS
In brief
Amek have introduced a
version of their APC 1000
console, following problems arising
from the installation of the first
delivery of the full-sized version to
Green Street Studios. The mini
version is hoped to help potential
customers evaluate the APC while
Amek sort out the construction
problems that plagued Green Street.
The Association of Professional
Entertainment Hire Companies have
designed an insurance policy for
members, providing all necessary
cover, including an 'inter- hiring'
bonus between member companies
without added premiums.
Audio Fidelity have purchased
Fanfare Group plc for over £2
million. They intend to inject
management expertise and new
business opportunities and especially
to expand operations of Fane
Acoustics Ltd.
Syndromic Music have set up a
digital service centre in their North
London premises. Called SynService,
it aims to service a wide range of
16- channel

products including Atari ST
computers, disk drives, synths and
keyboards, and to provide retrofits,
general servicing and major
overhauls.
SynService, Syndromic Music, 24/26
Avenue Mews, London N10 3NP. Tel:
01-444 9126.
Former Syco sales director
Jonathan Cole has formed The
Synthesiser Company, based at 9
Hatton Street in London. Already
TSC have built a demonstration

centre and have been appointed
central London distributors for the
Soundcraft TS12. Further news is the
development with Do Not Erase Ltd
of a 25 -disk sample library for the
Casio FZ1, and the partnership with
Totalsystems, the studio installation
company. TSC have also installed a
complete recording studio for Jon
Moss of Culture Club, and have
delivered a pair of B &W DM1400
monitors to record producer Derek
Bramble.
TSC Ltd, 9 Hatton Street, London
NW8, UK. Tel: 01 -258 3454.

Syn Aud Con schedule
Synergetic Audio Concepts have
announced their autumn schedule of
2 -day engineering seminars:
August 26th to 27th, Lansing,
Michigan.
September 15th to 16th, Chicago,
Illinois.
September 29th to 30th, Denver,

Colorado.
October 6th to 7th, Kansas City,

Missouri.
October 14th to 15th, New York,
New York.
October 27th to 28th, Washington
DC.

Forthcoming events
September 3rd to 7th

SIM-

HI.FI.IVES, Milan, Italy.
September 17th 'Magnetism,
Commercial Applications of Current
Research', University of Salford, UK.
September 24th 12th Sound
Broadcasting Equipment Show,
Albany Hotel, Birmingham, UK.
September 24th to 28th 2nd
International Broadcasting and
14

Telecommunications Show (ITBS),
Milan, Italy.
October 2nd to 4th Sound & Vision
'87, The Last Drop Village, Bolton,
UK.

October 14th to 17th Broadcast '87,
Frankfurt, West Germany.
October 16th to 19th AES 83rd
Convention, New York, USA.
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New England Digital have
announced a number of second-time
Synclaoier buyers, including Shelton
Leigh Palmer, Universal Recording
Corp, Todd AO /Glen Glenn, Elias
Associates, Motown, Modern Sound,
Producers 1 and 2, and Mark Snow.
Professional Audio have recently
supplied complete studio packages to
Great Linford Manor, Livingstone
Studios Three and Four, and Snake
Ranch Studios, and were responsible
for redesigning and rebuilding the
control room at West 3. They have
also supplied Court Signature series
monitors to Rivertown Records, Eden
Studios, West 3, The Sol Studios,
Marquee, Chris Hufford's new studios
and Pat Willis.
Master Mix Studios in Nashville
have recently taken delivery of a new
Calrec UA 8000 console, the first of
its type to find its way to the US.
Ampex Electronics Ltd (UK) have
recently taken delivery of two Radan
300 series computer-aided draughting
systems, for use in designing outside
broadcast vehicles and editing suites.
The BBC have announced that
Dolby SR was used in a multitrack
session with Ladysmith Black
Mambazo, who was then appearing
with Paul Simon during the
Graceland tour.
UK distributor for For.A products,
Cameron Video Systems, have
announced that Channel 4 has
become the first UK broadcaster to
go on -air with the Sirius 100 digital
audio memory system.
Battery Studios in London and
Stockport's Strawberry Studios have
both ordered Mitsubishi equipment.
Battery have ordered a 36- channel
Westar console for its new Studio
Five, which will feature an X-850
and Fairlight III. Strawberry have
ordered a 52- channel Westar as well
as an X-850.
Britannia Row have recently
purchased a 10- channel MSR-604
active mic signal distribution system,
while Pink Floyd have invested in 72
channels of the MSR -604 for their
forthcoming world tour.
Sony have announced three more
sales of the PCM-3324 'double
package'. Solid Bond have taken
delivery of two machines for their
London facility, as have Harold
Faltermeier's new Red Deer studio
near Munich. Finally, Queen

guitarist Brian May has bought a
pair of 3324s.
Ampex Electronics have placed an
order for a Drake 6000 series
intercom/talkback system, and for
two of the Compact series talkback
systems. Drake have also delivered a
6000 series system to Radio
Television Hong Kong.
George Martin's London -based Air
Studios went digital during the
APRS with the order, worth over £ i
million, of four X-850s and two X-86
2- tracks. This follows last year's
purchase of two X-850s and two
X-86s for Air's Montserrat studios.
Air have also purchased
Europe's first Massenburg moving
fader system -it has been fitted to
their Neve V series console.
Danish manufacturer NTP
Elektronik A/S have won a contract
to expand the central audio switching
system at the BBC's Broadcasting
House in London. The contract worth
some £900,000 includes a 3 -level
programme matrix of 288x96 and a
digital reverse music line router of
448 x256 in addition to revision and
expansion of the existing control
system.
London recording studio complex
Mayfair have bought a second Sony
1630/DAE 1100 editing package.
The first Amek G2520 to be sold in
the UK went to The Strongroom
Studio in London, during their recent
refit.
Neotek have announced a series of
recent purchases. Peter Gabriel has
bought a 40 -input Elite system with
MIDI Direct for his home studio,
while The Post Group, a Los Angeles
video post -production facility, have
purchased their second Elite. New
England Digital Corporation, who
make the Synclaoier, have recently
bought three Elan console systems,
each with MIDI Direct, for their
Chicago demonstration facilities and
corporate headquarters in Vermont.
Other purchases include: a 48 -input
Elite for Dino Elephante's West Coast
Studio; a similar Elite, this one with
Massenburg automation, for Merle
Haggard's California studio; a
36-input Elite for Bose's recording
studio and manufacturing facility in
Massachussetts; and a 36-input Elan
for the Bregman Electronic Music
Studio at Dartmouth College in
Vermont.

Acoustics Design Group
Acousticians Sam Toyoshima and Bike
Suzuki, along with UK architect John
Flynn and producer Hugh Padgham,
have set up the Acoustics Design
Group consultancy, incorporating
design, construction and installation of
audio and video recording studios. Gas
Electronic Systems are also involved
as specialists in multi -media

electronics. The test and research
facilities of JVC's audio engineering
research centre will be made freely
available to ADG, who are based in
Guildford, Surrey. Current projects are
underway in Japan, Europe, USA and
the UK. For further information,
contact John Flynn on: 0483 583681.

People
Toa have appointed their first ever
customer liaison manager. Tony Stote
will be responsible for training and
customer liaison for all their
products.
Ampex have appointed Charles
Steinberg chairman of the board,
succeeding Arthur Hausman.
Succeeding Steinberg as president is
Max Mitchell, who was executive
vice-president.
New England Digital have
appointed Franklin Sullivan to the
newly created position of vice president of marketing and sales.
Bill Arnold, one of the founders
and Chairman of Tele -Stage
Associates, has rejoined as a director.
Oliver Masciarotte has been
appointed production manager of
Neotek, where he will co-ordinate the
work of some 40 manufacturing
personnel.
The BBC have appointed Peter
Jefferson as the new liaison engineer
in the design and equipment
department to supervise the licensing
of BBC -designed equipment to outside
manufacturers.
Professional Audio Ltd have
appointed Varnavas Tsioupra as
service manager.
Electro Sound have announced the
retirement of Richard Meixner as
senior vice-president. ESG's board of
directors are expecting to appoint
Robert Barone, currently president of
ElectroSound Inc, in the near future.
David L Prentice has been
appointed sales engineer for the New
England Digital Corporation's New
York sales and service centre, with
responsibility for sales throughout
the Northeast area. He was
previously with New York pro -audio
dealer Martin Audio.
Stirling ITA have appointed Tim
Cuthbertson to the newly created
post of general manager. Tim was
previously with Audio Rents and has
also worked for Air Studios and
Genetic Sound.
Sony Broadcast have appointed
Rob Summers as sales engineer
within their console product group.
Summers comes from Molinare where
for the past five years he worked as
an audio engineer.
Keith Grant (ex-Olympic Studio,
London) is now at Twickenham Music
Studio, Twickenham Film Studios.
Twickenham and can be contacted on
01 -892 4477. This is a new 48- track,

systems, and before that from Neve
International where he was involved
in UK and European sales.
Tannoy have appointed Janet Lee
as European sales manager
responsible for all loudspeaker sales,
succeeding Derek West who left the
company in May. The company have
also appointed Barry Carter as
marketing manager for their systems
division at High Wycombe. Carter
will be co-ordinating the High
Wycombe and Scottish operations of
Tannoy's specialist systems design
service.
Digital Audio Disc Corporation,
the compact disc manufacturing
subsidiary of Sony Corporation of

The Mitsubishi Pro -Audio Group in
the UK have appointed two new
specialist engineers for digital
recorders. Dave Ward joins as
technical operations manager,
running the technical services and
providing support, while Toshio
Fujisawa, from the PCM factory in
Osaka, will provide first -hand
technical experience.to Mitsubishi
servicing operations.
API Audio Products of Vermont
have appointed Jim Wallace as their
new vice- president of finance and
director of marketing. Kevin Raynor
has been promoted to director of
manufacturing and quality assurance
manager.

AUDIO PROCESSING

PE -1A
PROGRAM EQUALIZER
Both of these excellent Tube -Tech units are modern reproductions of classic valve technology,
offering an unparalleled warmth and natural quality to your recordings, without maintenance or
reliability problems.

- The Tube -Tech valve equalizer has been built to emulate the 'PULTEC'
equalizer of the 1950's and 60's. The PE-IA not only looks like its classic predecessor it also
gives the same superb quality of sound (like PULTEC, Tube -Tech even wind their own chokes!)
PE-IA Equalizer

ME-IA Mid -Equalizer - also available
CL-IA Compressor- Like the PE-IA, the

CL -lA Compressor has been built to accurately
reproduce the sound of a classic from the 1950's and 60's, The Fairchild'. Now the Tube -Tech
CL -1A offers the same superb dynamic range control. and maintains the natural warmth and feel
for which its classic forerunner was so revered.

Please contact us for further details or

fully Dolby'ed, mixdown facility,
which is tied into the Twickenham
Film Studios complex.

Focusrite have appointed Stan
Spiegal as general manager, whose
first priority will be to improve
production capability along with
general administration. Kim
Templeman- Holmes joins the
company as international sales
manager, coming most recently from
Turnkey as sales manager for studio

America, have appointed Scott N
Bartlett as director of sales and
marketing, who will direct DADC's
sales activities and oversee all
advertising, promotion and customer
relations.
Bruel & Kjaer (UK) have
appointed Ralph Dunlop as sales
manager for the Pro -Audio group,
whose main areas of responsibility
will include the studio range of B &K
products.
Ampex Magnetic Tape division
have announced the promotions of
Chuck Pope to product manager,
instrumentation tape, and Jerry
Campbell to product manager, % in
video tape.

...
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LARKING
AUDIO SALES

CL -1A COMPRESSOR

29 GUILDFORD STREET, LUTON,
BEDS LU1 2NQ
TELEPHONE: 0582 450066
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ANT multitrack NR
system

NEWS
DDA DCM 232 in -line
console
DDA has recently launched a new
console, the DCM232. This shows the
first results of the association with

Klark -Teknik, as the automation
system is by John Austin and Terry
Clark of K -T. Console philosophy is
to provide a high number of input
channels in the same sized console.
Channel switching functions
including aux muting, pre /post
switching, EQ in /out, insert, phase
reverse and mute bus selection have
been removed from the channel and
an 8- channel subgrouping function is
available. All switching functions can
be stored in a snapshot mode on
floppy disk and recalled. Snapshots
can be set up as an events list,
manually or triggered by timecode.
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Each channel uses a split
architecture allowing the use of both
sections on mixdown. The EQ can be
switched in sections between the two
paths as can the insert point. DDA
also claim the use of the same
minimum signal path approach that
they use in their other consoles.
Frame sizes currently available
include 40- and 56- channel with
length dimensions of 96 and 120'/2 in
respectively. Both versions have
32 -bus outputs.
DDA Ltd, Unit 1, Inwood Business

Park, Whitton Road, Hounslow,
Middx TW3 2EB, UK.
USA: DDA/Klark -Teknik, 30B Banfi
Plaza N, Farmingdale, NY 1.1735.
Tel: (516) 249 -3660.
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ANT Nachrichtentechnik have
introduced a new multitrack noise
reduction system based on the c4 line
of telcom NR systems. The 24- channel
E413 uses the more energy efficient
c4 E card, allowing noise reduction in
the control room. Reliability has been
increased with the use of gas -filled
bypass relays. Channel mode can be
controlled by the application of a
positive or negative voltage from the
multitrack to the differential input
stage. All inputs and outputs are

ANT are claiming over 14,000
channels in use in the world and that
it has become the European
broadcasting standard. On the record
front they are currently rather
pleased that the U2 album The
Joshua Tree was recorded using

electronically balanced with the
outputs floating and short -circuit
proof for 600 St load. The unit has
built -in memory to retain existing
function settings in the event of
power loss.

Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Berks

telcom c4.

ANT Nachrichtentechnik GmbH,

Lindener Strasse 15, D-3340
Wolfenbuttel, West Germany. Tel:
05331 830.
UK: Audio +Design Ltd, Unit 3,
RG8 7JW. Tel: 07357 4545.

USA: ANT Telecommunications,
Avenel Business Park, 211 Perry
Parkway, Gaithersburg, MD 20877.
Tel: (301) 670 -9777.

FM ACOUSTICS
introduces the

- FM 214 PRECISION
BALANCED LINE DRIVER

- FM 216 PRECISION
LINE LEVEL INTERFACE

99 I
They resolve any level and impedance problem
between -10 dBv semi -professional and consumer
equipment, audio sections of video recorders,
CD players and professional balanced equipment
working at +4 dBv, +6 dBv, +8 dBv and similar levels.
FM ACOUSTICS LTD

US OFFICE:
FM ACOUSTICS USA
P.O. Box 854, Benicia
CA 94510

Tiefenhofstr. 17 CH -8820
Wadenswil'Switzerland
Telephone: 01 -780 64 44
Telex: 875414 FMAC

Tel: 1707) 745 4444
Telex: 550161

FM ACOUSTICS LTD

PRECISION AUDIO ELECTRONICS
FROM SWITZERLAND

The National Studio for Electronic Music on the South Bank presents

We'll take

it
from here!

E(ftÏIC

Ask any

WEEKEND

From the world's number one microphone,
the Calrec Soundfield, to Audio File, the
world's most versatile digital recording, editing
and mastering system.
From a range of digital reverberators and
audio processors to the Calrec UÁ8000 music
recording console, now available with The AMS
Studio Computer.
In our digital age when audio quality
matters, from microphone to master, whatever stage you're at, AMS has the best.

Friday 11, Saturday 12

and Sunday 13 September 1987
A

major showcase of electro- acoustic music

ELECTRIC PHOENIX

PHILIP MEAD
LONDON SINFONIETTA & VOICES
JONATHAN HARVEY
TRISTAN MURAIL
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AND OTHERS
Plus talks and discussions and

a

studio owner, engineer or

client... when only the best is good enough
...AMS has the answers.

personal appearance of

MARCO STROPPA

The Queen's Award
In

QUEEN ELIZABETH HALL 8 PURCELL ROOM,

4

for Export Acnievement to Edendeck Ltd.

1984/85 and AMS Industries plc 1986.
July 1985, Edendeck Ltd became AMS Industries plc.

Seats £2.00 -£8.00 (Weekend Ticket £25 (£12.50 students)

B.O. 01-928 3191 C.C.

01 -928

London accommodation problems?
If you want b &b within walking distance of the concert we
have

a

i ÌÌQ

8800

special deal with Surrey Lodge Hall.

Single Room per night £14.851Double £25.20
Book when you phone for tickets 01- 9210651

AV
V

ADVANCED MUSIC SYSTEMS
AMS Industries pic, Burnley, Lancs. 8811 SES, Englanc
Tel: (0282) 57011. Tellex: 63108 AMS-G. Fax: (0282) 39542

Harris Sound Inc.

664C Sunset Blvd., Suite 110. Hollywood, CA 900028. U.S.A.
Tel (213) 469-3500
:
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2000

INSTANT VOICES

GUESS WHAT FORAT HAS IN STORAGE FOR YOU?
The MSM 2000 Modular System Memory from Forat
offers you the ability to store over 2000 custom sounds,
including the 512 free sounds we give you, for your
Yamaha DX -7, RX -11 or Roland keyboards. All at the push
of a button.
Like your tape machine, the MSM 2000 has three
buttons: Fast Forward, Rewind and Record. The first two
allow you to step or scroll through 64 banks of 32
sounds each. Pressing Fast Forward or Rewind will move
you through the banks of sounds, one bank at a time.
You then access individual sounds through your keyboard
or drum machine. In a hurry? Hold either button down
and quickly scan through the banks. A single MSM 2000,
by simply swaping RAM cartridge interfaces, will operate
with your Yamaha DX -7, RX -11 or Roland keyboard. Your
favorite sounds are on line all the time.
To save a sound, just push the Record button. Once
activated, the Record light comes on telling you that

"Memory Protect" is off. Now you may save to or format
the bank currently shown in the display window. Once
formating or saving is complete, the light will automatically go off and "Memory Protect" is enabled. You
may cancel the record function by simply pushing Fast
Forward or Rewind.
To insure that all your precious work won't get lost,
the MSM 2000 comes standard with automatic memory
self protection. This is provided through maintenance
free rechargeable batteries. Every time you plug in the
MSM 2000, the batteries are automatically recharged.
Only the MSM 2000 can give you the freedom, speed
and flexibility you need, on the road or in the studio. To
experience the remarkable MSM 2000, contact your
favorite professional music dealer or call Forat for the
authorized dealer near you.

FU RAT
11514 Ventura Boulevard, Studio City, CA 91604 (818)

763 -3007

Dealer /Distributor Inquiries Invited.
©1987 Forat Electronics
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FAX

(818) 763 -3977

Neve Prism series
With a break from established policy
Neve have made a range of

have electronically balanced line
level inputs and outputs with the mic
rackmount units available derived
amp /dynamics module also having a
from the V series consoles. Called the transformer balanced mic input and
variable high and low pass filters in
Prism series, they comprise a 4U
19 in rack with capacity for 10
the audio chain.
modules that may be powered from
Neve Electronics International
the client's existing console or by a
Ltd, Cambridge House, Melbourn,
lU power supply if required. The two Royston, Herts SG8 6AU, UK. Tel:
modules are the Formant Spectrum
0763 61886.
Equaliser and the mic amp /dynamics USA: Rupert Neve Inc, Berkshire
Industrial Park, Bethel, CT 06801.
unit which comprises compressor/
Tel: (203) 744.6230.
limiter /gate'expander. Both moduh,-

NEWS
Bel The Editor
Bel Electronics have introduced a

standard rather than optional. Other
features include pitch now being
adjustable in semitones or '/50 of a
semitone; and that the MIDI
specification now includes assignable
channels.
UK: SED, 29 Guildford Street, Luton,
Beds LUI 2NQ. Tel: 0582 452495.
Export: Musimex, 46A Marlborough

new digital delay processor
designated the BDE-2600S and also
known as The Editor. Specification is
similar to the BDE-2400 and 3200
but the main difference is its ability
to operate in stereo. The BDE-2600
has 26 s of memory at 20 kHz single
channel and 13 s in stereo. Unlike
the other BDE models the optional
floppy disk interface with dual disk
drive and the remote control, are now

Road, London N22 4NN, UK. Tel:
01-881 6060.

Qrawme r
A TIME OF CHANGE
THE M500 DYNAMICS PROCESSOR ... UNNERVING CAPABILITY`
111111111111111111

Auto levelling, Auto Fade,
De- Essing, Compression, Expansion,
Limiting, Auto -Pa Filter -Pan and
probably the m
omprehensive

Noise -Gate in t e world
simultaneously.

...

.

DRAWMER DISTR1«77ON LTD
CHARLOTTE STREET BUSI
CENTRE
CHARLOTTE STREET
WAKEFIELD WEST YORKSHI
WEI IUH ENGLAND
Telephone 0121 -375669 Telex. 5%640
-

I]

New Yamaha products

NEWS

Yamaha introduced a number of new
products at the APRS about which
there is only brief information
currently available. The REX50 is a
Digital Multi Effector-a desk -top
free-standing design with effects
capability including reverb, delay,
modulation, pan and pitch change
with the ability to combine effects.
The unit has 30 preset memories and
60 user memories with program
selection by footswitch, MIDI or front
panel. It has 16 bit processing with
12 kHz bandwidth.
The REV5 is a reverb and multi
effects unit with similar operation to
the REV7. It has the possibility of
creating layered effects, combined
effects programs and includes
programmable parametric EQ.
Contains 30 preset and 60 user
memories and a bulk dump capability
via MIDI. Sampling frequency is
44.1 kHz for 20 kHz bandwidth.

The MSS -1 is a MIDI position
synchroniser containing a
SMPTE/EBU generator and reader,
SMPTE/MIDI interface with song
position pointers and the ability to
send MIDI program and control
change data. It will store 10 songs
with cartridge save and a memory
capacity of 7,178 beats in the sync
mode and 1,795 steps in the MIDI
event model.
There have also been four new
additions to the mic range: the
MZ106S dynamic vocal mic with
mute switch; MZ204 and MZ205Be
dynamic drum/instrument mics; and
the MZ203Be dynamic vocal mic.
UK: Yamaha Kemble Music (UK)
Ltd, Mount Avenue, Bletchley,
Milton Keynes, Bucks MK1 1JE. Tel:
0908 71771.

USA: Yamaha International Corp,
PO Box 6600, Buena Park, CA
90620. Tel: (714) 522 -9105.

Sony DAT launch
Sony digital limiter
The Sony DAL -1000 is a digital
limiter designed for dynamics control
of the final 2-channel master. It
consists of a lU rack mount case and
a separate remote control unit that is
supplied as standard. The DAL -1000
can handle sampling rates of 44.056,
44.1 and 48 kHz and it will select the

correct rate automatically.
Basically the unit offers two types
of limiting curve. Type A offers a
gentle top end roll -off and allows the
rest of the signal to be level shifted.
Type B allows gentle compression
over the entire dynamic range of the
signal. Input attenuation and balance
can be adjusted in 129 steps, which
can be changed while a signal is
being processed with no spurious
noises. Up to five different settings
can be pre -selected into the DAL-

1000's memory.
Sony are quite keen to emphasise
that they see the limiter as a way of
actually expanding the dynamic
range available on digital recordings.
They feel that `fear' of level clipping
actually causes unnecessary under modulation which does not allow
maximum use of the available
dynamic range. The limiter will also
allow low level signals to be shifted
up from the digital noise floor which
is itself desirable.
UK: Sony Broadcast Ltd, Belgrave
House, Basing View, Basingstoke,
Hants RG21 2LA. Tel: 0256 55011.
USA: Sony Corporation of America,
Professional Audio Division, Sony
Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656. Tel:
(201) 930.1000.

Clear -Com Series 500
beltpacks
Clear -Com have released preliminary
information on the series 500
beltpack -type headset intercom
stations. There are three models: the
RS-501 single -channel standard unit;
the RS-502 dual -channel unit
selectable to either one of two
channels; and the RS -522, which is a
2- channel dual- listen design
providing facilities for simultaneous
listening and talking to any
combination on two intercom

20

channels. All operating controls are
recessed as are indicators and
connectors for protection against
damage.
Clear -Com, 1111 17th Street, San
Francisco, CA 94107, USA. Tel:
(415) 861 -6666.

UK: Theatre Sound & Lighting
(Services) Ltd, 67 Drury Lane,
London WC2B 5SP. Tel: 01 -836
7877/8.
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prohibit code when recording. Other
features include emphasis on/off,
master `safe' button, voltage selector,
wireless and wired remote facilities.
Sony plan to launch a portable proDAT machine at the beginning of
1988. This is the portable PCM-2000
first shown in prototype at the
London AES. This machine will
include a larger selection of
professional interfaces including a
contain different features and
timecode capability. Provisional
interfaces. The PCM-2500 has
sampling rates of 44.1 and 48 kHz on prices for Europe are £3,500 for the
the analogue inputs and 44.1, 48 and PCM-2500 and £5,200 for the
PCM-2000 (dollar value equivalents
32 kHz digital sampling rates. All
digital inputs and outputs correspond of $5,600 and $8,300 respectively).
UK: Sony Broadcast Ltd, Belgrave
with a variety of formats including
House, Basing View, Basingstoke,
AES/EBU and SW-2. The system
Hants RG21 2LA. Tel: 0256 55011.
also has its own error rate indicator
in playback mode and can add a copy
Sony have announced their intention
to market professional DAT
equipment throughout Europe from
Autumn of this year. The first proDAT machine to become available
will be the PCM-2500, a 2U 19 in
rack mounting unit. The basis of the
transport has been derived from a
domestic machine already available
in Japan (DTC-1000ES) but will

Soundcraft FAME
automation
Soundcraft have recently introduced
an automation system for the TS12
console to be known as FAME:
Faders; Auxiliaries; Mutes;
Equalisers. Based around a 68000
microprocessor, the system can
control faders, switching of three aux
send on/off, channel cut and EQ
in/out. There is also provision for up
to nine automated subgroups.
SMPTE/EBU timecode-based, the
system locks to the code from a tape
track and maintains frame accuracy.
Ten complete mixes can be stored on
a 311 in disk while `working mix'
data is stored in 512 kbyte of RAM.
The program and colour graphics
have separate memory.
The system hardware consists of a
VCA switchcard for each channel, a

central keypad and a 2U 19 in rack
unit for disk drive and processor.
Retrofitting is possible to existing
TS12 consoles and Soundcraft say
that the design of the system will
allow software upgrades without
hardware changes. Additionally there
is an optional colour monitor to
display EQ, aux and mute positions
with fader level and automation
mode for each channel strip.
Soundcraft Electronics Ltd, Unit

Borehamwood Industrial Park,
Rowley Lane, Borehamwood,
Herts WD6 5PZ, UK. Tel: 01 -207
2,

5050.
USA: Soundcraft USA, PO Box 2200,
8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge,
CA 91329. Tel: (818) 893 -4351.

PERFORMANCE NOT PROMISES
Exotic automobiles exude high performance
and deliver it. A word of caution; in audio
signal processing, a pretty faceplate does not
translate to superlative performance.
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Valley products are designed and engineered
to set the standard for excellence whet processing audio signals for the desired effect.
The processing circuitry it cur equipment
does not come from an electronics textbook.
We invent it.
Fresh, new terms such as Linear Integration
Detection. Peak Feversion Correction, Automated Program Dependency, Auto Slope, and
Program Variable Release Shape, appearing in
conjunction with our products are indicative of
our commitment to deliver unequalled performance, instead of merely conforming to

accepted practice
The heart of our signal processors, the V'A
(Voltage Controlled Amplifiers, is not pLrchased
elsewhere. We created it and patented it! Its

employment in our products yields our distinctive clean, pure sound.
Valley makes signal processors ideally suited
to fulfill your performance criteria. Let us
prove it. Call to receive an immediate
demonstration.

VALLEY
INTERIWTIONAL INC.

GRISBY MU S C PROFESSIONAL s.r
Via delle Indesme.60022

CASTELFIDARD01Ancona) IIa1y
Phone 10711711711 5.6 Fa 07117818088

Stirling : :A
d.á:anairou+mór_wiwsúrrá úrról
i

AEG Nederland N V

Prot Audio Dept
Alesa Jacobslaan

7

1066 BP AMSTERDAM
THE NETHERLANDS

EG

¡

Phone Number. 020 -5105166
Fax 13)'. 020. 5105280
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GEXCO Internafioial Inc

.

.

lair 8385 Fnerce fama.boe hence
Reed N5W 208E Madmen PO Bw Rat
NSW 2100. Malmo Sems
boNY
(02) 075 1211 Serrcts (02) 0N 1255
Aeeares (02) 0751077 Fax e02) V751378

GEXCO
INTERNATIONAL

317 St Paul's Avenue. Jersey City, NJ 07306. (201) 653 -2383 Telex 285261 GEXC'
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A MARRIAGE OF CONVENIENCE

BRINGING TOGETHER THE BEST ANi
DIGITAL PRODUCTION TOOLS AVAIL:
Editron 500A

NEW

Control of up to 15 audio, video
or film transports.
Multiple mixed frame- standards can run simultaneously.
;:sel
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Programmable VCA control.
A, B loop for machine sharing in
multiple locations.
Unique software driven archi-

1

I
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40
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tecture allows easy machine changes
no dedicated hardware.
Simple change of floppy disc
keyboard
turns system into Video
and

-

Editor.
Video edit-list stripping option.
Full colour graphics give critical
information at a glance.
10 user soft keys for customised operations.
Session set -ups stored on disc
for easy retrieval/editing.
20 comparators for external
devices, repeat fireable.

.M....

Lexicon PCM 70
Lexicon Digital effects set world
standards for sonic quality.
The PCM 70 offers the essence
of Lexicon sound as well as being the
only digital reverberator to have
Dynamic MIDI.' for control of all
reverb and effects parameters.

OGUE AND
BLE

FOR 15 YEARS SCENri SOUNDS

HAS SOUGHT OUT AND
DISTRIBUTED PRODUCTS WHICH
OFFER THE BEST TECHNOLOGY OR

BEST VALUE OF THEIR KIND.
WE ENJOY DEALING WITH OUR

CLIENTS DIRECT ADVISING AND

LEARNING FROM ThEM. BUILDING
UP LONG TERM RELATIONSHIPS.

Ñ

dbx 150X
The dbx 150X features two
separately powered, simultaneous
encode/decode channels of dbx Type
noise reduction giving up to 40 dB
improvement in signal to noise ratio
1

using analogue tape.
The 150X can

be mounted
singly or in pairs in 1 U of rack space
full rack mount kit included as
standard.

-

Despite
being
deceptively
in
simple
appearance and very
affordable, the PCM 70 has a specification which puts it in the top rank of
professional digital signal processors.
Call us for the name of your
nearest stocking dealer.

WE ALSO RECOGNISE THAT YOU
The 150X outperforms its best

selling predecessor, is more flexible
and breaks a new price/performance
barrier.
We know it sounds too good to
be true but assure you it's for real.
To prove to yourself that digital
signal to noise ratios are attainable for
well less than two hundred pounds,
call Scenic or a stocking dealer soon.

MAY PREFER A LOCAL SOURCE OF
SUPPLY SO WE HAVE CREATED A

NETWORK OF DEALERS

TO

ENSURE

THAT MOST CF OUR PROD'ICTS

ARE EASILY ACCESSIBLE
WHEREVER YOU ARE BASED.
DO CONTACT US FOR DETAILS OF

OUR RANGE AND OUR DEALERS.

SCENIC SOUNDS EQUIPMENT LIMITED
Unit 2, 12 William Road, London hW13EN
Tel: 01- 3871262, 01- 734 2812
Telex: 27939 SCENIC G

Vedic Products
Our new range of BPO audio jackfields are of the
highest quality and economically priced, from £150.

Computer Mixing Consoles

Featuring Mosses & Mitchell 5-point palladium
contact guage B jacks, the jackfield occupies just 2U,
of rack space. Standard versions are 2 or 3 row in 20,
24 and 26 ways. Please contact us today for information on our range of audio and video systems
equipment.

'cY1"s

;,i

iñ.e

#141411e
Phone (0734) 303800
Telex 858893 FLETEL G
Fax (0734) 509262 G2í3)

Media Products Limited
Unit 4,
Chiltern Enterprise Centre,
Station Road, Theale,
Reading, Berks., RG7 4AA
United Kingdom.

WESTEC Quality
you can afford
WESTEC Studiogeräte GmbH
Riekbornweg 3, D -2000 Hamburg 61
Tel.: 040/5 50 50 36, Telex 2 165 480 west d

IS THE US PRO AUDIO MARKET
IMPORTANT TO YOU?
If so, from October

- AES NEW YORK ISSUE

- Studio Sound will be doubling its circulation in
the USA reinforcing our position as the leading
INTERNATIONAL Pro audio journal.
For more details please call Mark Walsh

or Andrew Knox on 01 -686 2599
TELEX NO. 947709 & FAX NO. 01 -760 0973
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THE
ULTIMATE
DIGITAI,

PROCESSING
F.QUIPMENT
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AUDIO LOGIC and DOD
The best in digital delays, graphics equalisers

and sound processing

YET MORE

Letchworth Business Centre, Avenue One, Letchworth, Herts SG6 2HR
Telephone 0462 480000. Fax: 0462 480800. Telex: 826967
DOD International, 10 Cindy Drive, Nashua, NH 03062. Phone: 603 -888 -5230. Fax: 6C3- 888 -6750
6
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EQuator automation

NEWS
Klark-Teknik EQ,
delay line and
monitors
Klark- Teknik have introduced two
new equalisers in the form of the 400
series parametric EQ primarily
designed for room tuning although
other uses are quite possible. The
DN405 is a lU unit with 5 -band
parametric EQ with separate variable
high and low pass filters. Other
features include input gain control
and individual band in/out. Each
band covers 20 Hz to 20 kHz in three
switched ranges allowing 100%
overlap. Bandwidth variable 1/12 to 2
octaves with gain of -25 to +15 dB.
Model DN410 is dual -channel unit
similar to DN405 in 2U rack and
with possibility of 10 -band operation.
The DN780 digital reverb has had
new features added in the form of a
MIDI serial board allowing any
memory store in the unit to be
recalled by the MIDI voice select
command with the addition of tape
save and load. With MIDI, an RS232
board is also available allowing
external control of the unit. Both
these boards may be retrofitted to
existing units. The remote unit has
also been improved allowing fuller
control.
The DN773 is a compact 16 bit
delay line with 50 kHz sampling rate
allowing 21/2, 5, 7% and 10 s of stereo
delay in the standard models with
o

A

are internal making the unit
tamperproof.
Lastly, the electro-acoustic division,
known as Klark Acoustic, have
launched the first of the Jade series
of monitors developed in collaboration
with Munro Associates. The Jade
One MkII is a 2 -way bass reflex
speaker system with integral power
amplification. The drive units are a
11/4 in HF soft dome type with an 8 in
LF driver. An active crossover is
used with 2.5 kHz crossover
frequency and a user controllable
placement compensation EQ. The
amplification is rated at 100 W into
612 with acoustic output rated at
113 dB SPL peak at 1 m or 107 dB
continuous. Frequency response is
quoted as 55 Hz to 17 kHz. A high
powered system known as Jade Two
has also just been launched although
details are not available at time of
writing.
Klark- Teknik plc, Klark Industrial
Estate, Walter Nash Road,
Kidderminster, Worcs DYII 7HJ,
UK. Tel: 0562 745371.
USA: Klark -Teknik Electronics Inc,
30B Banfi Plaza North, Farmingdale,
NY 11735. Tel: (516) 249-3660.
NW
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DN 410 dual parametric equaliser
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Fader range is 0 dB to mute with a
1/2 dB resolution. It is possible to
work on one channel while the rest
are running under automation and it
is possible to define the fade rate
from one fader level to another. It is
also possible to solo channels at their
true mix levels.
The system runs against
SMPTE /timecode. Software is disk based allowing for future updates.
The manufacturers point out that the
system is not limited to use on desk
channels and could quite easily be
used for aux, etc.

Audio Control Systems Ltd,
Commerce House, 658b
Chatsworth Road, Chesterfield
S40 3JZ, UK. Tel: 0246 566801.
UK: HHB Hire & Sales, 73-75 Scrubs
Lane, London NW10 6QU. Tel:
01 -960- 2144.

double the delay running in the
mono mode. All delay adjustments

.101illfMN

lia

EQuator is a self- contained
automation system that can be
connected to any console through its
insert points and allows fully
automated EQ, level and muting. The
system has no control over the host
console and therefore this remains
fully active.
The hardware comprises a
QWERTY keyboard, colour monitor
and a master module, EQuator 2 +8,
which contains the system computer,
disk drive, two master channels and
eight input channels. The system is
expandable up to 40 channels and
two master channels by the addition
of further modules.
Memory capacity allows the storage
and resetting of up to 100 EQ and
fader levels for each channel with
mix data stored on diskette. The EQ
is 10 -band, ±12 dB in 1 dB steps with
14-band EQ on master channels.
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In brief
3M have recently launched

three

new tape product ranges: 3M AUD is
a U-matic cassette for PCM audio
applications; 3M 806/7 is a music
mastering tape for use in field
recording, music and broadcast
mastering applications; 3M 808/9 is
described as an audio mastering tape
for use in voice narration, archiving,
animation and other voice /effect
recording applications.
TAM/England have just introduced
two special purpose vinyl discs for
test purposes. Type One is a 12 in
double-sided mirror pressing, ie one
with no grooves at all for bias setting
on pick -up arms; and Type Two,
which is a 12 in double -sided silent
groove pressing intended for play at
78 RPM running for about 31/2 mins.
Intended uses for Type Two are for
theatrical, film and TV where the
visual appearance of an acoustic
gramophone being played may be
required leaving the real control of

the sound balance to the production
team. TAM/England, 13a Hamilton
Way, London N3 IAN. Tel: 01 -346
0033.

Danish company SC Audio have
introduced two new units in their
Tube-Tech series of valve (tube)
products. Following the PE1A
equaliser there has now been added
the ME1 A mid-range equaliser and
the CL1A compressor.
Ampex audio tape division has
announced that in future all 1/4 in 467
digital audio tape will be supplied on
precision reels similar to the wider
tape formats. Precision reels will also
be available in V4 in format, 101/2 and
14 in size as accessories.
Sony Broadcast have announced
that the MXP -3000 multitrack
console is now available in Europe
following launches in Japan and the
US over a year ago with in excess of
40 consoles sold to date.
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The "Bothy" at the bottom of our garden is where we work on
advancing console design concepts

there the latest improvement to the sonic performance of our
consoles the new EQ
was initially developed.
In

-

-

But we didn't stop there. We took the EQ into our own fully equipped
48 track studio where we tested it and analysed it. but most important
of all we listened to it exhaustively.

-

It's just one example of the way we continue
to enhance the sound of the SL4000E Series
Master Studio System to keep ahead in the
technology race. And if you already have an
SL4000E Series you can stay ahead too, as
the new EQ is easily retrofitted to all existing

consoles.

There is also a new SSL Studio Computer, the
G Series, which with its fast processors and
vast data storage capacity enables processes
that used to take minutes, to be carried out in
seconds. The G Series too is fully retrofitable.

With these improvements, and more to come,
shouldn't you be using the only totally
integrated audio mixing system in the world?

...AND SOUNDS
EVEN BETTER
HERE

Solid State Logic
Paris
Oxford
New York
Los Angeles
Begbroke, Oxford, England OX51RL' (08675) 4353
1

rue Michael Faraday, 78180 Montigny le Bretonneux, France (1) 34 60 46 66
101 Park Avenue, Suite 2506
New York, NY 10178 (212) 315 -1111
6255 Sunset Boulevard Los Angeles, California 90028 (213) 463 -4444

In brief

NEWS
introducing the DX300, DX800
and DX1500 power amplifiers

DX300 output power- 200 watts into BD (per channel, both
channels driven, 20Hz- 20kHz, -0.5dB) 400 watts into 852, 450 watts into
41 (burst power') distortion.(250mW to rated power at 811): IMD
SMPTE: <0.01 %. THD (1kHz): S10.01 %. THD (20kHz DIN): <0.02% size:
2 rack spaces, 81/2" behind front panel weight: 7Kgs, 16 lbs. cooling: 2
passive heatsinks.

DX800

output power: 250 watts into 8R, 400 watts into 4R (per
channel, both channels driven, 20Hz- 20kHz, -0.5dB(, 800 watts into 8R
(bridged mono), 800 watts into 4R 900 watts into 2R (burst power')
distortion (250mW to rated power at 8R): IMD SMPTE: <0.01 %. THD
(1kHz): <0.01 %. THD (20Hz -20kHz DIN): <0.02% size: 2 rack spaces,
13" behind front panel weight: 13Kgs, 29 lbs. cooling: 1 servo
controlled DC fan.
The DX300, DX800 and DX1500 amplifiers
all feature balanced TIR inputs, balanced
and unbalanced 1/4- inputs, banana
outputs, ground lilt switch and a terminal
block with access to all inputs and

outputs

DX1500

output power: 300 watts into 8R, 500 watts into 4R, 750
watts into 2R (per channel, both channels driven, 20Hz-20kHZ,
-0.5dB(, 1000 watts into 8R, 1500 watts into 4R (bridged mono) 1500
watts into 2R, 1600 watts into 1R (burst power') distortion (250mW to
rated power at 8R): IMD SMPTE: <0.01 %. THD ()kHz): <0.01 %. THD
(20Hz -20kHz DIN): <0.02% size: 2 rack spaces, 13" behind front panel
weight: 15Kgs, 34 lbs. cooling: 2 servo controlled DC fans.

'Burst power is a 1kHz tone for 10ms every 100ms, single channel
indication of the amplifiers ability to handle music transients and
tolerate deviations in nominal speaker impedance)
(an

Total Audio Transparency
Manufactured in the UK:
Hill Audio Ltd., Hollingbourne House, Hollingbourne, Kent ME17 1QI England
Tel: (062 7801 555(6/7 Tlx: 966641 HILL

U.S. Sales Office:

Hill Audio Inc., 5002B N. Royal Atlanta Dr., Tucker, GA 30084 USA
Tel: (404) 934-1851 Tlx: 293827 HLAD
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More contracts for SSL: a 40-channel SL4064 E
with Total Recall to Livingston Studios in
London; a 56- channel SL4064 E with Total Recall
for Skyline Studios in New York; a 40-channel
SL4056 E with Total Recall for Carriage House in
Stamford, Connecticut; a 64- channel SL4056 E
(their seventh SSL) for JVC 7, and a 32- channel
SL4048 E for Wonder Station, both in Tokyo; a
40- channel SL4056 E with Total Recall for Studio
du Chesnay in Versailles, France; a 32 -mono
channel SL5540 M audio production system for
Supraphon in Czechoslovakia; and a 36-channel
SL5548 audio production system for ABC MVC2
in New York.
The new studio complex at Great Linford
Manor is the world's first recipient of the Studer
A820 multitrack. British distributors FWO Bauch
have already received more than 25 orders for the
new machine, including those from Silk Sound,
Marquee, Abbey Road, BBC, Maison Rouge,
Lansdowne, RAK Records, Farmyard, Britannia
Row, Peter Gabriel's Real World Studios and
Rockfield Studios.
The second Calrec digitally assignable mixing
system has gone into service with the BBC's
latest master sound control vehicle. The 112 -input
system was christened at the 1987 International
Country Music Festival at Wembley.
Hibino Electrosound, Amek Distributors for
Japan, have ordered a 64 -input APC1000 with
GML automation, which they will supply to
Studio Jive in Tokyo. Ace Management of Hong
Kong will provide seven consoles for the Great
Hall of the People in Beijing, comprising two
custom -built Amek Classics, three BC1I broadcast
consoles and two TAC Scorpions. Protech GmbH
of West Germany are supplying an Amek Angela
with 36 inputs and MasterMix automation to the
University Games in Zagreb, Yugoslavia (it was
bought by the people of Mainz and presented as a
gift to their twin city Zagreb). And Amek G2520s
with MasterMix have been ordered by: Ca Va
Studios in Glasgow (56- input), Square 1 in Bury
(40- input) and Mainos TV in Finland (40-input).
Siemens, Austria, Neve's parent company, have
recently received an order from Austrian
Broadcast & Television (ORF) for a large DSP
system for their radio drama studio.
TDS Tecniche del Suono Srl of Italy have been
awarded a contract to supply Fono Video Sync of
Milan with a complete audio studio for music and
A/V synchronisation. Equipment includes a
32-channel Westec console and 24 -track MCl/Sony.
DDA have announced a number of recent sales.
Two 24/8 S series monitor consoles have gone to
the Nomis complex, while Abbey Road has taken
on their fourth D series console for mobile stereo
recording. Fountain Television have received a
customised D series for their TV studio control
room. AMR24 installations include a 28/24 to FRJ
Studios and a customised 36/32 console with
remote patchbay to Orinoco Studios.
The MBI/AHB group have announced the
installations of a Sigma 24 mixing system in
Tonstudio Wagner near Vienna and another in
Tonstudio St Blasien in Grafenhof.
Mal Holmes and Graham Weir of OMD have
each purchased a home studio system from Audio
Services in Stockport, comprising the computerassisted CMC24 mixers and multitrack
equipment.
Sigma Sound Studios have recently upgraded
their Philadelphia-based Studio One with a
52 -input Neve 8078, a George Massenburg Labs
automation system, and Mitsubishi
2- and 32 -track digital recorders.
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Tim Leigh. Smith looks at disk -based
recording at The Bridge studios in London
The Bridge is a recently
opened two -room facility

specialising in work
ranging from radio and
TV commercials to full scale radio drama and
documentary film soundtrack work. The central
London facility is run by Robbie Weston.
The two studios have the same facilities: a
Studer stereo A812 with centre -rack timecode, an
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SSL 6032E 32- channel console with a professional
CD player and an AMS AudioFile set into the
desk (SSL painted the surrounding panels to
match AudioFile), with stereo monitoring on
KEF KM1 s. A pair of 3 -speed 24 -track Studer
A820s, the first two production models, live in
The Engine Room between the two control rooms,
which are normally assigned one each.
The Engine Room also houses Studer A810

centre-track timecode machines, Beta, VHS and
U -matic machines for both video and digital
audio, and an Ampex VPR-80 1 in C- format VT
machine. Both studios have tables facing colour
monitors, putting the emphasis firmly on audio
for video.

AudioFile appeared on the horizon about a year
ago when The Bridge was being planned, so there
was a visit to AMS in Burnley (Robbie Weston
says "a sort of long weekend ") to see and poke
the prototype. "Right from the beginning in the
conception of The Bridge we had the idea of
eliminating cart machines and control rooms full
of reel -to -reel machines. It just seemed obvious
that was the way things would go and it was very
firmly in our minds that the AudioFile would be
the way to do it."
In terms of technical quality, cart machines are
still the weakest link in the chain despite
considerable improvements. "Also a cart's not
very good in a video sense because you can't
synchronise it. You can tell it when to start but
you can't do anything about the speed while it's
running. Because of the lubricated tape and
slippage you can't guarantee that it's going to be
the same if you play it 10 times; it certainly
won't be frame accurate 10 times."
He is swift to point out that carts are still being
used very successfully at Silk Sound but for the
new facility they wanted something better.
Following the visit to AMS an AudioFile was
introduced at Silk Sound and quietly put to work.
AMS had made it clear that the software was still
being developed and feedback from early users
would contribute to that development. The system
kept getting faster and better so it proved a
worthwhile experience, hence the two AudioFiles
at The Bridge.
"Costwise it balances up very well with all the
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Why

is it always such a struggle to
link audio and video tape transports
through most synchronizers? Because
each machine speaks a different control
language. Translating reel and capstan
commands for one type of transport
complicated enough. Factor in a multitude of machine -specific commands and
transport design philosophies, and you
have a real nightmare.

NIVERSEL

Rethinking the synchronizer
That was our first step in unraveling
the machine communication and control
problems that complicate your w ork. What makes LYNX
only truly universal synchronizer and machine control interfathe ce
is an innovative design that uses distributed processing and a
unique approach to software architecture. TimeLine's U.S.
technology is so advanced, LYNX actually overcomes the
"impossible" language barrier between audio machines and
video editors.

Hands-on, not hands-and-knees
The transport synchronizer /resolver interfaces with your
tape machine in one step through the front panel menu.
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Next time you catch yourself daydreaming about how easy
would be if your tape machines could finally talk to each
other, try a LYNX. See how TimeLine's universal machine
control interfacing, intuitive front panel operation and
outstanding reliability (our first production unit is still in constant
use) can make all your audio and video transports work
together
and make them all work for you.
life
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Take control

No DIP switches, no rotary switches.
No opening the unit to change
ROMs. No complicated alignment
procedures. Simply hook up the cable
and push two buttons.
Even the LYNX can't repair tapes or
transports. But when peripheral
problems do occur, LYNX has diagnostic
messages and status indicators to help
you track them down and get back to
work fast. LYNX even reads, generates,
resolves and translates timecode and
pilot.
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other equipment that we would have had. If you'd
got a fully equipped studio with six cart
machines, three y4 inch machines and two
turntables, then on top of all that you looked at
buying an AudioFile, it's not really going to offer
very much you can't already do except for digital

The

Definitive
Gate
fixed or tracking four stage envelope lets you create
I envelopes as well as modifying them.
High resolution filters for frequency conscious gating or

programme equalisation.
Trigger mask up to four seconds can be used to remove
offbeats or change accent levels.
Envelope delay up to two seconds gives slapback and
repeat effects.

Developed for the new breed of studios
where perfection is the only standard.
The Rebis RA701 gives the warmth of
analogue with digital precision.
Velocity sensitive MIDI output drives synths and drum

machines without the need for special pads or
interfaces.
Merge input allows units to be chained to give a single
MIDI output.

Stereo and duck facilities, 90dB attenuation range, 5 volt
trigger in/out and external key input.

For full information/demonstration contact:
Rebis Audio Ltd. Kinver Street, Stourbridge West Midlands DY8 5AB.
ENGLAND. Telephone: (0384) 71865. Telex: 335494. Fax: (0384) 397105
Australia; John Barry Group, Artarmon N.S.W. 02 439 6955. Austria; Bauer Sound, Himberg 02235-89298. Belgium; S.E.D., Bruxelles
522 70 64. Canada; Heinl Electronics Inc., Ontario 727 -1951. Denmark; Kinovox NS, Lynge 02 18 76 17. Finland; Studiotec, Espoo 592055.
France; High Fidelity Services, Paris 285 0040. Germany; Thum & Mahr Audio, Langenfeld 2173 -78060. Hong Kong & China; Audio
Consultants co. Ltd., Kowloon 3- 7125251. Italy; Startek, Bologna 32 1063. Jamaica; Audiofon Systems Ltd., Kingston 926- 2569Japan; Hibino
Electro Sound Inc.. Tokyo 4424101. Netherlands; Special Audio Products B.V., Amsterdam 140035. New Zealand; Maser Broadcast Systems
Ltd., Glenfield 444 -3583. Saudi Arabia; Fadil Halwany & Sons, Dammam 8570848. Singapore, Malaysia& Indonesia; Bell & Order, Singapore
7438081. South Africa; Tru -Fi Electronics, Johannesburg 786 7177. Spain; Singleton Productions, Barcelona 237 70 60. Sweden; Tal & Ton,
Gothenburg 803620. Switzerland; E.M.M. Studio, Basel, 061 54 20 45. U.S.A.; Rebis U.S. Atlanta, Georgia 404 633 6626.
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quality.
"If you're starting from scratch you could buy
six cart machines, six sets of dbx, a cart recorder,
dbx for that, three centre-track timecode
machines, synchroniser interfaces for those, a way
of event-starting all the carts of the synchroniser,
lots of patching and a matrix of switchers to
enable it all to work. Build it into a console so
that the engineer can get at it all without
obscuring his view of the TV monitor or the
studio. Or you could get an AudioFile with a
19 in rackmounted unit in the desk and the
mainframe in The Engine Room out of the way.
Costwise there's absolutely nothing in it."
The latest software provides up to eight
simultaneous mono outputs, each of which can
carry a continuous stream of different cues related
to timecode, all capable of independent
adjustment. Carts, tape machines and grams may
add up to more outputs but they need time to
recue or attention to reload.
Video productions that just require 30 min of
background music and narration are handled on
24 -track tape. AudioFile comes in to action where
there are complex sound effects to be arranged.
"We see it as working in conjunction with a
multitrack. It's not an 8 -track digital recorder
that replaces the need for tape. It's a cart
machine that's editable."
One of the most useful features is its ability to
mark a cue point within a sound effect that
relates to a visual cue. For example, the squeal of
an airliner's tyres on touchdown can be related to
timecode when the puff of smoke appears. Having
marked the cue point the accuracy of sync can be
checked simply by running back a few seconds
and playing the cue. It is not necessary to run
right back to the start of the sound effect as it is
with an event- triggered tape machine or cart. In
the same way, if background music is to be faded
up after speech, a particular phrase of music can
be marked to come at the end of speech. Again
this can be checked almost instantly.
"Things like that really speed up an operation,"
says Weston. "An engineer can look very
impressive in front of his client. Of course you
can do that sort of thing using timecoded tape but
you're not losing any quality by doing it through
the AudioFile. You can take a compact disc of
library music, put it into the AudioFile,
synchronise it, edit it, and it's exactly the same
as if it was coming straight off that compact
disc."
Editing changes the sequence of sounds
reproduced without actually cutting anything. So
when the producer decides it was better the first
way the bits are still in the system, not scattered
about the control room floor. At the end of a
session the events list can be saved to 31 in
micro floppydisk and the digital audio from the
hard disk can be saved to PCM tape for future
use on the same AudioFile or another elsewhere.
Robbie Weston reckons that this ability to
interchange material between studios will help to
build clients' confidence in the system.D

It may not have escaped your notice that we
have covered only the AMS AudioFile system
in practical use -this was not our intention.
Two other systems scheduled for inclusion
were quite simply not in an operational state
and reference to them as practical systems
would have been an exaggeration. We hope to
report on these at a later date. It should be
pointed out that the Synclauier Direct -to-Disk
system was not among these units and a full
appraisal of this will appear in the near
future.

How to deliver all the mixes they want,
with all the sound quality you need.
Status in a snapshot

Monitor mixing could be the world's
most thankless job. Juggling levels to
keep a group of demanding and
critical musicians happy is tough
enough without a console that ties
your hands.

Successful designs have to perform
in the real world, not just on a test
bench. The S Series includes status
LEDs for Solo, Cut, EQ In/Out and
other key functions, so you can see
what's going on even in the dark. And
the removable meter bridge lets the
console fit into low-profile flight cases,
making the most efficient use of your
truck space.

Maximum flexibility
It's essential for effective control of
levels and balances on stage. So the S
Series Monitor includes eight Monitor
sends on each input channel, as well
as a feed to the master LR outputs via
the pan pot and 100mm channel

fader. Monitor sends can be assigned
pre- or post -fader as needed. For even
more routing options, each of the
eight Monitor groups can feed the
four Aux Sends. Both Aux and
Monitor outputs have 3 bands of EQ
(with sweepable midrange). There's
even a Mono output with its own level
control. Altogether, you have
seventeen usable outputs to work
with.
Building this level of flexibility into a
cost- effective console isn't easy. But
DDA engineering has never been
about settling for the easy solution: it's
about finding the right one. It's an
attitude we share with Klark-Teknik,
our parent company.

Outstanding audio
performance
Hum, hiss and noise are especially
annoying and distracting on stage.
They're too high a price to pay, what
ever the console costs. Meticulous
attention to every detail of S Series

Roadworth reliability
DDA's stringent quality control
includes a complete "burn -in" of each
console. We won't ship an S Series
console until we're satisfied that it will
deliver clean, accurate, precisely
controllable mixes night after night.

Improve your performance

More control
Aux sends have three
band EQ with aweepable

More outputs
Fight monitor sends on
each input channel.

midrange.

circuitry meets the high standards set
by our world-class D Series sound
reinforcement consoles. Input channel
crosstalk is typically better than
- 80dBv, line level noise is - 84dBv.
Other specs are equally impeccable.
Balanced inputs and outputs preserve
signal integrity, even through the
network of audio, power and lighting
cables on stage. Finally everyone can
hear the music without distracting
hum, hiss and noise.

Discover the difference DDA sound
quality, precise control and ergonomic
design make. Who knows, one of these
nights someone may even thank you.
For the name of the DDA S Series
dealer near you, contact:
DDA Limited,
Unit #1, Inwood Business Park,
Whitton Road, Hounslow,
Middlesex TW3 2EB.
Tel: 01 570 7161
Telex: 932905 Fax: 01 577 3677

S

SERIES

ID DA MONITOR

A Klark -Teknik Company
In the USA

write to:

KlarkTeknik Electronics Inc., 30B Banfi Plaza North,
Famingdale, NY 11735 Tel: (516) 249 3660
Fax: (516) 420 1863.
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A number of demonstration recordings from
10 m2 Stacey Road studio helped to convince
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The BBC has many production centres
around the UK, of widely differing sizes.
BBC Wales' Stacey Road is a unique
facility within the Corporation that has
evolved into a specialist postproduction
operation. Tim Leigh Smith, in
conversation with Des Bennett of Stacey
Road, traces the development from basic
beginnings to the present, now with
several years of disk -based recording
experience under their belt
a film sound recordist
for BBC Wales I was
s

very interested in music
recording using film
audio equipment, which was very limited. You
had to think about what you were doing because
you didn't have the resources of acoustically
controlled surroundings and a large mixing desk
with foldback, and all the things you would
expect to have if you're going to record music.
And on top of that you didn't have multitrack. So
what you got is what you got.
"The outcome was that I took a great deal of
interest in recording music in whatever form,
whether it be a single voice and a guitar or a
piano up to any forces they could command. It
ended up with me doing a programme which
involved an 18 -piece band with eight vocalists and
backing vocalists for four films which were going
to be put out on BBC network television."
This project was obviously a bit big for the
standard film recordist kit so the necessary gear
was hired in and set up in a radio studio to prerecord the music. (In those days most BBC studios
were equipped with mono desks designed for
speech rather than multimic music.) The mix was
recorded on stereo Nagras with vocals on one
track and backing on the other, allowing
adjustments to suit the balance to the images.
When the films were edited a first generation
sepmag soundtrack was produced to ensure the
finest quality for transmission.
Asa result of this successful venture it was
suggested that any similar projects in the near
future could make use of a former TV news and
current affairs studio in Stacey Road away from
the main BBC premises, which was surplus to
requirements then. In 1975 Des Bennett set up
his four Audio Developments portable mixers
linked with flying leads to provide 24 channels
into two stereo Nagras.
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the

producers that this `temporary' facility was worth
investigating. Then came the first television rock
opera in Welsh: Melltith ar y Nyth, based on a
traditional tale. "The producer asked me if we
could do it multitrack, and I said `Yes' because
the first answer to every question is `Yes', and
then you find out how you're going to do it."
On this occasion it meant hiring in a 3M
8 -track M79 with a set of Dolbys and a suitable
synchroniser. The machine came from ex -BBC
Ealing film sound recordist John Page who was
connected with the firm making Maglink portable
timecode equipment, so he supplied a Maglink
synchroniser system along with an NC 1 in VT
machine. The soundtrack of this production was
issued as the first BBC Wales album, a measure
of its success.
In 1974 the first Sypher video dubbing suite had
been set up at BBC Television Centre in London
but video people generally were not then familiar
with the idea of separate audio and video
recorders linked by a synchroniser. For Des
Bennett and his colleague at Stacey Road, Tony
Heasman (now assistant manager film, BBC
Wales), the synchronisation of Nagra or Stellavox
with film camera and sepmag recorder was the
norm and they were able to establish Stacey Road
as the first video post -syncing facility outside
London.
Twelve years ago there wasn't a great deal of
video synchronisation work around, so to keep the

machine busy it was arranged that the
studio could be hired out through BBC
Enterprises. It was one of the first to offer
multitrack studio and location facilities for Welsh
language pop/rock recordings, which had not been
well served previously. The 8 -track earned itself a
permanent place and was later joined by a
16 -track M79, a 20/8/2 Midas desk, a couple of
Studer B67s and a Nagra IV-S with NAB spool
capability and varispeed.
In the early days the 8 -track was taken to the
TV studios to pre- record material and provide
'live' multitrack playback for several series of a
Welsh language pop music show which saw the
introduction of Shure SM58 pop-shielded mics to
BBC Wales. Eight -track and synchroniser did the
first television drama dub in Wales and the first
stereo simulcast of a pre-recorded work in Wales.
For the simulcast, landlines carried timecode
some five miles between videotape and audio
machine. The stereo pilotone Nagra with
varispeed was run as a backup in case of sync
problems. There were none.
The first simulcast on the continent of Europe
involved the Stacey Road crew and their gear in a
trip to the Netherlands at the request of NOS,
who provide technical facilities for the various
Dutch broadcast production companies. The
portable Maglink system and two M79s were
taken over to handle audio recording, editing and
transmission of a 90 min performance of Verdi's
Requiem. On this occasion the mono TV sound
was derived from the stereo radio feed rather
than coming off the VT soundtrack.
After a few years multitracks became available
in television studios and Des Bennett, now
officially a dubbing mixer, settled more
permanently at Stacey Road recording title music,
backing tracks, and even music to picture, as well
as handling video dubbing for BBC Wales and
occasional jobs for other BBC regions. BBC
London facilities were usually fully committed so
if video and audio synchronisation needed special
attention, for whatever reason, Stacey Road
tended to be where it got sorted out.
8 -track

The next development came in 1979 when BBC
Wales' Children's Department wanted to dub an
American series of 25 fast moving 6 min cartoons
into Welsh. This would apparently involve rapid
rocking and rolling of U -matic and 8 -track by deft
manual operation of the synchroniser controls.
When asked if it would be possible Des as usual
said `Yes': "And I hadn't got the faintest idea
how I could do it."
Timecode in picture might obscure vital lip-sync
cues so a separate 35 mm footage /frame display
(11/2 ft =1 s) fed from the Maglink was fitted below
the video monitor for the actors. In film areas
they would also see written dialogue timed to
match lip movements, projected across the bottom
of the screen, passing a cue mark. This was not
then possible in video, so scripts carried footage
cues and the actors were persuaded to wear
headphones and listen to the original soundtrack.
At first they were reluctant, now they wouldn't do
it any other way.
During recording the original and studio sound
were monitored on separate speakers to assess
accuracy of sync. Then each take was played back
clean to assess performance. Some cartoon
characters had sped-up or slowed -down voices and
the only way to match them was to use varispeed
on the multitrack. The video machine could not
run in sync so only the audio tape was used for
cues. This proved so successful that the picture
was not used at all during post- syncing.
A routine developed: play the original track
twice for rehearsal then record and finally play
the take. In the next five years this system
handled several cartoon series and two major live
action film series, which required much more
accurate lip-sync to picture than the cartoons.
There was a constant search for simple means to
correct slightly inaccurate sync by slipping the
speech into place.
If speech was ahead of picture a delay line
provided the simple solution. But if it was already
delayed the speech had to be taken off the
multitrack and laid back in sync at a cost of two
tape generations. Des Bennett had an idea:
suppose the required bit of audio was stored on a
suitable delay line device that allowed the stored
audio to be edited and then triggered by timecode
at the correct point. That device was a modified
AMS DMX 15-80s stereo digital delay line.
"It had the longest delay in broadcasting, 41/2
seconds, when we got it in January 1982. I had
asked AMS if they could modify the normal AMS
delay line so it could store a piece of information
and fire it off as a complete piece of information.
When they asked me how long a delay I wanted, I
said, `Enough for a sentence'. I took my stopwatch
and went: `Mary had a little lamb, it's fleece was
white as snow,' and at the time I made that 41/2
seconds. So I said, 'I want 41/2 seconds delay, how
much will that be ?' "
Des was able to offer several good reasons for
the necessary investment: as well as delay and
repeat effects there were strange voices for
cartoon characters using harmonisation and pitch
change. An actor could play several parts with
different voices or a complex crowd effect could be
built up from one voice and, best of all, mistimed
lines could be stored and repositioned using the
timecode trigger.
About this time Stacey Road effectively doubled
its post-syncing output by the installation of a
second control room with two M79 multitracks,
two Studer B67 %, in, AMS delay line and digital
reverb, and a 24/4 Midas desk linked to the same
studio. This was to be operated by Des Bennett's
new colleague Peter Jeffreys. One of them could
be recording from the studio while the other was

editing a previous session. Solo operation was
possible provided the established play, play,
record, play pattern was automated.
This was done using a BBC Micro computer in
each control room with interfaces and software
created by David Williams, a BBC Wales
maintenance engineer, for Stacey Road's
requirements. One decision was that at no time
would there be more than one actor in the studio.
"Now most people say you can't get performance
if you do that, but when needs must the devil
drives and the fact remains you can get
performance." The actor recording the first voice
can use the original soundtrack as a guide to
performance, provided it is properly performed
and synchronous. Following actors can perform to
voices that are pre- recorded, just like overdubbing.
In the computer-controlled post -syncing system
every timecode cue point for one actor would be
listed on the BBC Micro. At the session each of
that actor's cues could be located, rehearsed,
recorded and checked in turn. For rehearsals the
system would run only the video machine from
the required pre -roll point (reducing multitrack
wear) and would feed the original soundtrack to
the actor. A set of cue bleeps at about one second
intervals would be injected just before cue point.
This allowed the actor to concentrate on
performance without the need to watch for
timecode cues and lip movements. A good
performance tends to make the accuracy seem less
important. "If you feel that the voice matches the
character then you enjoy the programme and you
ignore the sync." When things were working well
the system could be set to skip one or both
rehearsals and go for a take. The computer
system also freed the operators from the endless
manual shuttling of tape machines so they could
concentrate on sound quality and sync accuracy.
The success of the delay line for slipping things
into sync led to enquiries about longer delays at
lower cost. AMS was already thinking about a
digital recording and editing system. For three or
four years there was discrete dialogue with
potential users. Des Bennett was requesting that
the device should have an RS422 port providing
control facilities similar to a tape machine. He
also had specific ideas for video dubbing, postsyncing and music recording applications. AMS
managed to take many of these into consideration.
In due course an AudioFile arrived at Stacey
Road on the understanding that its software was
still in development. There followed three
software updates within a year, each an
improvement on the preceding version and each
requiring changes in the BBC Micro controlling
software. Inevitably there were crashes: "It was
like driving down the motorway in the wrong
direction sometimes." But anyone who has spent
years rocking and rolling tape machines manually
all day, hitting the right button at the right
moment time after time, has got to be fairly
persistent ( "or a bit loony") and eventually it all
settled down.
A mobile control panel allows the device to be
operated from either control room. It is used on
three main types of work: video dubbing, basically
adding music and effects; video post- syncing,
dialogue replacement, usually from one language
to another; and stereo music editing.
One of the first productions to use AudioFile for
dubbing at Stacey Road was the drama
series District Nurse with 12 episodes of 50
minutes duration. The routine here was to get a
printout of the edit decision list from the VT edit
computer. This enabled in and out timecode points
for every scene to be entered on the BBC Micro.
Then the system could locate any scene, rock and

roll across any scene, and trigger frame -accurate
event starts within any scene.
Events can be cued from the start of an effect or
from a chosen mark point within an effect that
must coincide with a visual cue. Effects can be
dropped in on the fly and later slipped into
perfect sync, if necessary. Des Bennett reckons
each 50 min episode of District Nurse required
between 150 and 200 effects to be tracklaid,
mainly from wildtrack tapes provided by the
programme's sound supervisor.
Where conditions had prevented clean lip -sync
sound there was either a studio post -sync dialogue
replacement session or sometimes a wildtrack
`sound only' take done on location to be slipped
into sync. This last could be a very fiddly job of
cutting and joining bits of tape or mag track but
it is much easier on AudioFile with the DMX
15-80s available to expand or contract the sound
as required. (There are plans to include time
compression/expansion facilities on AudioFile itself.)
With all the tracks prepared the mixdown can.
begin. The BBC Micro commands the U -matic
video machine and audio recorder to go to their
starting points. When AudioFile receives timecode
from the video tape it prepares to present the
appropriate cues at their designated outputs and
timecode event points. A VDU in front of the
operator shows cues on the 8- output channels
moving across the screen past the `replay head' in

the manner of an animated dubbing chart.
One major advantage is the ability to assign
any cue to any timecode point and any output.
For example, in District Nurse there were many
cues that occurred more than once in an episode.
Several scenes set in one particular location
would usually require the same basic atmosphere.
Once an effect is stored in AudioFile it can be
called up repeatedly throughout the programme.
For certain continuous effects there is no need to
record several minutes of the sound.
"If you have a three minute scene that requires
a ticking clock, you can record one minute of a
ticking clock suitable for the scene and then ask
for it three times. You could have a minute on
output one, moving to output two for the second
minute and then back to output one. So you're
using two outputs but you have your three
minutes of ticking clock for the price of one
minute of disk time. The only criterion when it's
a ticking clock is that it must go `tick -tock' on
every edit and not `tick- tick', but that can easily
be achieved on an AudioFile."
A neat point is that if it is necessary to drop
into record in mid-scene the `ticks' and tocks' will
still be in sync. Try doing that using a tape loop
for the background effects.
The editing technique can be used to deal with
an abrupt change of level on the video
soundtrack. For example where a VT edit has
brought together the end of a quiet scene and the
beginning of a loud scene, the director may decide
to smooth this out at the sound dub. It is simple
to lay off a few seconds either side of the level
change on to AudioFile and then split it to two
separate outputs, one taking the sound up to the
level change and the other from there on, with
everything held in sync by timecode.
A slight catch in the present system for
mixdown arises because AudioFile only locate to
the required point when it receives timecode from
the U-matic VT. It locates the point instantly but
then has to sort an event list for all the cues that
follow. If there are 150 events to sort this can
take longer than the 5 s pre-roll on the VT
machine. (The latest software release from AMS
speeded up event list sorting by a factor of at
least four.) If a VT machine is controlled from
`
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AudioFile it is not put into play mode until the
events have been sorted.
One solution is to divide long dubbing sessions
into sections of about 50 events, enough for 15 to
20 mins of mixdown. When timecode in/out points
and output channels have been entered for the
first 50 events this data is downloaded to a 31/4 in
micro floppydisk, the event list is then cleared
ready for the next section. It is even possible to
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RECORDING II
overlap sections so that the last few events on the
first section are duplicated as the first events on
the next section. "It sounds complex. It isn't," Des
Bennett assures us.
For the first few episodes of District Nurse the
original VT soundtrack was laid off to 16 -track
tape so there were plenty of spare tracks
available for anything AudioFile could not
accommodate. These spare tracks were never used
so after three episodes the lay off was done to
8-track. In fact for this sort of dubbing session a
Nagra T -Audio twin -track with centre track
timecode could take original VT sound on one
track and final mix on the other audio track.
The next development will be a facility to
download material from AudioFile via a PCM -701
encoder to video cassette. (AMS say this facility
was released last March.) This will provide
inexpensive, compact, long term digital storage of
all the music and effects needed to create M&E
tracks (without dialogue) for programmes to be
sold overseas. It will also be handy for those
occasions when a completed programme has to be
shortened for scheduling reasons. On AudioFile it
is a simple matter to edit out unwanted material
and offset all subsequent events so they still come
up at the right moment in the mixdown.
Another application of AudioFile is the post syncing (re- voicing) of purchased programmes. The
aim is to get all of one actor's lines recorded on
AudioFile as close to perfect lip -sync as possible.
Only the U -matic VT, AudioFile and a back-up
14 in recorder are run for the voice recording. At
the end of the session the accuracy of sync is
checked and usually less than 10% of the cues
need to be moved. After any adjustment each
actor's lines are dumped to one track of the
multitrack master tape.
There are several advantages: reduced wear and
tear on the tape machines and the multitrack
master tape, instant access to any cue without
having to spool tape about, the ability to adjust
lines by as little as '/, o of a frame in either
direction for more accurate sync, and digital
quality in stereo or mono.
The system will become even more flexible with
the digital download to video cassette. It will be
possible to download an actor's lines without first
trimming sync, and at a later date upload to
make the adjustments without any loss of quality.
An ideal arrangement would be to hold all the
dialogue and even mixdown on AudioFile, but
that would require much more disk space and
expense.
AudioFile also gets called on for rescue work.
For instance, a recent BBC Wales production
involved a choir and a band performing on
location at Cardiff Castle. In this sort of situation
the music is often pre-recorded on in so the
'
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performers can mime without mics obstructing
the view while the playback goes on to the VT
soundtrack. On this occasion something went
wrong with the VT audio chain. The result was a
good video recording accompanied by very poor
sound and only 24 hours to get it put right.
The producer still had the in master but that
had no timecode on it to synchronise to the video
tape. Could Stacey Road sync the y4 in? 'Yes,' of
course. The video was copied to U -matic and VT
sound was laid off to 8- track. The ya in master
went on a Studer B67 which was started as a
timecode event so it hit the beginning of mod in
sync with the 8- track.
The outputs of the two audio machines were fed
to separate speakers and then held 'in phase' and
in sync by tweaking the B67 varispeed. The music
was recorded on AudioFile so that outdoor
atmosphere could be added as it had been on
location. This included faint helicopter effects for
some aerial shots. The helicopter track was quickly
slipped into the required position so the approaching
and receding sound matched the images.
On another occasion AudioFile was able to help
a chorister who had not quite pitched correctly a
couple of times. Fortunately the organ
accompaniment had been pre-recorded on one
track and the voice was recorded clean on another
track. With AudioFile it was possible to edit the
wrongly pitched notes to another output to go via
the DMX 15-80s which simply corrected the pitch.
Multimic music pre -recording sessions for TV
pop shows still require multitrack tape machines
rather than AudioFile, which has eight outputs
but only two inputs. Bands come in to get two
numbers recorded and mixed in just five hours.
That needs 16- or 24 -track tape. Less frenetic
sessions such as piano and vocalist have been
mixed straight to stereo on AudioFile.
Recent stereo simulcasts produced by BBC
Wales have had the benefit of stereo music
editing on AudioFile. Verdi's Otello broadcast in
May this year was a major production using five
cameras working to five separate VT machines to
be brought together by post -production in the VT
editing suite. Sound was mixed to stereo and
recorded digitally on PCM-F1. After VT editing
the sound was conformed at Stacey Road.
The Fl audio was synchronised to video pulses
but did not carry timecode, so the first
requirement was to transfer it to a digital Umatic format with timecode. Then the U -matic
audio was brought into sync with the VT
soundtrack by adjusting the timecode offset and
listening for phasing between them. Once the
offset was known any sections that needed editing
could be laid off to AudioFile against timecode.
One of the tricky bits was a trumpet fanfare
that included a cracked note. A retake was
provided but the instruction was that only that
one note was to be used from the retake.
"What we did was transfer the section of audio
with the cracked note and the retake of the
trumpet fanfare on to the AudioFile in stereo.
Then we edited the retake down until all we were
left with was the one note and we edited the
original so we had up to the start of the cracked
note on one stereo track and continuing after the
cracked note on another. Now we wanted them to
be in sync, so by offsetting the timecode we moved
the replacement note to meet the last '/, o of a
frame before the cracked note started and made
sure that the '/, o of a frame of the new note met
the beginning of the original after the cracked
note. We checked that the sound on both sides of
the cracked note was in sync with the VT
soundtrack and then allowed the AudioFile to do
the edit for us.
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on his voice with a natural `phasing' effect in true stereo. Not
two performances panned left and right or one performance put
through an effects device and panned left and right. So, I got
him to sing into an electric radiator I'd mic'ed up with two TLM
170s, which are very sensitive. And we got this lovely
reverberant sound off the springs inside. Once the casing had
been `notched' out with a touch of 700 Hz it sounded wonderful,
like an early reflections mode off a REV7. The quest for sounds
doesn't have to rely on £1,000 worth of gear. (Anybody want to
buy a bedstead...time -aligned?) Sound recording has its own
rewards and some really nice work can be achieved by just
listening to something and then creatively placing the mic."
Having said this, the Daylight control room is equipped with a
good measure of outboard equipment and enough keyboards to
start a music shop. But before explaining, Ian lets me into a
secret: "Guess what we've got lurking in our live room."
In a centuries -old building in ye olde part of deepest Devon,

DAYLIGHT

David Hastilow visits a studio with
an unconventional approach to
effects and a slice of history
lurking in the live room
orne people set up studios by
buying lots of equipment and

plugging it in, and think
they've got a studio. The pivot
of our company, our reason for existence, is the fact that in
everything we've gone into, we've never taken the attitude that
we'll adopt the `traditional' studio or production way of doing
it." Ian Dent, owner /engineer of Daylight Studios, is the sort of
person who, if spring-line reverberation hadn't been around,
would probably have invented it.
"We had a singer in the other day who wanted a short reverb

Control room
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the imagination was inclined to roam.
"Not what you're thinking," he continued, "but a slice of pop
music history. I'll show you later."
In the control room is a Tascam 85 -16 -B, Soundtracs desk and
an Emulator: "The Emulator is very useful, we do a lot of
orchestral stuff on it using theirs and our own samples that we
get by trading `time' for samples with musicians. We've got
some great string sounds recorded with our mobile setup.
Actually, a trick to compensate for the loss of high frequencies
caused by the digitising process is to feed a sidechain through a
pitch changer, we use SPX -90, one octave above and then mix it
back with the original signal. It stimulates a lot of the lost
presence. Great for bass and brass. But the Emulator is old
technology now compared to the Akai or Prophet 2000. We hung
on to it because it's so manual and easy to use, you don't have
to spend hours fiddling with knobs and cross referencing. A
couple of knobs, a slider and that's it- finished. We've also got
KX88 with digital harpsichord and grand piano module, TX7
with 1200 sounds, JMS 12 -track recording studio package with
scorewriter, Dureth MIDI recorder and Roland Space Echo,
which some guitarists still prefer to digital sounds.
"Oh yeah, and last week I was recording a kit in the live
room and just couldn't get a really nice fat, rounded, enveloped
thump from the bass drum. So I stuck my ear to the ventilation
shaft and could hear a resonance in the plastic pipe making a
boom boom sound. A Sony C48 down the shaft recorded it
beautifully; the pipe, being quite long, was filtering off the high
frequencies. That's our philosophy, being totally open minded.
Actually, I've spoken to many engineers who'd like to work that
way. Why just close-mic everything or use the same old
techniques. Everyone does it. If they're recording an overdriven
guitar or drums for instance, up goes the mic at the other end of
the room. It's a recording cliché now."
Ian's 'adhocist philosophy' doesn't just apply to the
manipulation of mics, it also extends into equipment. "We're
really into transients here, we want to get reality on tape.
Actually, nearly all the equipment in here has been modified to
a greater or lesser extent. We've actually changed a number of
components quite drastically to get a better sound.
"My brother, John Dent, is a well known cutting engineer. He
was at Island for 10 years in the Sound Clinic. Having access to
the Island cutting room, where our tapes could be compared
with others, and meeting Tim de Paravicini, who has a company
called Esoteric Audio Research in Cambridgeshire, made us very
aware of many of the finer aspects of equipment technology and
how it all comes together finally in the sound of the place. Did
you know that some op -amps colour the sound? You put them
in -line and the sound changes -the difference can be heard. The
ones we got from the States don't but in fairness to the larger
manufacturers these particular chips have only been around for
a couple of years; we discovered them by chance when we were
looking for something else. It's all to do with the speed of the
sound through the desk and we're trying to achieve the sort of
sound in the studio that you'd get on location with a Nagra,
reality on tape, not that boxed -in noise -reduced mush. Noise
reduction is used here as an effect. A lot of people think you're
crazy if you work without it. Why? We've gone into everything
here, even the cable. The blue stuff is data-transmission cable
and the grey stuff 56 pF/m. And we've had transformers
rewound, and special circuitry made."
Much of Ian's attitude towards the sound of his studio stems
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DAYLIGH
from the early days when Daylight was just the name of a
production company operating from a small office in Honiton.
"We were producing bands -well anything, really -in studios
all over the country. Cassette dupes to complete album
packages. And that included graphics and photography. In a
way it's a pity we have to call ourselves a recording studio
because we were doing everything. If a shop opened up in town
and was looking for an image that was different, they'd come to
us because they knew we were a bit quirky. We helped the local
schools and charities and lots of businesses. For three years we
were registered as an advertising agency but stopped it after
being in here for a few months because we were continually
getting calls from magazines trying to sell us space. We're still
in the Chamber of Commerce, though, because we bring a lot of
business into the town. The graphics and photography side are
still thriving and when a band comes in we can offer them a
whole deal ready when their sessions are finished. Artwork,
pics, ads, etc.
"It was frustration that brought about the setting up of our
own recording studio. On arriving at a studio somewhere they'd
have changed the monitoring or sold the previous desk and

installed something totally different. Trying to maintain
consistency became a problem and we were lucky to have the
Island cutting room as a reference, otherwise it was a case of
`stick your finger in the air and guess whether it's correct'.
"Casually looking around for premises this place came up.
Totally gutted, it meant we could do what we wanted and also
that we'd be in the centre of town with our own car park.
People did say we should be in nearby Exeter because it's larger
and more appropriate, being the principal city, but Honiton is
just as accessible by train and motorway and the rural peace
meant more to us than the trappings of city life. The building is
quite a peculiar shape because originally it was wedged in
between two cottages to form a terrace but they've since been
removed. So many of the acoustical problems associated with
parallel walls have been taken care of. Having to put all new
floors in meant that we could `isolate' studio and control room.
We've only been here since 1984 and have had to expand
already because we diary our work on lots of different levels so
one area is always busy. Be it the studio, graphics, the mobile,
editing, duping or whatever.
"The first four records we did were gospel music, which has a
very distinctive style, and for someone trying to cut their teeth
it's a less aggressive way of doing it. We did some jingles work
but there are so many studios around after that sort of work we
never really pushed it, although our biggest success most
recently with radio stations has been through tape syndication.
We record programmes of authors talking about their books.
Then edit them all together and they are sent to radio stations
on a syndication basis. At the moment we hold the highest
record in the UK for a syndicated tape to be played on the air,
which is 51 out of 60 stations, mainly BBC.
"We recorded the BBC Young Musician of the Year in Exeter
Cathedral. The orchestra had been set up badly because the
soloist, Emma Johnson, was placed on a plinth right out by the
conductor so we had to bring the stereo pair further out than
the ideal. But, because the cathedral interior is so cavernous,
the brass sounded distant, so a second pair of Neumann TLM
170s was used to bring the top end in a bit. It didn't affect the
feel of the sound or create phase problems. When the tympani
went you could still hear the sound go down the length of the
cathedral and come back again.
"We've recorded orchestras in some strange ways though. We
were booked to record one in a church but the vicar refused to
have the pews taken out or even shunted around. So all the
musicians were up the aisle. Instead of double basses, cellos,
violas and violins being in the normal place, everyone was all
mixed up. It was a baroque orchestra -which wasn't so bad,
about 28 musicians plus a harpsichord-but there was also a
choir, which ended up down the other end of the church, and the
poor soloist had to stand in the pulpit. I just multimic'ed
everything for a dry sound and then added digital reverb to the
final mix. It sounded really good, actually, but purists would
have a fit if they knew how it was recorded."
Daylight hope to become 24-track soon, and although they've
yet to acquire a multitrack machine, a desk has been found.
This is no ordinary mixing console, however, and any recording
engineer who look's back to the '60s and '70s with an `elephant's
eye' would probably love to get his hands on it. That slice of pop
music history is the old Helios from the original Island studios,
through which many of the greatest sounds of British rock
music were pioneered; the 'bedrock' of the business we know
today.

"What we intend to do with it," says Ian, "is not change the
character in terms of performance and sound but just make
slight mods for today's requirements. Having got hold of it
we've been literally inundated with people wanting to help us
do it up because it's got some nostalgia value to it. The modules
have all gone off to be cleaned up and the frame is being
mod'ed, and when it's finished it'll replace the Soundtracs desk.
It's quite a scoop. Three Genesis albums were done on it as well
as a Led Zeppelin-well, just all those really famous sounds of
the '60s. And if there is one desk in the country that could suit
the kind of atmosphere that we feel is here in this studio, this is
it. We get people coming to work here from all over the world
and there's no logic why they come here, they just enjoy
working here I guess.
Daylight Recording Studio, Kerslake's Court, King Street,

"
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Honiton, Devon EX14 8AB, UK. Tel: 0404 2234.

An unbeatable track record
The number of tracks is one of life's dilemmas.
There are not enough for some, too many for
others. So working on the theory that 24 tracks
were enough for many projects but 48 were often
necessary, we designed the PCM -3324.
We followed that with the RM -3310 Remote Control
and Synchronizer ... 24 or 48 tracks as you like,
when you like. Not only that, we made sure that the
DASH format provided for up to 48 tracks on a
single machine, guaranteeing upward
compatibility.

Marketing Services, Sony Broadcast Ltd., Betgrave House
Basing View, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG21 2LA. Tel: (0256) 55011

Producers were not slow to realise the
creative advantages of this way of working. Studio
Managers saw a safer return on their investment,
so thanks to them we had a success on our hands.
Now we have added the IF -3310 and VSU -3310 to
further improve system flexibility.
If you want to know how to solve the track
dilemma, find out more about the Sony system,
then contact our customers who'll tell you just how
good it is. Who are they ?... If you don't know
perhaps you shouldn't be reading this advertisement.

SONY

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO.

Opened over 20 years ago and
now owned by Warner

Communications, Atlantic
Studios are one of the few
remaining recording studios still owned by a large record
company. The studios, however, are by no means exclusive to
Atlantic and work as much for outside labels as they do for
WEA artists.
Atlantic also do all the duplicating work for Warner
Communications and its affiliates as well as quality control for
all Warner and Elektra products. Other activities take in all of
the production (including much of the mastering and cutting)

ATLANTIC
Terry Nelson visits this well
established studio in New York

Control Room

fA

Studio A
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and tape archival for Atlantic Records and its sub-labels such as
Elektra, Atco and Cotillion. CD has been recognised as a much
more durable storage medium and at present a large transfer
programme is underway to copy the tape archives on to compact
disc.

Atlantic Studios are situated in New York's theatreland in a
corner building on Broadway and spread over the second and
third floors. The studios are on the second floor and the third
provides accommodation for the cutting, transfer and Synclavier
rooms.
Studio A features a Hidley /Sierra design. In fact Atlantic were
the first US studio to update with the new Hidley modifications,
in December 1984. The modifications basically improve the
phase performance of the room and give greater control over the

bass frequencies. Engineer Stephen Benben commented that
Studio A was "our California room" due to the cherrywood that
had been used for the hardwood finishes, giving a very warm
feel to the place.
Centrepiece of the control room is the Neve custom console
that was acquired from Air Studios (one of two made to the
specifications of George Martin and Geoff Emerick) and is
probably the only console to have the distinction of wearing a
Rolls -Royce insignia! The console is a 48/24 in a `European' (or
split mix) configuration with 32 -track monitor section and
features an extremely large patchbay for extra flexibility.
Automation for the console is in the pipeline and should be
installed by the time of publication.
Paul Sloman (then studio manager): "You just don't let a
console like that go! When we heard that Air in London were
going to sell the Neve we jumped right in to secure it. Some of
our engineers had been to Air and all commented on the sound
of the console. It may be considered old technology but that
console has a lot of innovations and technical excellence, such as
all gold connectors. And having the microphone preamplifiers
out in the studio does make a big difference in the basic quality
of the sound, which means that you start off on the right foot
straight away. Many engineers find that the Neve has a more
musical, softer sound than other consoles, which tends to
enhance the signal. As you can tell, I'm a fan!"
Monitoring comprises an upgraded Hidley/Sierra 2 -way system
with secondary monitoring depending on clients' wishes.
Amplification is provided by Bryston 4Bs and Studer A68s.
Engineer Bill Dooley (the guide for the day) commented that
Yamaha NS-10s were "pretty popular though it does seem silly
when you think about it that the final sound of over $1 million
worth of audio gear depends on what brand of toilet paper you

YOU PROMISED YOURSELF A

NEW 2" OTARI RECORDER, ONE

DAY.

TODAY IS THAT DAY.
There's a difference between Otari's new
MX 80 and the 2" machinery on offer from
other manufacturers.
And it's a difference your accountant's
just as likely to notice as your clients.
For a start, the MX 80 offers a full choice
of formats. From 16-track, through 24 tracks
and right up to 32.
Features like Dolby HX -Pro, serial remote
control, gapless, seamless punch in /out and a
built -in mini autolocator make it perfect for
the true professional.
And with options like an overbridge that
can take Dolby A and SR racks, you can even
Otan Corporation,
2

Davis Drive,

Belmont, California 94002
Telephone: (415) 592 -8311
Telefax:
(415) 591 -3377
910 -376 -4890 OTARICORP BLMT
Telex:

Otani Electric Co Ltd,
4 -29 -18 Minami -Ogikubo,
Suginami-ku
Tokyo 167
Telephone: (0 3) 3 3 3-9631
Telefax:
(03) 331 -5802
Telex:

J26604 OTRDENKI

start to rival the digital boys.
But here's the surprise. Otari's MX 80 is
so keenly priced that a go -ahead studio like
yours can probably afford it right now.
So could we advise you send for details or
ask for a demo right away?
If you've always wanted an Otani, it would
be a shame if you ended up on a waiting list.

Otani Electric (UK) Limited
22 Church Street, Slough, SLl IPT, Berkshire.
Telephone: (0753) 822381. Telefax: (0753) 823707
Telex: 849453 OTARI G

Otani Singapore Pte Ltd,
625 Aljunied Road.
07 -05 Aljunied Ind,
Complex Singapore 1438
Telephone: 743 -7711
Telefax:
(743) 6430
Telex:
RS36935 OUARI

Otani Electric Deutschland GmbH,
Rudolf Diesel Strasse 12,
D -4005 Meerbusch

2

\Vest Germany
lcicphone: 010 49/2159/50 -861, -862 or -863
Telefax:
010 49 2159 1778
Telex:
85316 3 8 OTEL D

use!" (Bill was, of course, referring to the practice of putting
tissue paper in front of the NS-10 tweeters.)
The control room has a good amount of rack space built into
the rear walls in order to avoid too much clutter, though
"sessions can tend to get a bit out of hand when people start
bringing in mountains of extra gear in portable racks ". General
policy at Atlantic is to have all studios fitted out with the same
outboard gear with a central stock of effects that can be moved
around as required. The list of equipment available is more than
comprehensive and includes such gems as Fairchild stereo
compressors, MagnaTech de-essers, Pultec EQPs /EQH-2s,
Teletronix LA -2As and API modules through to the latest in

ATLANTI
digital processing.
Recording is both digital and analogue with Sony 3324s for
the former and Studer A800s for the latter. "We find that the
DASH format works very well for us and the after -sales service
is very good here in New York.
"As far as digital and analogue are concerned as mediums, I
think it is very much a question of what works best for a

particular session. In fact, we often end up by using both
machines together, either in parallel or synced up separately.
For instance, some people like rhythm on analogue and the dubs
and vocals on digital."
Mastering is digital and/or analogue with a choice of machines
from Sony, Mitsubishi, MCI, Otani and Studer.
The studio can be accessed from either the control room via
sliding glass doors between the monitors, or the corridor/lounge
area, meaning that musicians do not have to tramp
unnecessarily through the control room. Dimensions are
36x47 x12 ft and acoustic treatment is fairly basic with a
varnished concrete floor, wood panelled walls and a fair
smattering of mirrors. The overall sound is that of a small hall
and the irregular shape of the room avoids problems such as
flutter echo.
"The studio has remained almost the same since the studios
were built," explained Bill, "and though we have gone through
extensive re-building in the complex over the last few years we
were virtually under pain of death by clients not to change this
room -it just sounds good so why argue with that? We can
always lay down carpets and hang drapes if it needs to be
damped down but most people like it the way it is. It gives a big
live sound and separation has never really been a problem."
In addition there is an isolation booth (12x16x9 ft) that is
mainly used for vocals and tight instrumental dubs.
A feature of the studio is the extensive microphone patchbay
(equipped with Neutrik gold pin XLRs). This is a master patch
containing the mic lines going to the console and sub-patchbays
known as satellites. The satellite is in fact a duplicate of
microphone points around the studio and also has XLR
connectors for foldback, etc. Though at first sight this seems a
little excessive, the system is in fact extremely flexible and
proves to be a good timesaver.
Patching flexibility is almost a hallmark at Atlantic as all
machine send/returns can be routed between any studio as well
as microphone lines.
A useful accessory to Studio A is a good sized lounge behind
the control room. Naturally `wired for sound' it can double as an
excellent isolation booth. The lounge enables production
meetings to be held in private on the premises.
Studio B features a design by Paul Sloman-and also has an
`escape lounge'. The treatment consists of spaced slat absorbers
and carpeted surfaces and according to Paul, "sounds like my
living room ".
Recording centres around a Neve B108 (48/32) fitted with
Necam 96 and Studer A800 and/or Sony 3324 according to
choice. Equipment racks are recessed into the rear side walls
and hold the 'standard' complement of Valley and Scamp racks,

Control Room B with engineer Bill Dooley
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Pultecs, Teletronix,1176, etc.
The control room measures 17 x21 ft and gives plenty of room
for the production team to work without visitors or musicians
breathing down their necks. Visual contact with the studio is
excellent via a window almost floor to ceiling.
The studio (33 x 17 x 10 ft) features the same acoustic treatment
as the control room with cylindrical slat absorbers, some
panelling and absorbent surfaces. The floor is parquet. The
general shape of the room is a long rectangle that sounds like
"a garage" smiles Bill Dooley. "However, that's where bands
start so they feel right at home here!"
The studio has two isolation booths at the far end of the room

ATLANTI
and features a microphone patching system identical to that in
A. Studio B provided the opportunity for a talk with Paul
Sloman.
"Part of our philosophy is to have a lot of effects available for
the client. We don't have one piece of gear that never gets used
though I must say that the AMS stuff is very popular right
now."
How does the studio absorb the cost of all the equipment?
"By keeping the studios booked! The competition out there is
fierce and the technical level is staggering. We have a basic
complement of outboard equipment for each studio that we
consider necessary to be able to do a good job and that is
included in the studio rates. On top of that we have a central
pool of equipment that can be hired out as required, such as the
AMSs, Lexicons, etc.
"One of the problems facing studios here, and I am sure it's
the same everywhere else, is that studio rates haven't matched
inflation. In 1976 a standard rate was $150 to $160 an hour and
it hasn't changed much from that today.
"I often feel that it's a crazy business-there's equipment
sitting here that's 25 years old and its still terrific yet people
are in love with hi -tech. At one end of the scale you have the
super -SSL type of technology and then you have people lining
up to use Pultecs and LA -2As.
"Kids often call me up and ask what they need to know to get
into the recording business. I tend to recommend computer
science, technology programmes, that kind of thing. Education is
much more important now than it was, say, 20 years ago,
especially as the manufacturers have realised what is going on
and are using new technology more and more."
Did Paul Sloman think there might be a backlash against all
the technology?
"It's not impossible. New kids to the business often know
about the technology but they don't know basic acoustic
principles, what sound is and how it originates and is affected
by different environments.

"For example, I would much prefer electro- mechanical control
of studio acoustics than use EQ on a console but I doubt
whether many other people would be interested! However, I
maintain that to be good in the studio business you have to
have good ears and more -not just be able to manipulate dials.
"As a studio manager I obviously cannot reject new
technology, nor do I want to! If I did then it's time I looked
elsewhere for a job! Our third 3324 came in this morning and I
doubt if we will stop there. This said, we still have to recognise
that besides the cost of the equipment today, the creative
process very often suffers, in spite of the fact that all this new
gear is supposed to aid creativity. This is because pressures
demand results or effects at the touch of a button rather than
leaving time to experiment and to actually use some of the
potential that a piece of equipment may offer. Like I said, it's a
crazy business but I still love it!"
The latest major innovation at Atlantic has been the rebuilding of their mixdown suite (which has bees such an
enormous success that they are already considering building a
second). Dimensions are 25x 23 ft with the design being an inhouse effort. All walls are fully isolated and floated off the main

structure together with a suspended ceiling.
The treatment consists of walls that are effectively absorbent
with the rear of the room being reflective. There is also heavy
trapping behind the monitor wall to control the low end energy.
Monitoring is by UREI 813Bs together with any secondary
monitoring that may be required.
Mixing centres around an SSL 6000E console with all the
computer options and fitted with 56 input channels and eight
stereo line inputs that provide automated returns.
Multitrack machines are again Studer and Sony though
sometimes an MCI JH-24 is called into service. Mastering is on
Studer A820 or Sony 1610.
In order to keep flexibility and cater for last- minute surprises,
the mix room also has an adjoining overdub room for vocals,
brass sections, etc. The surface treatment of the walls is 1 x 1 ft
squares with one side reflective and the other absorbent.
Depending on the dub, the response of the room can be changed
quickly to suit.
Reaction to the new mix room has been very positive with
quotes such as `the gear is topnotch, like the console', `with all
the synths in here it's like a live gig in the control room', `like
a second home', being heard from different engineers and
producers.
Other facilities at Atlantic include a digital editing suite with
a Sony DAE 1100 editor and Hafler speakers, two identical
cutting rooms each equipped with a Neumann VMS70 lathe,
SX-74 head, SAL-74 amplifiers and Zuma computer, and various
copying and duplicating rooms.
Video has not been forgotten either and there is a post production room equipped with an MCI JH-500 console and
JH-24 multitrack. However, the room often becomes a budget
studio for small productions. (Maybe the daylight and
interesting view of the street has something to do with its
popularity.)
Heralding the era of the `tapeless studio' is Atlantic's newly
built Synclavier room. Though the instrument can be installed
in any of the studios for a session if required, the studio
recognised the potential of the Synclavier some time ago and
realised that nine times out of ten it did not need to be in a
control room -it was quite happy functioning as a complete
system by itself. This way composers can work in peace and the
studios can welcome other clients.
Also part of the Synclavier room is a (yet another) MIDI room
where systems can be tried out and programmed before moving
into the studio or fed down tielines to the final destination.
A facility the size of Atlantic relies heavily on efficient
maintenance and five to six people are on permanent staff to
keep things running smoothly. There are also, on average, six
house engineers who either do sessions or look after freelancers.
Since Atlantic was first visited, Paul Sloman has gone on to
pastures new and studio manager, Pamela Johnston, has taken
over after having managed the Power Station for two years. Her
comment on Atlantic was: "That the engineers are taking over!
With all the expansion that has been going on I literally have
to fight to keep some administrative space!
Atlantic Studios, 1841 Broadway, New York, NY 10023,
USA. Tel: (212) 484-6093.

"
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The fact that we don't want to mention digital recording in this advert is no reflection
on its undoubted merits, or the merits of Brüel &
Series 4000 Professional

Kjr

Microphones.

The thing is, we've seen enough adverts claiming that the
ultimate microphone for digital recording has arrived; too many in fact. To paraphrase Shakespeare, "methinks they do protest too much ". And he was acknowledged as a genius without mentioning digital recording once....
All we'd like to say is: don't listen to us, listen to our microphones. They speak for
themselves.
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pro -audio centre
Our directors started out building
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full of the best audio equipment.
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got that of course.
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sound systems for rising stars, and
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staff all have
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backgrounds.
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found that customers
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Phil Collins,

who we knew when he
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model. Yamaha
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a drummer.
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pro -audio stockist in the UK. Sony we

launched low -cost digital in this

country.
It also takes experience: at HHB

you won't find slick salesmen, just a
team that knows its business inside

out.
You'll also find everyone

It takes space for facilities:

has a one -track mind. (Or 24 track

while you're exploring our

ifyou want

demo room, you can be sure
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at HHB

to see our range of Amek

consoles and Sony recorders!)

that our service and hire
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be the best equipped

in the country?
departments are hard at it to preserve
our reputation for the best back -up
in the business.

Our enlarged digital editing suite
now includes AMS Audiofile, as well

and so in our new premises you'll

find

a high level

of comfort that

extends throughout the building.
And of course to make your visit

ony CD mastering.
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the hair shirt was out of fashion

more palatable we're always happy
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that, with our unmatched

technical expertise, approachability
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-
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and our new

we've
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right to call ourselves the

first pro -audio centre in the country.

PHONE 01 -960 2144 TELEX 923393.
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FOR SALE
Fairlight Series III
Fairlight Voicetracker
PPG Wave 2.3 and Waveterm
E

-MU Systems SP 12

x Sycologic Midi Patch Bay

2

Oberheim Xpander
Plus other synths /keyboards
All items less than a year old and in mint condition
Will sell separately or as package

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
PLEASE CALL EMILY OR JOHN AT

LONDON

01-434 0011

P&R AUDIO

DBM-1A

PHONE FOR OUR NEW
CATALOGUE ON

(0323) 845736

NEW

DUAL NOISE GATE /FADER /PANNER
An extremely high quality audio processor with

E249.95 inc.

versatile features

40 -WAY PATCHBAY IN 1U

Mono, stereo and balanced compatible cards,
with 3/4" jacks front and rear, invert cards to
E59.95 inc.
de- normalise

PASSIVE D.I. BOX

£32.95 inc.

Link -out and Earthlift socket

PASSIVE HEADPHONE SPLITTER
8 -way

headphone splitter with link out

£29.95 inc.

P &R AUDIO, 114 SOUTH ROAD
HAILSHAM, EAST SUSSEX BN27 3JP, UK.

Comprehensive remote digital metering
unit for the
Sony PCM- 1630/1610 systems
Owners include:
Nimbus

Tape One Studios (4)
Abbey Road Studios (2)
ICM Switzerland (2)
Genesis
HHB

Island Records
Digipro

Mullard
N.O.S. Holland

TOTALSYSTEMS
Weller Eggar House,
High Street, Hartley Wintney, Hants RG27 8NY
Tel: 0251 26 4757

ARE YOU COST CONSCIOUS?
THEN WE HAVE THE SOLUTION
KEYCART CARTRIDGE MACHINES OFFER YOU
Excellent frequency response

_
,1!

.r

.

VQ'4Wt

gloom=us

* Quiet operation
* Easy maintenance
Remote facilities
* Compact size

For further information contact:

KEYDIAL LIMITED
Units 2 & 3, Enterprise Estate, Moorfield Road, Slyfield Green, Guildford, Surrey GU1 1RB.
Tel: (0483) 573221. Telex: 8955137 B Cl UKG.
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The Boss Display

How To Keep An Eye On The Boss:
Code

Error

88:11:88:17

®

88:11:84:83

REC

88:11:83:88

REC

88:11:85:87

REC

88:19:56:85

REC

®

Cue sheet

TC ref Ml

Dest

MI

Trk 00
Sree

Record In
Best Cue

81 :11 ::8:83.88

84- 35M1 CRMERR

3

12 :89 :12 :11

85- bUMSiiOT - 45

3

12 :18 :88 :83

12 :18 :22 :88

0 1 :11 :38

:83.88

86- OUMSiIOT - 38

3

Record Out

01 :11:31

:88.8'

87- OUIISIIOT - 357

3

12 :18 :55 :11

Sree Cue

08 :09 :51 :28.88

3

12 :11 :13 :88

Duration

8O :88 :08 :27,88

°_

Trk 80

88- CRR SKID 4 CRR

1

Reel 108000

832) C. U. gunshot

832

Ml

88

1

81:11:28:11

81:11:28:11

81:11:29:88

12

88

12:1848:83

81:11:29:85

81:11:38:85

12

88

12:18:88:83

833} long shot - tan in car
833

M1

88

81:11:29:85

834> C. U gunshot 2
Mode: SFX

W

Yhat shows on The Boss
screen really says it all.
ou get to see exactly
what you've done, what you're doing, and what you will do. In color.
So, instead of one step and only
one step at a time, you can create
limitlessly in any direction.
The Boss screen is divided
into several lists which describe
your equipment, your editing
script, even your recording media.
As Boss operations change, one
list will be highlighted to help you
focus on what you're doing. But
like a good map, The Boss keeps
everything right in front of you.

sti r1 ng - -A
i

Canfield Place, London NW6 3BT. Tel. 01.625 4515.
Fax.01- 372 6370. Tlx. 946240 C WEASYG. Ref. No.19014280.
I

!fessue: ARR Record

File: photo

CUEING

At the top left of the screen
you will see descriptions of your
studio gear-every machine The
Boss controls. Next to that is the
time code and status information
from each device.
The lower portion of the
screen contains the active work
area and various lists. Information
from the active work area is accumulated in the audio decision list
below. A "library" list displays a
catalog of your tape library.
The Boss display was designed
by audio engineers for audio engineers. Each area of the screen adds
to your awareness of the editing

process, so you can see ne opportunities for creativity and m e the
most of them.
The Boss. It'll change he way
you look at editing.

Alpha Audits
Automation Systems

A Division of Alpha Recor

g

Corporation, 2049 West Br ad
Street, Richmond, VA 232
804/358 -3852, TLX: 46903
(ALPHAAUD CI)
The Boss and Alpha Automation are trademark °
Recording Corporation.

.f Alpha

GEXCO TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL INC

Aerland
EG Ned

.V.

317 St. Paul's Ave., Jersey City. NJ 07306/US

Prof. Audio DeptN.
1066 BP AMSTERDAM
THE NETHERLANDS

Tel. 12011

656 -7466. Tlx. 285261

AlettaJacobslaan7
Phone Number: 020 -5105486
Fax (3): 020-5105240

GEXCI. Fax. 1201) 653 -2386.
Gexco Technology International Inc. is the worldwide istributor of
the Alpha Audio BOSS and other high quality pr ucts for the
recording, broadcast and postproduction industries.
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`leading edge'

ideas which. arrived, to fan-

fares now lie in cobwebs.
At Syco we greet every new developme

i

t

with a

critical eye. We assess, we consider, we use ourjud't ement.
And since we introduced the first digital) music

production technology back in 1980, our produql s have
been increasingly influential in changing music prOduction

techniques.
With our experience of both digital and a alogue

technologies we've been able to successfully integ ate the
two in various ways, creating

a

wide variety of mu is pro-

duction environments.
Our Technical Services Department, for e3 ample,

experienced at installing analogue and digital

audiü ), MIDI

systems and Local Area Networks (LANs) for corn esters,

frequently designs custom interfaces for specific installations.
We also produce new

products to solve pre blems

which are not being addressed by other manufac Curers.
(The Sycologic M16 Midi-Matrix is one example.)
Our knowledge and experience has hell ed us

identify the major new trends in music production,

'Id the

products that will accompany them.
Syco will be introducing this technology. A luality
of product and service which will establish new standards.
Helping you build

a

more efficient and creative production

environment.
So not only will our new technology be

e:

citing,

innovative and state of the art. You can also be

a:

;ured

that it'll meet our own high standards.

T

ECH/KNOWLEDGE/

Syco: Conduit PI. London W2 Tel: 01 -724 2451.71x: 22278 Fax 01 -2

6081.

AUDIO

RECORDING
TODAY
have divided audio
information storage into
four distinct product
Jeareas. This was done,
not to separate them but to show the relative
strengths in the different product areas. This said,
it is quite clear that the largest range of products
still lies in the analogue domain.
It appears there have been more analogue
machines introduced in the last 12 months than
at any other time. In the area of multitracks
alone we have had the Studer A820 the
Soundcraft Saturn, the Otani MX-80, the Tascam
ATR-80, the Aces Omega and significant
modifications on the Lyrec TR533. Analogue does
not seem about to die just yet, at least in the
multitrack area. With these machines two more
analogue 32 -track recorders have been introduced
in which there has certainly been interest shown,
although it would seem that an effective noise
reduction system would be a necessity.
Much of the regained interest in analogue
multitrack has to be due to the continuing split
format among the digital systems, although
perhaps more importantly, the emergence of
Dolby SR and the telcom c4 system have
significantly narrowed the operational results
between digital and analogue recording systems.
The story is rather different-on mastering
machines. Without a doubt there have been fewer
top end analogue mastering machines introduced
as digital mastering has made inroads. The
various Fl type systems at the lower end of the
market have been complemented by the full
blown 1630 video format PCM processors. As the
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DMS system now includes a number of
flexible interfaces, together with a product range
parallel to that made by Sony, there has been an
increasing amount of interest in it. With CD
mastering houses and pressing plants becoming
more prepared to accept masters other than
1610/30 we may see a rise in the variety of
practical mastering formats.
Reel-to-reel digital mastering machines have
also become a reality with the DASH 2- channel
machines from Sony and Studer and the new X-86
series from Mitsubishi. The 2-speed PCM -3402
with its RAM memory and electronic editing
capability offers some significant steps forward in
mastering technique, and deserves a closer look.
The Mitsubishi X-86 series will also need close
scrutiny in two different areas. When the
standards for professional digital audio were
being set a few years ago, there were a number of
voices raised that claimed the specification was
just not high enough, that 16 -bit and 44.1 and
48 kHz sampling rates were just not high enough
and that professional standards ought to be
significantly higher than the consumer products.
Well, two machines in the X-86 series will allow
us to see if these feelings were true. The standard
version of the X-86 has to be designed so that 18and 20 -bit operation can be retrofitted to the
16 -bit current performance level when the chips
are available. Another version of the X-86 will
allow a sampling rate of 96 kHz giving a possible
HF extension in the frequency response to 30 kHz.
There have been a number of suggestions that
all these formats are unnecessary as we will all
be using DAT within a few years anyway. So far

there has been so little practical experience with
the system that a large number of problems still
have to be solved before it could be accepted as a
fully pro format; care should be exercised in
forward planning with DAT. The feedback we
have had so far from those consumer -type DAT
machines that would have found their way into
pro hands, is that the performance is impressive.
Sony have been showing a portable DAT machine
at recent exhibitions (PCM-2000) but there is not
yet a firm date on availability. However, during
the recent London APRS show Sony were showing
a DAT system based upon their domestic machine
but professionalised. This had a 44.1 kHz record
sampling rate and consisted of two quite separate
boxes and was known as the PCM-2500. Orders
were being taken for delivery sometime in
October.
On the digital multitrack front there are only
three manufacturers at present. Sales of both
DASH and PD format machines still appear to be
gaining significantly. The choice between the two
systems is becoming more obvious and seems to
depend largely on the way you see yourself
working. While it is difficult to generalise, there
are a lot of Sony 3324s being used in pairs as
there are advantages in flexibility of working.
The 32- channel Mitsubishi and Otani machines
are going to those who like the idea of 32
channels to play with and there is an increasing
number about. 32- channel machines are also
being used in pairs but by this stage things are
beginning to get a little out of hand without
careful discipline in the recording process. We
have no figures for the numbers of each format in
the field but they have both reached sizeable
proportions (as many as 500 in total ?). Sony
probably have some more machines (24- channel)
in the field although I would not be sure about
the leading sales format if looked at in total
numbers of digital channels.
If we look at disk -based recording we have all
learnt at lot in the 18 months that systems have
been fully commercially available. The
shortcomings and benefits of disk -based recording
have become much clearer and a current role
working in parallel with tape -based systems
seems the most logical step for the moment. Disk based systems can vary enormously from the very
ambitious Lexicon Opus and NED Direct-to -Disk
systems, through the more applications- directed
systems such as For.A's Sirius and the AMS
AudioFile, down to the low cost systems which
are not that easy to find and are short term audio
stores for sampling rather than serious recording
media.
One particularly interesting product that has
appeared in the last few days is the Soundcraft
Digitor -a stereo audio editor based around a
custom keyboard, monitor screen and central
processor system. The processor contains up to 3.5
Mbyte of dynamic RAM that will store up to
6 min of stereo 16 -bit audio at 44.1 or 48 kHz
sampling. This is obviously not intended for use
as a long term recording medium at present but
more for the manipulation of short pieces or
editing of complete mixes. Edit data is stored on
disk but the audio signal goes to DRAM and
therefore this may be an important new
development.
By this time next year we will undoubtedly see
more of two specific directions: the increasing use
of optical disk recording with its large storage
capacity; and a breakthrough in low cost solid
state storage. Whatever happens there is a fairly
safe bet that all the formats covered in the
following guides will still be readily available.
Things don't change that fast

-yet.

SDX
16

voice-I6

bit sampling percussion system

Up to 88 seconds of sampling at 44.

I

KHz

--

Zone Intelligent drum and cymbal pads
up to 9 samples assignable per pad
selected by dynamic and strike position
Real -time

recorder option with on- screen
editing and SMPTE
SCSI

MIDI
User friendly, on- screen programming
Unrivalled sensitivity and player control
The ultimate instrument for drummers, and
people who record drums.

Simmons -redefining the standard for
professional electronic percussion.

SIMMONS
Park,
Simmons Electronics Limited,
Road, St. Albans, Hen 7
0J H, Tel:
36191 (5 lines).
Simmons Electronics GmbH, Emil- Hoffman- Straße 7a,
7a. 5000 Kóln 50. Tel_ 022 366 76 66
Simmons
___________________________________________
Simmons USA, 23917, Craftsman Road. Calabasas, Ca, 91302. Tel: 818 884 2653
Simmons Japan, Beluna Heights.lB -1, 4 -11, Hiroo 5- chome, Shibuya -ku, Tokyo. Japan 150 Tel: 03 440 0991

ANALOGUE RECORDING
Akai

Lyrec

in Akai cassette -based recorder with
12 channels plus control track and sync track.
Tape speeds of 33/4 and 71/2 in/s and uses dbx NR.
Also compatible with MG1214 combined
mixer /recorder format.

TR533 Mk II: improved TR533 with slightly
altered tape path and optional Dolby HX Pro; 16and 24 -track versions on 2 in tape; 14 in max reel

MG14D:

1/2

size.

TR55: 2-track master recorder on ya in tape; 14 in
max reel size.
Lyrec Manufacturing AIS, Box 199,
Hollandsvej 12, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark.
Tel: 02-86 63 22.
UK: Professional Audio Ltd, Professional Audio
House, 53 Corsica Street, London N5 1JT. Tel:

Akai Electric Co Ltd, 12 -14, 2-Chome, HigashiKojiya, Ohta -ku, Tokyo, Japan.
UK: Akai (UK) Ltd, Haslemere Heathrow Estate,
Silver Jubilee Way, Parkway, Hounslow,
Middlesex TW4 6NF. Tel: 01-897 6388.
USA: Akai Professional Products, PO Box 2344,
Fort Worth, TX 76113. Tel: (817) 336 -5114.

01 -226 1226.

Aces
MT16HS: 16 -track on 2 in, 15/30 in/s with 101/2
reel capacity. Presets for equalisation adjustment.
MT24HS: As MT16HS 24- track.
Aces (UK) Ltd, Featherbed Lane, Shrewsbury,
Shrops SY1 4NJ. Tel: 0743 66671.
USA: Power Studio, 13453 Hollo Oval,
Strongsville, OH 44136. Tel: (216) 238-9426.
USA: The Rock Studio, 430 Kansas Street,
Norman, OK 73069. Tel: (405) 329-8431.

AEG
M21: 2 -track master on Y4 and 1/2 in.
M20: 2 -track on '/a in; four speeds, digitally

adjustable functions.
M15A: 8-track on 1 in, 16 -, 24- and 32 -track on
2 in with autolocate.
AEG Aktiengesellschaft, Professional Tape

Recorder Branch, Bucklestrasse 1-5, D -7750
Konstanz, West Germany. Tel: 07531 862370.
UK: Hayden Labs, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St
Peter, Bucks SL9 9UG. Tel: 0753 888447.
USA: Quad -Eight Westrex, 225 Parkside Drive,
San Fernando, CA 91340. Tel: (818) 898-2341.

Nagra
AS 6000 from ASC

Fostex
E Series: 8- and 16- tracks on ya in and '/z in
respectively with Dolby C; also 1/4 in and '/a in
2 -track master recorders with centre -track
timecode.
Model 80: 8 -track on '/a in; 7 in reels; Dolby C
incorporated.
Model 20: 2 -track master based on Model 80,
with centre -track timecode.
Fostex Corporation, 560-3 Miyazawacho,

Akishima, Tokyo, Japan.
UK: Harman (Audio) UK Ltd, Mill Street, Slough,
Berks SL2 5DD. Tel: 0753 79611.
USA: Fostex Corporation of America, 15431
Blackburn Ave, Norwalk, CA 90650. Tel: (213)
921 -1112.

T- Audio: Stereo, 2 -track and 2 -track plus
timecode versions on Va in tape; four speeds with
max spool diameter of 11.8 in.
Nagra 4.2: Full -track mono portable on 1/4 in tape;

choice of sync or timecode.
Nagra E: Updated version of 4.2.

Nagra IV-S: 2 -track stereo plus Nagrasync;

1/4 in
portable.
Nagra IV -SJ: Instrumentation version of 1V-S,
but sync track replaced by FM track.
Nagra IV-S TC: Timecode version of the 1V-S.
Nagra SN: Full- and 1/2-track mono versions on
1/a in tape; very small.
Nagra SNST: Stereo version of SN, using 0.15 in
tape; with expander and compressor.
Kudelski SA, CH -1033 Chesaux/Lausanne,
Switzerland. Tel: (021) 91.21.21.
UK: Hayden Labs, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St
Peter, Bucks SL9 9UG. Tel: 0753 888447.
USA: Nagra Magnetic Recording Inc, 19 West
44th St, Room 715, NY 10036, New York. Tel:

(212) 840-0999.

USA: Nagra Magnetic Recording Inc CA, 1147
North Vine Street, Hollywood, CA 90038. Tel:
(213) 469 -6391.

ASC
AS 6000: 2 -track transportable 3 -speed machine
on Y4 in with high and low speed versions.
Provision for extra replay head and other options.
Audio System Componenten GmbH & Co,
Seibelstrasse 4, D-8759 Hoesbach, West
Germany. Tel: (0 60 21) 5 30 21.
UK: RJ Education Supplies Co Ltd, Unit 2,
Westerham Trade Centre; London Road,
Westerham, Kent TN16 3BR. Tel: 0959 62255.

Otari

Series

MTR- 90-II: 1 in 8-track, and 2 in 16- and 24 -track
machines.
MTR-20: Mastering recorder in five versions ya in
2- track, 1/4 in 2 -track with centre -track timecode,
ya in stereo, V2 in 2 -track and 1/2 in 4- track; 14 in
max reel size, plus automated audio calibration.
MTR -12-íI: ya in 2- track, ya in 2-track with centre track timecode, Y2 in 2 -track and '/z in 4 -track
versions; 121/2 in max reel size.
MX-55: '/a in compact in full- track, 2 -track stereo,
2 -track with centre -track timecode, 4 -track and
2 -track desktop overbridge design.
MX-70: 8- and 16 -track versions on 1 in; 101/2 in
NAB reels.
MX-80: 16 -, 24 -, 24/32 and 32 -track versions on
2 in; 101/2 in max reel size; Dolby HX -Pro
incorporated.
MX-5050 tabletop series: Mk 111/2 2 -track on
ya in; Mk 111/4 4 -track on 1/2 in; Mk 111/8 8 -track on
y in tape; B -11 2 -track on y in.
Otani Electric Co Ltd, 4-29-18 MinamiOgikubo, Suginami -ku, Tokyo 167, Japan. Tel:

1/4

(03) 333 -9631.

Digitec
F 500: Mono, stereo and 2 -track versions on
variety of timecode options.

'/a

in;

Societe Anonyme des Techniques Digitales, 57
bd de la Republique BP 51, 78401 Chatou,
Cedex France. Tel: (1) 30 71 16 95.
UK: The Professional Recording Equipment
Company Ltd, 21 Summerstown, London
SW17 OBQ. Tel: 01 -946 8774.

Ferrograph
77: 2 -track mono and stereo versions on
in; Revox transport and electronics.
AVM -Ferrograph, Unit 20/21, Royal Industrial
Estate, Jarrow, Tyne & Wear NE32 3HR, UK.
Tel: 091 -489 3092.
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Otari's MX-70

UK: Otani Electric (UK) Ltd, 22 Church Street,
Slough, Berks SL1 1PT. Tel: 0753 822381.
USA: Otani Corporation, 2 Davis Drive, Belmont,

British company
dedicated to the design and
manufacture of one of the
broadest ranges of mixing
consoles in the World. We
offer ten individual models
in over fifty versions to suit
your specific requirements.
A

The choice is yours.

.............

Features
SMPTE/EBII Time Code triggering
of patches, events and muting.

2

f2

f4

1,5

tt

t8! t9'

Channel. group and monitor
muting automation. Eight
external events controllers.
\ccuracyto 1 /25th seconds.
k isual display of track sheets and
console status. Floppy disk
storage of information. Optional
hard copy information print out.
Applications:
24 Track Recording.
ideo Post Production.
Broadcast Production.
Theatre and 'On Air'.
Soundtracs plc. 91 Ewell Road, Surbiton, Surrey
KT6 6A11, England

Telephone: 01- 399 3392

7kler 8951073/STRACS /f

Fax: 01.399 6821
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Street, Walton -on-Thames, Surrey KT12 1AP. Tel:

CA 94002. Tel: (415) 591 -3377.

GMS -200 from Solidyne

0932 243124.

Scully
280B: Full -, '/z -track mono, stereo, 1/4-track stereo
and 4- track, all on 1/4 in tape, plus a 4 -track '/z in
version.
28413-8: 8 -track on 1 in, up to 14 in reels.
285B: Full -track mono and 2- or 1/4-track stereo on
'/4 in.
250: Full- or '/z -track mono, and 2- or 1/4-track
stereo on 1/4 in.
Ampro /Scully, 2360 Industrial Lane,
Broomfield Lane, Broomfield, CO 80020, USA.
Tel: (303) 464.4141.
UK: Lee Engineering Ltd, Napier House, Bridge

Solidyne
GMS-200: 2 -track on '/4 in, convertible to 4 -, 8and 16 -track on '/z and 1 in tape; full digital
control of editing and synchronisation.
Solidyne, Tres de Febrero 3254, 1429 Buenos

Aires, Argentina.

Sony
JH-24 series: 8-track on
24-track on 2 in.

1

in, 16-track on 2 in,

APR -5000: Range of mono, stereo and 2 -track
mastering machines on 1/4 in with stereo 1 in
version and centre-track timecode options.
Sony Corporation, PO Box 10, Tokyo Airport,
Tokyo 149, Japan. Tel: (03) 448-2111.

-

Musk and Sound Output Magazine

UK: Sony Broadcast Ltd, Belgrave House, Basing
View, Basingstoke, Hants RG21 2LA. Tel: 0256
55011.
USA: Sony Corporation of America, Professional
Audio Division, Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ
07656. Tel: (201) 930 -1000.

Soundcraft
Saturn: 24 -track on

2 in, with Total Remote and
interface for timecode reading, noise reduction,
sync. Automated equalisation system for tape
set-up.

It is magical
the way the dynamic BBE
process will restore the harmonic balance,
increase intelligibility, and give the total sound image a
fresh, sparkling clarity. The BBE 402 and 802 Processors are
ready to perform their aural "sleight of hand" the moment you
insert them into your recording studio, live sound, or broadcast
audio chain. Both units will dramatically improve the overall
reproduction of program transients in any audio system.
The BBE processors achieve time -alignment of harmonic and
fundamental frequencies that were present in the live performance but became re- shuffled in the often convoluted paths of
recording, playback, and broadcast of audio.
To

/i

hear how BBE can work its magic for you, call us toll free at: 1-800-233-8346.
(In California call 1- 800 -558 -3963) or 1- 714 -897-6766. Or write us at:

w

BarcusBerry
Electronics, Inc.

5500 Bolsa Ave., Suite 245, Huntington Beach, California 92649

Sony's APR -5002H
'/z in format recorder
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rii/g 'The STRONGROOM comp lex consists
of a 24- tra_I mastering stu:lio and a

ore -prods ciorr programming room,
known as The BRIDGE.
The BRIDGE d'ers both MAC 'JOSH and
r
ATARI hardware and an extens re range of
the latest music icftware, which ¡Long with
a wide rarge of W./boards, comp Iters and
interfaces for guitarists anc drumr Cers gives
many options for tapeless recording. The
BRIDGE has been designed and cons-ructed to
allow complete interface of all equipment via
the many MIDI and audio inputs. SMP-E
r generators control all standards of audic and visual
rr achines Furthermore, STRONGROOM tied to
th.e BRIDGE allowing tranefer of informas n
between the two studios. l-1 the Bridge mot t sound
scc rtes are d gital ly- genera:ed and as it is es, ntial to
keep noise levels to a min :mur, we chose the
TAC 5cDRPION PB because it ielrery quiet, logical to
opercte well- constructed, and scunds superb...
a

...r

Ir...._

i

....The STRONGROOM

is

the first studio in the UKto install the new

AMEK G2520,with AUDIO KINETICS 'MASTERMIX' aL.tomaticn.
The AMEK G2520 was the obvious choice for us. The
combination of their famous 2500 equalizer; an enhanced
version of the flexible ANGELA signal pates; anc a fast
central status switching system creates endless possib lities.
The impressive design and finish make th s one of
the best -looking consoles we've ever seen.'
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Richard Boote and Dave Formula, The Stronároorr

STRONGROOM
01 -729 6165

AMEK

AMEK

Head Office, Factory and Sales: AMES Systems end Cant-olsLtd Islington Mill, St. Jarre- Street, Salford M)
Tel: 061 -834 67t7. Telex: 608127 AMEN, G.E -MAIL: AMEK -UK Fa_:
TAC Factory and Sales: Total Audio Concepts. Ulric 17, Bar Lare Industrial Park, Bar
Tel: 0602- :833064lines. Telex 37329 AMEKNTG, Fax: 0602-7851

4161- 834

LAC

51-W,

Engiaic.

0693.

,

lene, Basford. Nott ngiam NG O-Iii.
E Mail: DES 1347
In the USA: AMEK Console? Inc. 19815 Eubank Blvd, North Holywood, CA 91601,
Tel: 8184508 97M. Telex 663526hMEK LISA E -MAIL: AMEK US. Fax 818/5088619.

ANALOGUE RECORDING
interface for Dolby A, SR or telcom NR; auto alignment, 40 assignable functions in memory.
A800: 24 -track on 2 in, 16/24 on 2 in and eight on
1 in.
A80: Wide range of versions from 2 in
24/16/8 -track machines to cassette tape QC

designs.
A807: 2- track, mono and stereo on 14 in, with
centre -track timecode imminent.
A810: Similar to above with CTTC, FM and
neopilot code.
A812: Centre -track timecode version of A807
predominantly for broadcasting.
Revox-B77: Transportable mono, stereo and
2 -track on y4 in.
Revox PR99: 2- channel general purpose recorder.
2 -speed with two high/low options.
Studer International AG, Althardstrasse 10,
Regensdorf, CH -8105, Switzerland. Tel: 018 40
29 60.
UK: FWO Bauch, 49 Theobald Street,
Borehamwood, Herts. Tel: 01- 953 0091.
USA: Studer Revox America Inc, 1425 Elm Hill
Pike, Nashville, TN 37210. Tel: (615) 254-5651.

Studio Magnetics

Soundcraft's Saturn analogue multitrack with Total Remote
760 MK3: 16- and 24 -track on 2 in; NR interface.
Soundcraft Electronics Ltd, Unit 2,

Studer-Revox

Borehamwood Industrial Park,
Borehamwood, Herts WD6 5PZ, UK. Tel:

A820: 8 -, 16- and 24-track versions on 1 or
Dolby HX-Pro fitted as standard; optional

2

in;

SML12: 16 -track and 2 -track master, both on 1/2 in
tape.
Omega: 24- and 32 -track machines on 2 in.
Studio Magnetics Ltd, PO Box 111,
Shrewsbury, Shrops SY1 4NJ, UK. Tel: 0743
236672.

01- 207 5050.

USA: Soundcraft USA, PO Box 2200, 8500 Balboa
Blvd, Northridge, CA 91329. Tel: (818) 893-4351.

Stellavox
TD -9: Twelve 14 in versions include mono, stereo,
stereo with timecode, stereo mastering and
4 -track instrumentation; 1 in versions are stereo
and 4 -track mastering; will also handle 16 mm
film in mono, stereo and 4- track; exchangeable
heads and plug -in sync module; full
microprocessor control.
SP 8: Battery-operated portable, plug -in
headblocks for full- and 2 -track mono or y4- or
1 -track stereo; sync for TV, film and

instrumentation.
Stellavox, 2068 Hauterive/NE, Switzerland.
Tel: 038 33 42 33.
UK: Future Film Developments, PO Box 3DG,
114 Wardour Street, London W1A 3DG. Tel:
01437 1892.

STEREO DISC AMPLIFIER 5
THE MOST THOROUGHLY RESEARCHED DISC AMPLIFIER THERE IS
For Broadcasting, Disc Monitoring and Transfer

Tascam
ATR-8024: 24 -track on 2 in; optional computer
interface.
ATR -60: Available as 2 -track and 2 -track with
centre-track timecode on y4 in; 2 -, 4- and 8 -track
on 1 in; SMPTE/EBU, timecode and sync code
lock on 8 -track version.
40 series: 2- and 4 -track on Y. in, and 8 -track on
1 in; SMPTE timecode.

Teac Corporation, 3.7.3 Nakacho, Musashino,
Tokyo, Japan. Tel: 0422 53.1111.
UK: Teac UK Ltd, Victoria House, 28-38
Desborough Street, High Wycombe, Bucks HP11
2NF. Tel: 0494 26211.
USA: Teac Corporation of America, 7733
Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640. Tel: (213)
726 -0303.

Uher
4000 series: 4 -speed portables, battery or mains
powered; 4000 is 1 -track mono with pulse track,
stereo version can record mono on one channel
with sync on the other; 4200 is 1-track stereo,
4400 is y4 -track stereo, both accommodating sync
like 4000; all have 5 in reels using y4 in tape.

Uher Werke Munchen GmbH, Industriestrasse
5, Bad Homburg 1, D-6380, West Germany.
Tel: (6172) 106350.
UK: Telecommunications Information Systems
Ltd, 223 Twickenham Road, Isleworth, Middlesex
Achieves the very best from analogue discs and includes the unique Response Variable Filter. A single control knob provides click
free CANCEL and then a 13 to 4 kHz filter with appropriate phase and amplitude characteristics altering gradually between
Chebyshev and Bessel

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh
Surrey GU6 7BG Telephone: 0483 275997
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TW7 6TG. Tel: 01-847 3033.
USA: Mineroff Electronics Inc, 946 Downing
Road, Valley Stream, NY 11580.
USA: Uher of America, 7067 Vineland Avenue,
North Hollywood, CA 91605.0

24 TRACKS -24 HOURS a DAY
TASCAM PROVES THE WAY TO WO K
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TASCAM PROFESSIONAL ATR -80 -24
2 -inch

Recorder /Reproducer

For years TASCAM multitrack recor
reproducers have been the backbone
private and many professional studio
running up to 16 tracks. Superb sou
smooth operation and extraordinary
dependability have made them a sta
ard in the field. Now TASCAM takes
a new dimension with the ATR -80 -2
24-track Recorder /Reproducer. Years
accumulated experience and the late
technology have come together to cr
a 24-track machine that gives you w
you need to compete.
If you're going 24-track, now is the
time to go TASCAM.

TASCAM
TEAC UK Limited. V ctor a House. 28-38 Desborough Street. High Wycombe. Bucks. HP11 2NF Tel (0494) 2621' Tlx 83389 Fax (0494) 461201 Contact Martin Ca

er/
of

f
te

DIGITAL REEL -TO -REEL RECORDING
Mitsubishi
X-850: 32-channel PD format multitrack plus two
analogue tracks, timecode track and two aux
digital tracks for user data. 30 in /s tape speed
with 1 in tape and 14 in reel capacity. Switchable
48/44.1 kHz sampling at 16 bit.
X-400: 16- channel PD format multitrack plus two
analogue tracks, timecode track and one aux
digital track for user data. 30 in /s tape speed with
'/z in tape and 14 in reel capacity. 16 bit at
48/44.1 kHz switchable sampling.
X-86: 2- channel PD format mastering machine

plus two analogue tracks, timecode and aux
digital track. Standard version 15 in /s tape speed
with 14 in reel capacity, switchable 48/44.1 kHz

sampling rate and future upgradable from 16 bit
to 18 or 20 bit. Version X-86LT as standard but
with 71/2 in/s tape speed. Version X-86HS as
standard but with sampling rate of 96 kHz. There
will also be a special version available with an
X -80 head to replay X-80 tapes.

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Mitsubishi
Denki Building, Marunouchi, Tokyo 100,

Japan.
UK: Mitsubishi Pro Audio Group, Unit 13, Alban
Park, Hatfield Road, St Albans, Herts. Tel: 0727
40584.
USA: Mitsubishi Pro Audio Group, 225 Parkside
Drive, San Fernando, CA 91340. Tel: (818)
898 -2341.

Otan
DTR -900: PD format multitrack available as
32- channel or 24 -/32-channel plus two analogue
tracks, timecode and two aux digital tracks for
user data. Tape speed 30 in/s on 1 in tape with
14 in reel capacity. 16 bit with 48/44.1 kHz
switchable sampling rate.
Otani Electric Co Ltd, 4.29 -18 MinamiOgikubo, Suginami -ku, Tokyo 167, Japan.

Phone

(03) 331 -5802.
UK: Otani Electric (UK) Ltd, 22 Church Street,
Slough, Berks SL1 1PT, UK. Tel: 0753 822381.
USA: Otani Corporation, 2 Davis Drive, Belmont,
CA 94002, USA. Tel: (415) 592 -8311.

Sony
PCM-3324: 24- channel DASH format plus two
analogue tracks, control track and one user data
track. Tape speed 30 in/s for 48 kHz sampling
rate on '/2 in tape with 14 in reel capacity. 16 -bit
with switchable 44.1/48 kHz sampling rate.
PCM-3102: 2- channel DASH format mastering
machine plus two analogue tracks, control track
and timecode. Tape speed 71/2 in /s at 48 kHz
sampling rate on '/4 in tape. 16 bit with
switchable 44.1/48 kHz sampling.
PCM-3202: As PCM -3102 with higher tape
speed of 15 in /s at 48 kHz sampling rate.
PCM-3402: 2- channel DASH format mastering
machine. Will operate at 71/2 in/s (DASH-S) and
15 in /s (DASH -M) using Twin DASH format.
Switchable sampling 44.1 /48 kHz with 16 bit
operation. Full electronic editing capabilities with
pair of machines.
Sony Corporation, PO Box 10, Tokyo Airport,
IIgNIOfl@III,
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149, Japan.
UK: Sony Broadcast Ltd, Belgrave House, Basing
View, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG21 2LA. Tel:
0256 55011.
USA: Sony Corporation of America, Sony

Professional Audio Division, Sony Drive, Park
Ridge, NJ 07656. Tel: (201) 930 -1000.

Studer
D820X: 2-channel DASH format mastering

machine with timecode, reference data and two
audio cue tracks. Uses Twin DASH format
running 15 in/s at 48 kHz sampling 16 bit
switchable to 44.1 kHz. '/a in tape width with 14 in
reel capacity.

Studer International AG, Althardstrasse 10,
CH-8105 Regensdorf, Switzerland. Tel. (01) 840
29 60.
UK: FWO Bauch, 49 Theobald Street,
Borehamwood, Herts WD6 4RZ. Tel: 01 -953 0091.
USA: Studer Revox America Inc, 1425 Elm Hill
Pike, Nashville, TN 37210. Tel: (615) 254-5651.

AEG -Telefunken
Telefunken have the rights to market the
Mitsubishi range of digital tape machines under
their own name in Germany, Austria and
Switzerland until April 1988. Model numbers are
similar and specifications are the same.
Telefunken have expressed their intention to
introduce a PD format 2- channel machine of their
own design at some point.
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...probably the best analogue recorder in the world!"

()LOGY WHERE IT

Contact: Richard Kelly, Professional Audio Ltd., 53, Corsica St., London N5 1JT. Tel: (01) 266 1226
Lyrec (U.K.) Ltd., 'Ardhaven House', Old London Road, Milton Common, Oxford OX9 2JR. Tel: (08446) 8866 Fax: (08446) 8810 Tlx: 838725 LYREC G
Lyrec Manufacturing A/S Hollandsvej 12, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark. Tel: +45 2 876322 Tlx: 37568 LYREC

JVC series 900

PCM VIDEO BASED
RECORDING SYSTEMS
Audio +Design

By The Numbers

Digi-4: Two modified Sony 701 processors with
video encoding equipment enabling 4- channel

Collossus: 4-channel PCM processor 16 bit with
50 kHz sampling rate. NTSC standard TV output.
Portable. Digital standards conversion option
allows full compatibility with Sony 1610/1630

phase coherent recording/playback.

Audio +Design (Recording) Ltd, Unit 3,
Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Berks
RG8 7JW, UK. Tel: 073 57 4545.
USA: Audio +Design /SWA, 4611 Columbia Pike,
Arlington, VA 22204. Tel: (703) 979-1990.

format.
By The Numbers, PO Box 8359, Incline
Village, NV 89450, USA.
Tel: (702) 831-4459.

Denon
DN -039R: 2- and 4-channel PCM processor with
NTSC standard outputs. 16 bit with switchable
48/44.1 kHz sampling rate (also 44.056 kHz
under certain conditions). Can be edited using
Denon editing system or to ' /:,,, s accuracy with
two recorders.
Denon /Nippon Columbia Co Ltd, 14 -14

Akasaka 4- Chome, Minatu-ku, Tokyo

Japan. Tel:

THE
AUDIO ENGINEER DIPLOMA
15 SCHOOLS WORLDWIDE

107,

(03) 584 -8111.

UK: Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Chiltern Hill,
Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9UG. Tel: 0753
88019.
USA: Denon Digital Industries Inc, 1380
Monticello Road, Madison, GA 30650. Tel: (404)
342-0637.

JVC
VP -900:

2- channel PCM processor 16 bit with
switchable sampling rate 44.1/44.056 kHz. Output
conforms to NTSC TV signal. Uses JVC Bi- Parity
recording format. Forms part of the JVC DMS 900
mastering system, which comprises digital editing
and mixing components.

Victor Company of Japan Ltd, Tokyo, Japan.
UK: Bell +Howell Ltd, Alperton House,
Bridgewater Road, Wembley, Middlesex HAO lEG.
Tel: 01 -902 8812.

USA: JVC Corporation, 41 Slater Drive, Elmwood
Park, NJ 07407. Tel: (201) 794 -3900.

Sony
PCM-1630: 2- channel PCM processor 16 bit with
switchable 44.1/44.056 kHz sampling frequency.
Fully compatible with 1610 format. Optional read
after write board and digital I/Os. NTSC standard
TV output. Full editing and mixing possible with
additional Sony components.
PCM -Fl: 2- channel PCM processor switchable
14/16 bit with 44.1 kHz sampling frequency.
Format EIAJ with versions having outputs of
PAL /SECAM or NTSC TV format. Has mic inputs
and is portable. Not widely available except
through a couple of specialist suppliers.
PCM-701ES: 2- channel PCM processor similar to
Fl but not portable and has no mic inputs.
Sony also manufacture a PCM-501 and 601,
compatible with Fl format but for less demanding
application.
Sony Corporation, PO Box 10, Tokyo Airport,

Tokyo 149, Japan.

SYDNEY 02.699 79 31
MUNICH 089.48 71 45
LONDON 01 -609 26 53
ST MARKS BLDG, 16 CHILLINGWORTH ROAD, LONDON N7 8QJ
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UK: Sony Broadcast Ltd, Belgrave House, Basing
View, Basingstoke, Hants RG21 2LA. Tel: 0256
55011.
USA: Sony Corporation of America, Sony
Professional Audio Division, Sony Drive, Park
Ridge. NJ 07656. Tel: (201) 930 -1000.0

Mitsubishi X850 32 track digital audio reco :der

The "Mitsubishi" machines have proved to be faultless. When using them in the
Studio you can forget that they are there. What more can you say about a
Tape- Recorder!
HARRY MALONEY

- DIRECTOR, GREAT LINFORD

Great Lmford Manor it is the rule to buy the finest possible. From the 200 year -old French Refectory Table in the
kitchen to the Munro Associates Acoustics. The Mitsubishi X850 32 track and X86 2 track digital audio recorders ase
of the finest quality and complement the policy of this Studio in their quest for Excellence.
At

MITSUBISHI PRO AUDIO GROUP

PRO-DIGI

DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT CORPORATION LTD. Unit 13, Alban Park, Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Hertfordshire AL4 OJJ, Englaid
Fax UK: 0727 67684 Telex No: 268972 MPAGUK G Telephone:0727 40584

sampling frequencies up to 96 kHz.
Fairlight Instruments Pty Ltd, 15.19
Boundary Street, Rushcutters Bay, NSW 2011,
Sydney, Australia. Tel: (02) 331 6333.
UK: Syco Systems, 20 Conduit Place, London W2.
Tel: 01 -724 2451.
UK: HHB Hire & Sales, 73 -75 Scrubs Lane,
London NW10 6QU. Tel: 01-960 2144.
USA: Fairlight Instruments Inc, 2945 Westwood
Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90064. Tel: (213) 470-6280.
USA: Fairlight, Instruments Inc, 110 Greene
Street, New York, NY 10012. Tel: (212) 219 -2656.

Ferrograph

DISK RECORDING
Disk -based recording systems are, by their very
nature, totally under software control, so features
contained within the system are dependent upon
the software in use. This review is therefore
rather brief in content but still a useful guide.
Because the nature of disk-based recording is
just the technique of recording a different form of
data on what is normally a computer data format,
there are many products coming from companies
who are not traditionally within the audio field.
Because of this, and a lack of specific data, this
section may not be as complete as we would
normally hope.

AMS
AudioFile: Hard disk -based 16 bit record, edit
and playback system. Can be configured mono,
stereo or multitrack.
AMS Industries plc, AMS Industries Park,
Burnley, Lancs BB11 5ES, UK. Tel: 0282
57011.
USA: Harris Sound Inc, 6640 Sunset Blvd, Suite
110, Hollywood, CA 90028. Tel: (800) 233 -1580.

Arlington, VA 22204. Tel: (703) 979 -1990.

use.

Compusonics
DSP-1000: WORM -based 5'/4 in optical disk
format giving 72 min of 44.1 kHz sampling rate,
16 bit stereo of up to 512 min mono speech type
material using CSX process.
DSP -1500: Magnetic disk in cartridge format
digital recording giving 7'/z min stereo music at
32 kHz with possible external computer control.
DSP -1200: Replay only version of DSP -1500.
Compusonics, 2345 Vale Street, Palo Alto, CA
94306, USA. Tel: (415) 494.1184.

Denon
DN-052ED: Hard disk -based 16 bit recording

system operating 2 or 4 channels. Part of
comprehensive editing system intended mainly for
music editing.
Nippon Columbia Co Ltd, 14 -14, 4 Chome
Akasaka, Minato -Ku, Tokyo 107, Japan. Tel:
(03) 584 -8111.

Audio +Design
alodio recording
editing system designed around the Atari Mega
ST computer with 16 Gbyte storage capability.
2- channel 16 bit with 44.1 and 25.5 kHz sampling
rate. Plans for multichannel versions.

SoundMaestro: Hard disk -based

UK: Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House,
Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9UG.
Tel: 0753 888447.
USA: Denon Digital Industries Inc, 1380
Monticello Road, Madison, GA 30650. "el: (404)
342 -0637.

Fairlight

7JW, UK. Tel: 073 57 4545.
USA: Audio +Design /SWA, 4611 Columbia Pike,

Series III: An optional part of the series III is
disk recording system recording 16 bit at

120,000+ PASSES. HEAVY DUTY SELF CLEANING TAPE SOUNDS BETTER LONGER.
UP TO
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with up to eight channels of audio available.
Capability to handle a number of control panels
simultaneously on the same system.
For.A Company Ltd, 3-2-5 Nishi -Shinjuku,
Sinjuku -ku, Tokyo 160, Japan. Tel: (03)
346-0591.
UK: Cameron Broadcast Systems, Burnfield Road,
Giffnock, Glasgow G46 7TH. Tel: 041-633 0077.
USA: For.A Corporation of America, Nonantum
Office Park, 320 Nevada Street, Newton, MA
02160. Tel: (617) 244 -3223.

Image Video
AES -2000: Hard disk-based digital
recording/editing system operating at 16 bit
48 kHz sampling rate.
Image Video Ltd, 705 Progress Avenue, Unit
46, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1H 2X1.

a

Opus: Digital audio production system with hard
disk record/replay capability. Full sound mixing,
equalisation, etc, with expandable recording
capability.
Lexicon Inc, 100 Beaver Street, Waltham, MA

New England

-

PLAYS VERTICALLY OR HORIZONTALLY
WILL NOT LOOP OUT OR SPILL TAPE WHEN
HIGH SPEED DUPLICATED.

MANN ENDLESS CASSETTE INDUSTRIES
P.O. Box 1347 San Francisco, CA 94101
(415) 221 -2000 EXT. 4

Sirius -100: Hard disk -based record/replay system

02154, USA. Tel: (617) 891-6790.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street,
Borehamwood, Herts WD6 4RZ. Tel: 01 -953 0091.

YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A RELIABLE
ENDLESS CASSETTE, YOU'VE FOUND IT ..
YOUR ENDLESS SEARCH IS OVER.
IF

EXPORT INQUIRIES INVITED.

For.A

Lexicon

OUR 10TH ANNIVERSARY

-

Model 9200: Compusonics DSP- 1200-playbackonly version of DSP -1500.
Ferrograph, Unit 21, Royal Industrial Estate,
Jarrow, Tyne & Wear NE32 3HR, UK. Tel:
091489 3092.

Tel: (416) 438-3940.

Audio +Design (Recording) Ltd, Unit 3,
Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Berks RG8

ALSO HEAVY DUTY ENDLESS PLAYER WITH
MOTOR RATED AT 10,000 HOURS
CONTINUOUS
OUR COMBINATION
ENDLESS CASSETTE AND PLAYER WILL OUT
PERFORM AUTO REVERSE MAGAZINE. WE
INVITE COMPARISON. NOW BEING USED FOR
LOW POWER RADION TRANSMITTERS, POINT
OF PURCHASE AND ON HOLD MUSIC /INFO
MESSAGES.

Initially they will be marketing Compusonics
products under the Ferrograph name in Europe.
Later will manufacture own versions.
Model 9000: Compusonics DSP -1500-write once,
read many (WORM) 5'/4 in optical disk format.
Model 9500: Compusonics DSP -1500- magnetic
disk in cartridge format intended for broadcast

w

Digital
Synclavier: Direct -to -disk recording system that
can be run up to 16- track. Designed to work in
conjunction with the other synthesis and sampling
aspects of the system although not necessarily so.
Expandable in time capacity.
New England Digital, Box 456, White River
Junction, VT 05001, USA. Tel: (802) 295-5800.
UK: Harman (Audio) UK, Mill Street, Slough,
Berks SL2 5DD. Tel: 0753 76911.

THE NEW INTELLIGENCE......
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The STUDIOMASTER IDP1 represents a
new "intelligent" approach to dynamics
processing. In a 1U 19" rack mount
package, it combines features and effects
only previously realised by the use of
multiple effects units.

6 MIDI Triggered Gating /Ducking
7 Manual Auto- Fading
8 MIDI Triggered Auto -Fading
9 MIDI Pitch-Bend Fading
10 MIDI Con:rolled Amplitude
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as opposed to other "page" type
systems where parameters may be
tucked away in the depths or the
software.
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For
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a

full colour

brochure, contact:

Rs a bonus, 3ach channel has an extra

The IDP1 has two identical channels of
dynamics processing, which may be used
totally- independently of each other, or
quickly linked for true stereo operation.

function expar der cote, which may be
tsed simultaneouslu with the current
effect to reduce ony unwanted back cround noise, tope hiss etc..
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Each channel may be configured

The unique DELAY parameter in Compresser mode on be used to drastically

STUDIOMASTER, -Studiomostes House,
Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds LU4 8EZ
Telephone: 0582 570370 Telex: 825612
STUDIO G Fax: 0582 570242

give one of the following effects:

Compressor
2 Expander
1

to

reduce low l rc .quency distortion, a factor
prominent it vIri uolLi oil other comp r.ssors.
n

3 Limiter

_4 Noise Gote
5 Inverse Gating (Ducking

The IDP1

err,
l,,ir,

editing systerrr,

on incredibly easy
pororneter one key,
-

STUCIOMASTER INC., 134C -G Dynamics
Street,' Anaheim, California 92806, U.S .f I.
Telephone: (714) 524 9927 Fax (714)

524 5096
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If your venue's sound system is restricting your options,

rest assured you're in good company.
Thousands of 'house systems' have been installed over
the years. But few are capable of doing justice to today's
breadth of material.
So if attracting a wider audience is your objective, we
suggest you join the enlightened venues that are changing to
Turbosound.
Because among conventional house systems, ours
comes like a bolt from the blue.

ECE
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1641

413747

TAHITI'

MUSIC SHOP PAPEETE (609) 429-593

THAILAND BANGKOK 1:1N't!I,RAI'till: CENTRE BAN(

A combination of low distortion, tightly controlled
dispersion and high efficiency means it's as dynamic at disco
as it is confident with conferences.
Unique Turbosound loading principles help convey the
clarity and vocal performance of a top quality hi -fi system.
With the controlled power to project right into your
venue's farthest corners. Directing front -row sound quality to
every seat in the house.
The benefits don't end there though.
Our 'natural technology' enclosures (almost every

IR

GU3 3BH. TEL: (0483) 504868. CONTACT: SIMON CURRY SOUTH-WEST: DRV, THE MAWES. LOWER TREGED
LK DISTRIBUTORS. SOUTH -EAST: BOOLEY KNOSE LTD. UNIT 2, THE PINES TRADING ESTATE. BROAD STREET. GUILDFORD
PAUL SK
THE MUSIC COMPANY, UNIT K. HALLAM ROAD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE. CANAL ROAD. BRADFORD, TEL: (0274) 370966. CONTACT:

SOUND SYSTEM
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component of which we design and build ourselves) require
no 'black box' electronics, no external trickery, to produce
their optimum performance.
So as well as being straightforward to operate, their
inherent reliability means faultless operation year after year.
As you're probably beginning to appreciate, this is no
ordinary sound system.
Installations from the Grand Ole Opry in Nashville to
Blackpool Winter Gardens, from the Sydney Entertainment
Centre to the Portsmouth Guildhall, testify to that.

(
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To give your ears a chance to judge for themselves, call
one of the official distributors listed below or our Head Office,
to arrange a personal demonstration and details of our com-

prehensive installation service.
We guarantee you'll reach a wider audience than you'd
ever thought possible.

Turbosound'
ONCE HEARD NEVER FORGOTTEN

TURBOSOUND LTD.. 202 -208 NEW NORTH RD.,
LONDON NI 7BL. TELEPHONE: (01) 226 0099. TELEX: 265612. FAX: (01) 354 4940 IMC: TURBO -UK.

IOLUMB MINOR, NR. NEWOUAY, CORNWALL, TR8 4HS. TEL (0637) 875824. CONTACT:ROGE:R VINTON. LONDON.- ELECTROMUSIC,
89 -97 ST. JOHN STREET, LONDON, ECIM 4A11. TEL (SI) 253 9079. CONTACT: MIKE NOVAK. NORTH.
TLAND: THE WAREHOUSE, UNIT 14, 50 WEST HARBOUR ROAD, EDINBURGH, EH5 IPU. TEL: (031) 552 8194. CONTACT:
NEIL HUTTON.
an

G7.EdgeTech company

.01,1000. NEW .OnN.TOKYO

MARTIN
POLON'S

PERSPECTIVE
Iwant to begin by
thanking all of my loyal
readers for the support
you have shown me in
this, my time of real crisis. The cards and letters
have been a real morale booster. So have been the
flowers and candies. However, for those several of
you who have been sending the Venus Fly Traps,
I must report that the nursing staff tends to
frown on such things. The same could be said for
the Chocolate- Covered Ants.
At any rate, the doctors here at the Shady Rest
tell me that I am getting better and better each
day -in every way. They have let me out of my
room with the lovely quilted walls and I do not
even have to wear my special jacket with the
extra long sleeves that strap around me all of the
time. The doctors felt it would be good for me to
return to writing my Studio Sound column-after
all, they said many of you frequently consider my
writings to be crazed normally.
The editors at Studio Sound, aside from wishing
that the doctors had found some other therapy for
me, felt strongly that my story had to be told.
Our industry needs to be protected from the series
of events that turned me from a normal
functioning individual into a mere shadow of my
former self.
My story begins several months ago. I was
working on a lazy spring afternoon in Boston
when the phone rang. It was a good friend of
mine who had purchased a used recording console
of fairly recent vintage. He wanted to tie its built in recorder switching panel to several of his
analogue tape recorders of familiar manufacture,
albeit a little long in'the tooth. Knowing my
perceived pleasure at a good challenge, he
thought I could solve the problem he was having.
I was to be within driving range of his home
studio the following week. In the interim, I called
the manufacturer of both the tape recorders and
of the console to obtain the manuals. I assumed
these epics of technological literature would
provide the solutions to a multitude of sins.
Oh ye of little faith out there in my audience
is that snickering I hear? I did find out that
replacement manuals for equipment no longer
made are not always given, but I was able to
lever out a copy of the manual for each of the
units (except that the borrowed manual for the
tape recorder had to be copied page by page -all
377 of them). Armed with these most important
collations of Xerox, I sallied into the project.
I discovered from the manuals that my friend
had wired the various connectors according to
standard convention. The manuals quickly

-
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identified that the control connector wiring could
vary from application to application and from
country to country, to conform to electrical codes
and for user preference of functions in order of
display. A cursory examination of the manual for
the tape recorders produced no initial information
as to wiring. I delicately enquired of my friend as
to the ethnic origin of his tape recorders. He
returned the favour by enquiring as to my own
ethnicity. Seeing as this was getting us nowhere
and as the units had multi -voltage taps allowing
universal power but offering no clues as to the
intended country of use, I decided to "punt ".
I opened up the tape recorders and discovered
that they were Hecho En Mexico'. This
immediately made me thirsty for a Marguerita
but did encourage a sense of confidence in the US
as ultimate destination for the product. After
wiring the connectors to the console, I was
rewarded by a successful clatter of relays.
Unfortunately, the clatter of relays did not stop
and they seemed to be playing a version of Spike
Jones's Tea For Two scored by R2D2. I thought
about calling Mexico and asking to speak to
Hecho' but decided against it.
After disconnecting, trying every possible pin
combination and reading the manual over and
over, I discovered that I could not get the
assigned functions to work from the console
keyboard. The manual kept referring to a level of
control logic performance that we could not
establish in real life. That led to a new
adventure. I would call the factory for telephone
assistance. This I did, only to discover two very
pertinent facts. One was that nobody employed in
the customer assistance area had been out of
kindergarten when these machines had been first
designed. Two was that some great mind at the
factory (undoubtedly a Harvard MBA earning
yearly what the console had cost new) had
dictated that support should be provided by the
dealers -not the factory. Fourteen phone calls
later discovered that no dealer within 500 miles
would support a unit at any price that they had
not sold. Most suggested calling the factory for
support. Further calls to the factory kept referring
us back to the dealers who..
Several weeks passed (or should I say impassed).
I decided this was all really my contribution to
making America great by helping ATT turn a
profit on my numerous long distance phone calls.
The factory was called again. Forceful behaviour
finally achieved some acknowledgement of our
problem by the factory. They connected us to a
young engineer who said he had heard of the
machine but had never actually seen one
`

`

.

although he did have a manual. After some
additional yelling, an engineer was found who
knew what the machine I had was all about.
He told me that my problem was that the
machine needed a Mod B logic assembly. He
helpfully pointed out that the Mod A assembly
had ROM software bugs which could not be fixed.
He also pointed out that I obviously needed the
correct manual after the `Fix'. The needed
assemblies would cost my friends several
thousand dollars, so I suggested that assemblies
with bugs should be replaced at no cost to the
customer. He replied that if the tape recorder was
still in production, that might be possible.
However, since the model was discontinued, we
would have to have it fixed at our cost.
My friend agreed reluctantly that this was
sensible and we shipped the units to a factory
repair centre with a detailed record of all
problems, telephone conversations, etc. Two days
later, my friend received a phone call from the
service technician assigned to the machine asking
if we wanted to keep the `A' modules or were we
interested in the 'B' modules. I called back to
explain that if he read the attached letter, all of
the necessary information would be his. He said
the office usually kept such correspondence in a
file so it would `be safe' rather than give it to the
technicians. Two weeks later the machines were
returned efficiently by Federal Express. The
change to B Mod had been made. Now I knew we
could not fail. I opened the cartons eagerly but
began to flail wildly about the packaging looking
for the manuals after the units themselves had
been freed from their plastic and cardboard
cocoon.
I leapt for the phone and lambasted the factory
for information as to the whereabouts of the
manual. I was told superciliously that since the

repair was done at the factory, the technician just
ordered the necessary parts assembly. After all,
he already had the manual. If we had ordered the
Mod B assemblies ourselves, then we would have
been shipped the manuals. There was no price
difference between the two options. That
prompted me to ask, in an uncharacteristic
kindly voice, if it would be possible to purchase
the manual having instructions for the Mod B. I
was told no-that we had to order the entire Mod
B assembly.
At this point, I bravely volunteered that I could
fix it with just the old manual and my good
common sense. It is important to note here that I
obviously did not have any good common sense. I
would not have been spending 100 man hours
doing this while my business went unattended,
my children unloved and my garden unweeded.
But, you remember that I like a challenge..
Several sleepless nights later, I was back on the
phone to the factory where I learnt (at about $1
per minute) that the Mod B logic assembly has an
internal logic wiring board. By strapping certain
connections, I could configure the remote control
switching to do anything we could possibly want
in any country we could possibly be in.
When I asked how to strap the board, I was told
that the information I needed was too complex to
do over the phone but that it all was in the
manual. I explained again the entire story,
complete with summaries of all previous
telephone calls, anecdotes and other compelling
innuendos. I also explained that there was some
minor incongruity here as I had machines with
Mod A logic and had them upgraded to Mod B
logic. My manuals would be Mod A. After the
upgrade, my machines would be Mod B. But my
manuals would still be Mod A. And since the
factory did the work because we were not up to
.
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A CLASS OF ITS OWN
IF YOU WANT ENGINEERING THAT EXCELS

ArID

ADVANCED AUDIO PERFORMANCE,
THE OMEGA IS THE ONLY

24/32 TRACK ANALOGUE

RECORDER

WORTH BUDGETING FOR

A

O
G

M

OMEGA 24/32 MAIN FEATURES
Prewired 32 track
XLR

in/out plus Multipins

Synchroniser/Midi interface
High spec switched Line -up Meter

Remote channel meters
6 frequency Line -up oscillator

Microprocessor autolocator
Full matrix channel status switching

Long -pole

flat response Play head

Motorised transport deck
St

lift

Channel status LEDs on machine

Roller guide tape lifter
Easy access channel card penthouse

Remote power supply option
14" spool capacity

Overhead transport illumination

Edit/toolkit storage drawer

Phone us now to
find out how much you can save
and how litte time it takes
to get one...
call (0743) 236672

STUDIO MAGNETICS
PO Box 111,

Shrewsbury, Shropshire, England SY1410

Telephone: Shrewsbury (0743) 236672 Telex: 35188

speak only `Lish' is assigned to aid the writer.
`See Other Manuals' In this syndrome to
increase somebody's bottom line, and you can
guess it is not that of the equipment user, the
manufacturer spins out needed information to
create a set of handbooks for the system you have
purchased. For example, there will be a
`Broadcast Operations Handbook', a 'Sound
Reinforcement Usage Handbook', 'Electronic
Music Recording Handbook' and so forth, and so
on, ad infinitum, or until the cash registers jam
whichever comes first. Needless to say, there is a
separate service manual as well (see above).
'Manuals In Foreign Languages' Although this
was once strictly a grey-market phenomenon, the
practice of shipping foreign- intentioned product
has become more common as demand frequently
exceeds supply. What all this means is that
dealers and distributors sometimes purchase
products from the local subsidiary of a worldwide
electronics manufacturer in a distant geographical
setting or it may even be the electronics giant
redistributing product to equalise demand.
At any rate, the customer is shipped equipment
with the manual in some other language. In
many cases this will be Japanese but it is just as
likely to be French or Spanish. This is a no-win
situation if the dealer or distributor is going
around the American pr English subsidiary of the
parent company. The subsidiary will frequently
not make good on this problem. If the cause is
short supply on the part of the parent, they would
have shipped the product with the correct manual
if they had it in stock. The best solution is to
meander over to your local college or university
and find a bright senior student in the language
in question. Pay the student to translate and
order the correct language manual for future use.
A corollary of this is the mutlilingual or universal
symbol manuals that have the unique honour of
actually achieving the task of being all things to
all people. Confusing! These multilingual manuals
are burdened by trying to say a little to a lot of
people in 12 languages and not having enough
space per language to do anything right.
The manuals with symbols are great fun! It is
like trying to play 'Pantomime Quiz' with your
career. People are yelling at you to get the new
recorder hooked up `so we can start the session'
and you are trying to decipher why there is a
picture of what seems to be a toilet bowl with the
international 'Do Not' symbol superimposed over
it. Perhaps it means do not go to the toilet while
the tape recorder is running?
`See Figure 11A' Last but by no means least, is
the manual with a missing or illegible
illustration. `See Figure 11A for terminal block
wiring diagram', is what the manual says. But
figure 11A (and several other illustrations for
good measure) is missing /reduced so much it can
only be read through a magnifying glass blurred
so badly in printing that half of it is unreadable
in any way. No easy answer here except to call
the factory.
The bottom line with all this is to hope that the
numerous manufacturers who read this column
will decide to be a bit more careful about getting
the necessary user data to the user. It is probably
true that whatever extra revenue some makers
achieve by segmenting manuals, selling service
manuals separately, saving money on manual
preparation or other similar schemes is a poor
investment indeed. In the long run, these tricks
will cost more in terms of user goodwill and
return purchases than any possible offset of extra
revenue could compensate for. A good manual is
part of the purchase price of the product and
valued customers deserve no less.
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performing the tape recorder's equivalent of open heart surgery, we still had no Mod B manuals
and no one would sell them to us. We were told
that the entire matter had been turned over to a
supervisor and that we would be contacted.
Two weeks passed and no word was received. I
finally called back, only to be told that no
decision had been made. At that point, I asked for
the Vice -President of Operations. Upon reaching
this good gentleman, I beseeched him to release a
manual to us. He said he would. Two more weeks
passed and nothing came. I called yet again to
find that the manual in question was "now out of
print ". I was assured that it was being reprinted
and that I was at the very top of the list for a
copy. I asked why I couldn't be sent a Xerox copy.
I was told that the only good copy extant was the
one at the printers being used to generate the
new copies.

Having reached the limits of my patience, I
began to probe inside the B logic module in
search of a solution. I felt after some considerable
amount of work that I was indeed getting close.
The manual would confirm my findings and I
would be triumphant. Finally, the fateful day
arrived. The manual came via the US Post
Office's Express Mail system. The service
guarantees overnight delivery; it just doesn't say
which night it will be over. I tore the package
open to discover the Mod B manual. I was
ecstatic. The solution was at hand. I thumbed
through the revised manual looking for the
section on strapping the Mod B logic. All I found
was a single page with the admonition to "please
call factory customer service for assistance in
strapping the B module ".
It was about that time that I began to walk in
my sleep talking of Mod B manuals and I was
sent away to see the nice Doctors.
The story above is,
needless to say, an

amalgam of experiences
that have all happened
to me and that have been known to befall many
others. I cannot but doubt that anyone who needs
service on complex high technology electronic
equipment today escapes the various technical
information syndromes described above. To aid
Studio Sound readers attempting to gain
technical and service information for various
kinds of studio/audio hardware and software, I
shall delineate other such problems with technical
and service documentation. Further reference may
be found in Murphy's Law -see section 21.4,
paragraphs A -G.
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`The Manual Versus The Service Handbook' In
this particular variation on a theme, the product
in question is supplied with a manual. The
manual has a very complex block diagram of the
device. There is a great deal of how -to information
present in the manual but there is precious little
service information of note. For accurate service
information (necessary if one actually intends to
repair the device in question), a service manual
must be purchased from the manufacturer. This is
frequently priced in the $25 to $40 price range
and can take up to several months to obtain. One
would almost think that this was sometimes a
ploy to force the user to obtain service from the
manufacturer directly or at least boost accessory
sales profitability but we all know that no one
would ever attempt to do such a thing in our
industry.
'Asia Speak' In this version, the manual has
been carefully written by the company's skilled
engineering staff who have developed their .
product as if it were one of their children and
who have complete familiarity with the product.
This can be a big advantage over having some
`hired gun' write the manual (a procedure that
sometimes works well and sometimes does not).
The only fly in this ointment is that all the
engineers live in the country of origin and
between them do not possess enough English to
catch a bus in Piccadilly Circus. This leaves us
with a manual written in either Jap -Lish,

Chi -Nglish or New Del -Lish. This produces a
manual that is not the most desirable object in
the world. It is incapable of being deciphered in
either the Asian language or in English. When
one considers that the Japanese have four sub-sets
of language to deal with-the Chinese character
set of Kanji, the mixed language set of Katakana,
the pure Japanese set of Hiragana and the
Anglicised Romanji -it is a miracle that anyone
ever learns English properly. Unfortunately,
many do not but that does not stop them from

writing manuals.
`English Majors Writing Technical Manuals'
This is the `hired gun' school of manual writing.
There are some audio professionals working in
places like Los Angeles and Tokyo who specialise
in writing manuals. Their work is excellent and
they are usually on retainer or under contract to
one specific company. In many cases, however, a
company will choose a person who is a good
writer to produce a manual.
This writer is qualified to ghost write the
biography of Fawn Hall but knows absolutely
nothing about audio. The result is usually worse
than useless, especially if some engineer who can

Wandel & Goltermann
Electronic MeasurementTechnology

The NFA -1
The right answer
to most
audio test problems

The NFA -1 is the simple, easy and reliable way to do audio tests. 30 measurement modes, max. frequency 200 kHz.
High versatility: selective and wide band level meter phase and frequency
meter
noise level meter
distortion
and differency frequency meter wow &
flutter runup time and rumble -voltage
meter signal generator. No need to
bother with piles of equipment and
masses of cable.
Easy operation: Due to menu control
and memory for up to 49 complete front
panel setups. Paired, balanced inputs
and outputs. IEC /IEEE bus.
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an NFA -1 colour brochure
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FOX'S
"'BUSINESS
Ivisited Pete Townshend's
Eel Pie Studios on the
banks of the River
Thames near Richmond
Lock, to see a sales pitch dem of the Synclauier
Direct-to -Disk multitrack system. A lovely hot day
but the studio is afflicted with the American
disease: the air conditioning is turned up full
blast so that many people inside are shivering
from the cold. Townshend demonstrates the
system by playing piano, guitar and singing. He
apologises for his voice, blaming "air conditioning
sinus ". We are not surprised.
Two interesting technical points emerge from
the Synclauier dem. The Synclauier is ideal for
editing pop videos and film scoring, because the
system can very easily be run in sync with
several video tape clips at the same time, eg
several concert performances or a mute sequence
to be scored. Townshend also plays the neat trick
of filming himself conducting along with the click
track. So the musicians get exactly the same
conductor guide each time through.
And now, hey presto, we have a ridiculous
situation. The Synclauier system, costing at least
£100,000, gives instant access, without time
wasted on tape rewind. But only for the audio.
With the video on tape, there is still the same
agonising delay as the tape rewinds, searches out
the SMPTE start point and locks into sync.
The next step has to be video on disc to give
matching access times. It's already possible to
record video on magnetic disk -Quantel's Harry
system does it -but the cost per second screen
time is prohibitive because data rates for digital
video can be as high as 200 Mbit/s. Optical
recording is the cheaper answer.
There have been optical videodisc recorders
(compatible with conventional Laservision) for
many years, but so far they all work on the
WORM (write once read many times) principle.
Once the recording is made it cannot be erased.
This is not necessarily a problem because the
guide video, of picture sequence and conductor
vistials, can be recorded on to video tape and
dumped on to disk only when they are in final
form. But an erasable disc would obviously be far
more convenient.
All the major electronics companies have been
working on this. Prototype recorders have been
developed, which temporarily change the
magnetic state of a metal- coated disc and thereby
affect the optical reflection of a laser beam. But
magneto- optical recording is still too expensive for
commercial exploitation. Now Philips believe they
have found some new materials that change the
rules of the game.
A blank disc is coated with a mix of gallium
antimonide and indium antimonide, doped with
minor impurities, the same materials that are
used in the manufacture of integrated circuit
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chips. When the coated disc is scanned by a high
power laser, spots on the surface get hot, cool
rapidly and convert to amorphous 'supercooled'

state. Surrounding areas of the material remain
crystalline. The amorphous dots reflect light
differently so define a pit pattern. This is
sufficiently crisp to reproduce either digital audio
or analogue video signals. To erase the recording,
it is heated again to just below the melting point,
and allowed to cool slowly back to natural
crystalline state.
The new material can be erased and re- recorded
1,000 times and disks recorded in this way will
play back on existing compact disc audio or video
players, with only slight modifications. The
system, if it can be developed for commercial sale,
would be ideal to run with the Synclauier.
The Synclauier 8 -track Direct -to-Disk system has
600 Mbytes (4.8 Gbits) of Winchester magnetic
disk storage. This gives 13 minutes per track at
50 kHz sampling and 16 bit coding. As anyone
who has ever used a hard disk computer well
knows, they can crash and lose data. The system
has tape back -up. But it's not audio tape, it's
computer back-up using data 'streamer'
cartridges. There are four cartridges running in
parallel and each storing 150 Mbytes. With the
four streamers running together the Synclauier
can back up a 3 min 8 -track recording (equivalent
to 24 min total linear time) in under 5 min. The
tape back -up is bit -perfect because the system is
recording the data as corrected and checked
chunks, not a conventional audio stream.
This raises an interesting possibility. Would it
be possible to send the recording over a telephone
line? That way a recording made in one studio
and one country could be couriered to another
studio or cutting room in another country without
a courier.
Systems already exist to transmit text data by
telephone line, like electronic mail. The
Synclauier streamer data could be sent in the
same way. Phone transmission relies on modems,
to convert digital data into analogue audio
modulation. Transmission speed is limited by
telephone line quality. But very recently there
have been some interesting new ideas on this.
British firm Dowty, of Newbury, is selling a
modem which allows computers to exchange
information over an ordinary telephone line at
speeds previously considered impossible. The new
modem, called Trialblazer and costing under
£2,000, uses the Packetised Ensemble Protocol, or
PEP, developed by Telebit of Cupertino in
California. PEP deliberately does not adhere to
any of the current modem standards, because
these were formulated before engineers saw the
need to send large files, like high quality graphic
images, by conventional telephone line, and before
airlines and industrial companies routinely
exchanged vast quantities of data by telephone.

Existing modems handle data at a maximum
speed of 9600 bits /s, by sending rapid streams of
data on two carrier tones widely spaced in the
4 kHz bandwidth available from a telephone line.
They compensate for noise on the telephone line
by continually checking for reception errors, and
then re- sending large chunks of data until they
get through safely. In practice this can be
agonisingly slow. If the line is very noisy, the
modem 'falls back' or drops its speed in large half
steps, from 9,600 to 4,800 to 2,400 to 1,200 bits /s,
making transfer even slower.
Telebit re-thought the problem from scratch,
and a PEP modem sends a large number of slow
data streams on narrowly spaced carrier tones.
The 4 kHz bandwidth is divided into 512 discrete
carrier bands, at 8 Hz intervals.
Each carrier conveys a stream of digital bits
which varies in speed depending on the line
quality at that specific frequency. Matching PEP
modems at each end of the line continually
monitor the line quality and tailor the data rate
at each tone frequency to match line quality at
that frequency. If, for instance, there is a drop in
line quality in the middle of the 4 kHz band, the
PEP modems reduce their transmission speed only
on the affected mid-range tones.
Conventional modems waste data capacity by
operating symmetrically; they send and receive
data at the same speed. PEP modems can send
and receive at completely different speeds. When
a personal computer has to send several Mbytes of
text or graphics into a mainframe, all the line
capacity is used in one direction. When the
mainframe sends data to a PC, all the line
capacity is used in the opposite direction. The
PEP modem could use all its capacity to send a
Synclauier audio file.
The only snag with PEP is that it is nonstandard proprietary technology and matching
PEP modems must be used at each end of the
telephone connection. But at under £4,000 a pair
it's not a high price to pay.
With ordinary domestic phone lines a pair of
Trailblazers can carry data at up to 18,000 bits /s,
which is equivalent to around 1 Mbit/min. So a
3 min stereo mix would take 4 or 5 hours to

transmit. That's still cheaper and quicker than
flying the Atlantic.
Ffirebrand drummer

Buddy Rich had the last
laugh. After a series of
heart attacks, and
threatening his audiences that he would die on
stage as a grand finale, he finally succombed to a

brain tumour.
The obits were all a bit sickly. I prefer the eye
witness account of what happened when Buddy
went into the TV studios in Britain to record a
last interview with Michael Parkinson. His band
only played a couple of numbers. All the rest was
chat. One of the TV directors told Buddy he must
do a run -through with the band at 6.30pm.
"6.30 ?" queried BR.
"Yes," said the studio God. So Buddy called the
band at 6.25pm and sat down at his kit, dead on
the dot of 6.30pm.
The director and his cronies were nowhere to be
seen. They were still in the bar. Rich counted in
the band, played his two numbers and told the
musicians they could go.
With nice timing, the director and a crew of
posers appeared from the bar. "Are you ready,
Buddy ?" they asked.
"We've finished," said BR and left the studio.
Wouldn't it be nice if recording engineers could
do that with pop stars!

QUALITY CONTROLLER.

THE NEW ORBAN CO- OPERATORTM AGC SYSTEM
Introducing the Co- Operator: an integrated, easy -to-use Gated Stereo Leveler/
Compressor /HF Limiter /Peak Clipper in a powerful and economical dual -channel package.
The Co- Operator automatically rides gain, controls excessive high frequency levels, and
limits peaks while protecting audio and video tape 'recorders, broadcast cart machines,
mic channels, STL microwave links, and SCA's.
Its

there

is

simplified controls ensure top results -even from non -technical operators. Yet
sufficient versatility so that you are never locked into a single "sound ".

-to

The Co-Operator rides gain subtly and intelligently -the way you would
preserve
the dynamic "feel" of the program material while effectively controlling levels. Or, if gain riding is not desired, use it as a transparent, no- compromise safety limiter. Either way,
it's always alert to safeguard audio quality. It contains a:
Smooth leveler for transparent gain riding- without
long -term distortion -producing overshoots
Fast compressor and /or peak clipper can be
activated to protect against short -term transients.
Adjustable release time and release shape let you
optimize processing for music or voice
"Silence Gate" and compressor /leveler crosscoupling
team up to prevent pumping and noise breathing
HF Limiter with six switchable pre- emphasis curves
from 25 to 150 us allow you to match the medium
being protected and guard against sibilance overload
Ask your Dealer about Orban's new Model 464A
Co- Operator-your subtle, automatic quality controller.

Orban Associates Inc.
645 Bryant St., San Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 957 -1067 Telex:

17 -1480

SCENIC SOU DS EQUIPMENT LIMITED
2, 12 William Road, London NW 1 3EN.
Tel:

01 -387 1262 Telex:

27939 SCENIC
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Digital recording techniques call for
high quality microphones and audio
processors.
We supply the microphones.
Get more information from your dealer or directly from
AKG AKUSTISCHE U. KINO -GERATE GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H. Brunhildengasse 1, A -1150 Vienna /AUSTRIA Tel (222) 95 65 17 -0, Tx: 131839 akgac a, Fax: (222) 92 34 53
AKG ACOUSTICS LTD., Catteshall Wharf, Catteshall Lane, Godalming, Surrey GU7 1JG /GB Tel: (4868) 25 702, Tx: 859013 akgmic g, Fax: (4868) 28 967
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Ivisited The Bridge, a
new 24 -track studio in
Great Marlborough
Street, London, mainly
for film, TV and radio voiceover commercials. And
yes, you can easily soak up 24 tracks with spot
effects, music and alternate voice takes.
Being slow on the uptake, I waffled on about
how much the whole complex looked like the
Starship Enterprise before registering the name.
Of course, it's meant to look like the Enterprise.
That's why they call it The Bridge.
Having once been on the Hollywood set that is
kept permanently ready for the next Star Trek
sequel, I can vouch for authenticity. One thing I
recall about the Hollywood set that isn't in The
Bridge, is the wonderful effect they got from an
aerial map of Los Angeles. With a few thousand
pin pricks in the surface and a flickering back
light it creates the startling illusion of a city at
night as seen from space.
The Bridge uses an AMS AudioFile instead of
carts and they have two of the first production
models of the new Studer A-820. This is the first
24-track system with Dolby HX Pro. There is an
interesting but tangled story behind the origins of
HX Pro. It all began with the domestic cassette
market.
In June 1979, at the Chicago Consumer
Electronics Show, Ray Dolby-in person -unveiled
Dolby HX, a headroom extension system for
domestic recorders. HX automatically and
continuously varied both the recorder's bias and
its record equalisation, to optimise them in
response to the changing high frequency content
of the music being recorded. The variable
circuitry was controlled by a signal derived from
the conventional B -type noise reduction circuit.
This is already sensing the level and high
frequency content of the music for control of the B
system sliding band filter. The object was to
minimise the HF erasure caused by excessive
bias, by varying the bias with signal content and
varying the equalisation to track the bias changes
and so keep tape sensitivity stable.
The result of dynamic bias and EQ, claimed
Dolby, was around 10 dB better performance at
10 kHz. It worked, but ganging vari -bias and variEQ to B noise reduction proved tricky in practice.
A few firms used HX on upmarket cassette
recorders but commercially the system flopped.
Meanwhile, in Norway, Tandberg was working
on Dyneq, dynamic equalisation, as another
answer to the same problem. The system was
unveiled in August 1979. Dyneq put pre- emphasis
on a sliding scale, reducing the amount of HF
boost when the original sound contained too much
high frequency for the tape to handle. The idea

was to avoid the overload you get on slow moving
cassette tape, when a meaty HF signal is
subjected to a fixed amount of HF pre-emphasis.
Dyneq followed a year after another Tandberg
system called Actilinear which was intended to
avoid amplifier saturation. Instead of using a
passive resistor to isolate the record head from
the amplifier, Tandberg used an active boost
circuit. The Norwegians claimed patent rights on
what sounded like a pretty obvious design step. A
grand squabble promptly ensued when, in
November 1978, FWO Bauch sent the press
circuit diagrams for the 1962 Revox F36, 1964
Studer C37, 1965 Studer A62 and Revox A77 and
B77 machines. All these machines, said Bauch,
used the Actilinear circuit which Tandberg was
now patenting and advertising as novel. Like all
audio squabbles, it was soon forgotten. So were
Dyneq and Actilinear, although some Tandberg
cassette decks used them both.
The next move came from Denmark. There must
be something in the air up there. Bang and
Olufsen engineers were checking the performance
of their hi -fi cassette recorders in the lab and
found that they got odd results when testing with
mixed tones. This was because a high frequency
tone acts as additional bias on lower frequency
tones. So the preset bias signal is no longer
optimised, and mid range sensitivity changes. The
recorder goes non-linear.
B &O built a circuit, which they called HX Pro.
It monitors the HF content of the music signal
and automatically reduces the bias level as the
HF signal level goes up. So total bias effect
remains constant and mid and low range
behaviour is stabilised. In other words B &O's HX
Pro is Dolby's original HX, but without dynamic
equalisation.
Wisely, Dolby recognised that HX Pro was the
practical answer to headroom expansion. B &O
wisely recognised that it has no licensing
expertise whereas for Dolby Labs it is bread and
butter. In August 1982 B &O and Dolby signed a
deal. B &O gave Dolby an exclusive licence on HX
Pro so that Dolby can sub-licence it to any firm
already using Dolby noise reduction.
In September 1982 Electro Sound took a licence
to use HX Pro, by now called Dolby HX Pro, for
the high speed duplication of cassettes. Others in
the field have followed. It's no mean feat because
duplication at 32 or 64 times real speed, hikes the
bias to around 5 MHz and it must be modulated
in microseconds. Now HX Pro is being used for
professional real time recording, in the Studer
A820 decks.
Under the circumstances it seems fitting that
the Studer's first outing should be on the Bridge
of the good ship Enterprise.
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YAMAHA D.M.P.7
Most people know about the revolutionary new Yamaha Total Recall Mixer.
Some dealers may even give you a quick demo.
At Thatched Cottage we believe that three DMP 7s linked together will
represent the ultimate in affordable automated mixdown. Because of this
we have installed three in our (Munro analysed) 24 -track demonstration
studio and we are inviting any studio to bring along a 16- or 24 -track master
and mix down a track at our expense. We will provide an engineer. world
class outboard plus coffee for as long as it takes!
If you feel that 24 -track total recall for under (9,000 will help bring
business into your studio why not contact Dave Simpson and arrange a
demonstration (accommodation available).

SOME OF OUR SECONDHAND &
EX- DEMONSTRATION STOCK
Eventide 949 Harmoniser excellent condition ... ..£600
Fostex model 80 8- track, 3 months old
£1,250
RSD Series II 16,16,2
mint
E2,600
BEL BDE 3200, 32 sec, 99 window super -sampler,
as new, silly price
E999
Akai MG 14D rack mounted 14 track ex -demo.12,500
Sony PCM 501 digital mastering Inewl
£495
BOKSE US8 Universal synchroniser
£245
Q.Play programmable remote for E16, B16 +M80..E99
Selection of ex -demo Yamaha power amps
Phone
Fostex E16 w /remote
3 months old
£3,600
Slapback scintillator (exciter) (new)
£125
Yamaha 31 band graphic eq. 12 only)
£160 each
Symetrix quad expander gates
£325

-

-

Ashly stereo gates
Drawmer DS221 compressor /limiter
AHB Keymix computer mix down system
routing & muting
16T)
If its any desk

-

-

Akai 5900 Super Sampler
Hill 32 x 24 (40 way Frame)
24 channels Bel Noise Reduction
Electrospace time Matrix Mu)titap Delay
Yamaha NS10's

£199
£275
£999
E1,250
£5,000
£1,000
£699
£160
£245
£500
£150
£1,500
£350
£175
E850

Drawmer DS201 Gates
Tascam 32 half Track
Two Track DBX Noise Reduction
Tascam 38 (Mint)
Symetrix 511 Noise Reduction
MXR 31 Band Graphic
Aphex Dominator
Digitech 1900 delays 2 seconds full bandwidth _1165
JBL 4430 Monitors immaculate
£1,500
Seck 18/8/2
E975
Plus loads more
give us a ring(
All prices exclude VAT

-

Amazing Nomad SMC 1.0 SMPTE reader generator
only
E 299 +VAT
New Amazing Korg DRV 3000/Reverb, Harmoniser Delay,
plus loads more all at incredible 20 Khz bandwidth including
infra red remote control, only
£850

Just some of the new products we stock
Akai 5900, 5700, X7000 and the brand new 24 -track
Yamaha
RX5, DX711, TX81Z, SPX9011

-

plus

RSD series ll desks, TAC Matchless and Scorpion, Fostex E16,

Tascam, Tannoy and loads more.
From Fostex to Neumann, TAC to Yamaha, we are main
dealers for all the latest high quality products, most of it on
permanent demonstration in our three 24 -track studios.
IF you have any audio requirements, give us a ring

-at last a No Noise Studio Quality Guitar
Processor with chorus, filters, ADT, overdrive, compression
and gate. Money back if not satisfied
£260 +VAT
Axxeman

-

Special offer computer package. Atari 1040 Steinberg
and Nomad SMPTE /Midi reader generator
E1,050 + VAT

-

Pro -24

EXPORT

FULL CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE

MAIL ORDER

Thatched

Cottage Audio

Telephone Dave on
Cambridge (0223) 207979 (3 lines)
Thatched Cottage Audio,
North Road, Wendy, Nr. Royston, Herts.
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Founding director (with Robert
Woods) of Telarc International
Corporation, Jack Renner has
had a distinguished career in
the field of classical music recording. He has received seven
Grammy nominations and the 1985 Grammy award for Best
Classical Engineering (Robert Shaw /Atlanta Symphony
Orchestra and Chorus, Berlioz Requiem).
His practice of simple microphone technique has brought
worldwide acclaim initially establishing Telarc as an
`audiophile' label. His pioneering use of digital recording
processes saw early digital classical recordings including the
first US symphonic digital and the first US orchestral digital
recordings in 1978. That year also saw the first digital recording
in the world with a world class orchestra: The Cleveland,
conducted by Lorin Maazel, playing Pictures at an Exhibition.
His recording career started 25 years ago when Jack Renner,
music teacher, was taken over by a more ambitious creature
altogether. A pressing plant in California advertised for people
interested in setting up their own businesses to operate in a
prescribed territory, recording school bands, church choirs and
community groups. This kept Renner occupied for several years,
providing him with valuable experience and time to develop his
own recording technique.
As a self- taught engineer he could only go by what he heard
on disc himself, and ended up with a preference for the type of
sound provided by the Mercury Series.
"I wanted to model my approach after the Mercury Series
because they sounded the most musical and real of any
recordings on the market. I realised later it was because of the
particular approach to engineering: the mono records were made
with one microphone, the stereo records were made with three
microphones. At that time most of the companies were using a
small number of microphones, it was only in the late '60s/early
'70s that this explosion of going to more and more microphones
and more tracks to record symphony orchestras started to take
place. Even then I wasn't aware of that; I was off in my own

little world.

JACK RENNER
American Jack Renner has been
making.a name for himself and
Telarc with a specific approach to
classical music recording
"When I started making recordings I started with two
microphones and for a number of years I could not understand
why anybody would want any more to record orchestra or a
chorus or wind band, whatever."
Renner firmly believes that his training as a musician led to
his approach to microphone technique and recording in general:
"Classical recording is the business of recreating what has
actually happened in that concert hall. Very early on I learned
how to do this with a minimal number of microphones. It was
only later on that I realised there were other techniques at work
out there and that a lot of the major companies were using a lot
of microphones and microphones with very tipped up high
frequencies that tended to create a whole different sound.
"It never occurred to me that you do it any other way. And
anyway, I quite literally couldn't afford more than two Sony
C37A condenser microphones when I first started my business.
These were supplemented with a pair of Telefunken M251 s. So
at one point I had four microphone's and I could do a band or
orchestra and chorus and put microphones on each of them."
His first tape recorder was an Ampex PR10, superseded by a
354. From there he went on to a Scully 180, to Studer B62, B67
until finally "... digital caught up with me ".
When the bottom fell out of the schools business Renner
decided to go commercial and his lack of business acumen
resulted in the loss of a lot of money and the accumulation of
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rather too many records in his basement. It was then that he
met Bob Woods, now a partner in Telarc, and together they
formed a vanity label (ie recording for artists who paid them,
rather than paying artists for the privilege). Over the next few
years a number of recordings with principals of the Cleveland
Orchestra and singers from the Metropolitan Opera were
received with critical acclaim -particularly regarding the sonic
quality of the recordings. The company by this stage was called
Advent Recording Corp. Renner was still recording with only
two or three microphones, religiously following Bob Fine's
technique at Mercury Records.
"Late '76 Bob Woods and I decided we had gone as far as we
could as a vanity label and we were ready to do something
really wild."
The `in- audiophile- thing' at the time was recording direct-todisc and Advent had the madcap idea of persuading conductor
Lorin Maazel and the Cleveland Orchestra that they should
have a go at doing this with an orchestra. The event took place
in January '77 and turned out to be a case of too many chefs
spoiling the broth: input came from the cutting engineer; the
Disc Washer company, who were at the time importing Denon
product; and then Teldec in Germany when the disc cutter
suddenly became bankrupt a week after the recording.
In the midst of all this confusion the Advent speaker
manufacturing company had demanded that Renner's Advent
change its name, so they became Telarc.
"It was at best a mixed success. The people that liked it
absolutely liked it and those that didn't thought it was the
worst thing they had ever heard but it put Telares name on the
map.
"This is going to be very contradictory to all I have said about
minimal microphone technique but we sort of decided by
committee how we would record it because there were three
companies involved, and it wound up being a multimic project."
Not only was all this totally unnecessary as far as Renner was
concerned but unknown to anyone, the cutting engineer, in
order to protect his cutter heads, was severely limiting the
signal and rolling off the low end of the signal he was feeding to
the cutter head.
"So it came out sounding very compressed with much less
extended frequency response than any of us would have liked.
But we got nice clean cuts and no problems."
Another direct-to -disc recording was made later that year with
organist Michael Murray. Then'an acquaintance introduced
Telarc to the digital concept and the Soundstream system.
"Listening to the Denon digitals we were concerned with the
lack of extended HF response (at that time the Denon system
rolled off beyond 17 kHz). We had a much more favourable
reaction to the Soundstream except the high end still wasn't
there (it was rolling off beyond 17.5 kHz)."
A suggestion to Soundstream's Dr Tom Stockham that the HF
response needed to be extended to beyond 21 kHz was duly
taken up, and Telarc were obliged to come up with a project.
"This had all led to the great debate about why do you need
anything beyond 16 or 17 kHz because you really can't hear
things up there; most people can't, most microphones don't
respond that high, but I am absolutely convinced that although
you can't hear what's up there, there is information there. If
you take away the information in your recording above 17 or
18 kHz that sound will change because there are overtones, and
what we call in the business `a sense of air' around the sound. It
affects the total colour and characteristic timbre of any
instrument that has a response that high."
So, this was to be the first commercial digital recording in the
US of classical music. Should it be spectacular musically,
sonically or both? They decided in the end on Holst suites for
military band, Handel Royal Fireworks and Bach Fantasia. The
event took place in April '78 with heavy press presence from all
over the States.
"There was something about those two days that will never
happen again. The Soundstream turned out ultimately to be the
finest digital recording system in the world. It's a shame they
couldn't compete with the combine of Sony and Philips in terms
of standardisation and they ultimately went out of business."
October that year saw the completion, with Lorin Maazel, of
the first digital recording of a world class orchestra, beating
Decca by three months, although they didn't realise it then.
Very quickly Telarc became established as an `audiophile'

label in the US, one which has expanded dramatically over the
subsequent years to become a mainstream classical label with
worldwide appeal for both its sonic quality and repertoire. They
were also among the first to make CDs.
Their reputation has led to strong links with various
manufacturers of recording hardware, particularly of
microphones: "I had considerable influence in Schoeps' last two
new models, the MK2 and linear MK2S-both of which are
phenomenal capsules and work wonderfully in different
acoustics. I work very closely with Bruel & Kjaer in the US and
field tested their studio mics first in classical recording. We
recently became the first US company to use the excellent new
Sennheiser model MKH 20 omni microphones and now use them
regularly."
When recording in the States, Telarc use a Sony 1610 system
modified by recording engineer Tony Faulkner. Faulkner is also
responsible for supplying the recording equipment for Telarc's
European sessions. The console is a Neotek, specified by Telarc
and used by them in all territories.
"Neotek because first of all it is transformerless. We started
out with a Studer 169, which is a very good little desk but it is
loaded with transformers. We decided early on, if we were going
to be really hi -tec, that our entire chain was going to be
transformerless. The thing that really convinced me about
Neotek was when Tom Stockham, who used to come on sessions
with the Soundstream, hooked the entire recording chain up and
with his distortion analyser, ran a check on every piece of gear.
He would check the S/N, frequency response and distortion on
whatever mixing desk was feeding the Soundstream (and he has
done these measurements on every brand of mixing desk in
existence). When Tom measured the Neotek he found the
cleanest, lowest distortion he had ever come across. In addition
to which it sounded great. So we got one.
"We have just taken delivery in the States of a Neotek which
is wired with Monster cable, which is phenomenal."
Not so long ago Renner was a firm `atheist' as far as high
performance cable was concerned-all you needed was clean
contacts and good quality cable. A meeting in the UK with A J
van den Hul and his oxygen-free cable left him a changed man.
"We had two matched B &K studio mics which we put side by
side, put on the best cable we had on one mic and the oxygen free stuff on the other and opened the faders. I tell you it was
unbelievable; it was like two different microphones. The one
with van den Hul had much more open top, tighter bass, more
detail and everything about it was better."
Back home in the States he met Monster Cable and the
conversion was complete: "I have absolutely become convinced
that the cable is a valuable additional component in that signal
chain. We are Monster Cable from the microphones to the video
recorder. I don't know whether in a video signal high
performance cable is going to make a difference but it's now
available and I'm going to use it: microphone cables,
interconnects in the control room. You could have talked to me
for years and if I hadn't made the comparison I would still be
saying it was just somebody's gimmick to make a lot of money.
I'm hooked so much now that I can tell the difference between
Monster, van den Hul and Hitachi; it's gotten real bad! I'm just
terrible. I know it doesn't sound like it but I don't think I could
ever actually be an `audiophile', too much tinkering around goes
on."
Monitoring is currently under review; discussions are in
progress with Boston speaker manufacturer ADS who are
developing a new speaker for them. "In the States we use an
older model of theirs. In the UK we use B &Ws and have had
several meetings with John Bowers about his speaker line. He
knows what I'd like to see and I think they're headed in that
direction with the Matrix models, although they don't have a
wide enough range speaker available in that line yet. I dare say
the 801 that we are using is a bit loaded for what we do because
we use microphones that have very extender frequency
response, especially on the low end, and the 801s roll -off pretty
drastically below 40. There's stuff going on down there,
especially outside noise, that we'd like to hear, so we need a
speaker system with a wide frequency response which is
accurate musically, and which doesn't screech at you constantly
while you listen to it.
"It is hard to get something that is detailed enough in the mid
range and high end that you can hear noise problems, and you

hear enough detail and yet you have a nice sense of musical
balance as well: low enough, deep enough, tight enough, great
power handling capability.
"I learnt early on that when we started making recordings
with extremely wide dynamic range and LF response, I
absolutely had to have a monitor system that told me
everything about what was on that tape. You can't get halfway
through a session and have the orchestra playing full out with
percussion and everything and start hearing distortion and
overload and wonder whether it's your monitor system that's
breaking up or your tape recorder, or microphone. I had to
eliminate the monitor system and just started working toward
the system we use in the States, which has a very, very wide
range. The 801 is OK but you can turn it off; you can push it
too hard and it's automatic shutoff. It comes close and I think
the Matrix line may ultimately make it but there just isn't a big
enough monitor there at the moment. For amps, we have been
sold for years on the Thresholds. I think they are the most
musically accurate solid state amps made."
Renner overcomes some of the problems of having to set up
control room environments in odd rooms at the various church
and concert halls by carting acoustical materials around with
him. These include Sonex foam, Soundex panels and Tube
Traps -tall cylinders that kill standing waves.
"Everywhere I go, even if I have worked there before, I
measure and record exactly what I use, where it was placed and
how, so that I at least have a basis and you begin to see a
common thread through all this. Even if something has changed
in the room or the háll when you come back you can start
where you left off and save a lot of time.
"I spend quite a lot of time setting up the control room. I take
to every location a CD of the Firebird recording we did in
Atlanta. It has everything I need to know that'll tell me how a
room is reacting to a system. The Firebird has certain passages
where I can tell immediately if I've got LF boost because there
are bassoon solos, horn solos, and if they take on a big plummy
spread I know immediately that I've got to start moving
speakers around.
"Even if you can't get that system placed in the room so that
it's totally ideal, I have at least listened to enough music in
there of recordings I am familiar with to know whether there
are still problems."
Renner emphasises the fact that Telarc sessions produce a
2 -track stereo master: "There's no mixing, balancing, equalising
or anything. The only thing that'll happen to that tape once it
goes back to Cleveland is that it will go through the editor. It's
the time and the care that we take in getting ready and
preparing for sessions that really makes the difference."
A typical microphone setup will consist of three spaced omnis
which, according to Renner,
has met with mixed
critical review in
the UK: "In the
UK they seem to
be very much
in favour of
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a Blumlein or crossed fig-of-eight coincident approach for

classical recording. I don't happen to like that. I like three
spaced omnis -small diaphragm, single diaphragm
omnidirectionals- because they have much wider frequency
response, much better dynamic range and they tend to be
quieter for some reason. Those microphones will take a lot of
signal level before they collapse and there is no way, with a
coincident system, that you get the sense of space and bigness of
the listening experience that you do with spaced omnis.
"There is no way that you get the extended low frequency
response without actually putting it in artificially; you have to
EQ that bottom in if you use a coincident system, expecially fig eights, or some people like these hypercardioids.
"To me a coincident recording, whereas it is perfectly in
phase, has everything right from a purely technical standpoint
but everything is too pinpointed and located in the sound
picture. With spàced omnis the way I use them I feel I've
worked out a technique whereby the imaging of what we're
recording is pretty well locked in."
Microphone placement is basically in front of the orchestra:
"It's very important to have that centre microphone. In the
vinyl LP days it was extremely important to control the LF
phase situation, because one thing you get with spaced omnis is
a hole in the middle. Most of the percussion is placed pretty
much dead centre, especially the bass drum -right dead centre
facing toward the front rather than side to side where you get
wave fronts going in both directions and having a lot of
cancellation and problems like that. The centre mic allows you
to control that phase and, especially when we were cutting LPs,
it allowed you to keep that bass drum absolutely locked in the
centre so you had little or no chance of head lift when you were
cutting.
"It's important to pull that wide, what would be an
exaggerated sense of stereo together. The centre mic would run
4 to 6 dB down below the other two and the others, depending
on the width of the group, are spaced accordingly, depending on
the acoustic: anything from 6 to 10 ft back, 3 to 3.5 m in the air.

JACK RENNER

"For our first seven years of digital recordings we used the
older Schoeps MK2s. Then I bought some MK3 capsules, which
have an extremely rising high end; I tended to use that in a
diffused soundfield. But I still hadn't found my ideal mic and
started a dialogue with the designer at Schoeps."
Out of these conversations came the new MK2 and MK2S.
"The B &K mics have been very useful but they are a totally
different microphone than Schoeps, being almost a pure omni.
The last two Beethoven concertos that we did in Boston I did
with just two B &K microphones- people mostly put up more
mics for a piano and full orchestra than that but it worked
phenomenally.
"But as with any mic, these mics don't work beautifully in
every hall. It seems the more reverberant and bright sounding
the hall the less successful they are. It's probably because they
are the closest to being a true omni and you can put them in
any position. They are slightly directional, that's another reason
I insist on a small diaphragm omni. Most of them become
directional above 3 kHz so they're not a pure omni. B &Ks have
a specially tiny capsule with very little directionality at all.
There is some but it starts around 10 k.
"I did Messiah with just two B &K microphones placed slightly
into the string section rather than out of the group so that I
could reach the chorus that was behind the orchestra as well. It
turned out beautifully and you would never know that some of
the string players were behind the microphone because of the

polar pattern of the mics.
"What happens in a very bright reverberant hall, because they
are so omni, you will tend to get a lot of the room coming back
into the microphone, which you wouldn't get even with the
Schoeps or the Sennheisers.
"Now the new Sennheisers have come along, a sort of cross
between the Schoeps and B &Ks. Pretty much the polar pattern
characteristics of the Schoeps but tending to have slightly more
detail like the B &Ks. But even they aren't perfect in every
situation. There is no ideal mic. If I had to go to a desert island
with only one kind of mic it would probably be the Schoeps
linear capsule. You can do an awful lot with those and they will
never let you down, You'll always come out with a recording
that is perfectly acceptable."
On the topic of digital recording systems, although using the
Sony 1610/30 systems, Renner is still in search of his ultimate
dream and in this respect has recently taken delivery of the new
Colossus system from By The Numbers. Brad Miller of that
company contracted Lou Dorren, a designer in Silicon Valley, to
design a 4- channel digital processor that could be battery
powered to facilitate his hobby of recording steam railway
engines! Telarc field tested it for live music rather than
babbling brooks and crashing oceans, steam engines and
aeroplanes.
"We were absolutely stunned by the quality. Dorren hasn't
done anything radically different; he's got some proprietary
circuits and approaches to encoding the information, and yet it
mates up with a VCR or a professional video machine-anything
you want to plug into, it will be happy with. It is slightly larger
than an Fl and its deck together, but the quality is
phenomenal. It has such amazing resolution to the sound. The
tone centre of the instruments is unlike anything I have ever
heard -very much like the Soundstream, except better.
"In order for us to accept it, it absolutely had to have a
standards converter that would allow it to be converted to the
1610/30 format because we have to deliver CD masters in that
format; if we had had to copy it to analogue to the Sony system
why bother? He discovered that Harmonia Mundi's converter for
Fl s, etc, to talk to the 1610s and 30s and back, had everything
he needed, just had to change one chip."
Experience with Soundstream had shown that even though a
recording is transferred to the Sony format for mastering it
retains the basic character of the sound of the system on which
it was originally recorded.
"The whole secret is first of all what the A/D sounds like; this
is where your sound is being tailored initially, that's the first
circuit the signal goes through; if that's not right, what comes
out the other side is going to be bad."
What next? Whether the Colossus is here to stay or not,
whether R-DAT takes over from CD or not, Telarc intends to
stay at the forefront of our advancing digital technology and its

application.
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The M20 from AEG
sets new standards

for professional
tape recorders in
the studio.

This professional machine is right
at the cutting edge in terms
of technology, ease of operation,
reliability and ergonomics.
The M 20 is the latest development from the inventor of
the magnetic tape recorder in
a successful line stretching back
50 years.

has every impressive feature
the professional could ever
desire. The latest microprocessor
technology.
Sync amplifier for monitoring
with the recording head during
electronic editing. Electronic and
storable automatic bias adjustment for different types of tape,
with all sorts of equalization
(such as NAB and IEC), and that
at all 4 speeds. Incorporation in
computer-controlled systems via
standard interface. Timecode
option. Built-in or portable
for studio and mobil operation.
Optimal operating in horizontal or
vertical position. Continuous
vertical and horizontal adjustment
of Variostand allows perfect ergonomics for any operator. Suitable
for 19" plug -in systems.
The M20 represents the ultimate
combination of state of the art
electronics and high -precision
mechanics. For higher demands
and new applications, e.g. in conjunction with computer-controlled
editing systems or stereo television.
It

It's tomorrow's answer to today's

sound studio.
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Please forward further information about
the new Magnetophone M20 from AEG.
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Professional Tape Recorder Branch
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West Germany
Phone: (07531) 862370
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See us on the International
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28.8. -6.9.1987
Hall 20, Stand 11
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MASTERING AT

MASTERDISK
Terry Nelson visited Bob Ludwig in his
mastering facility in New York
erfect is good enough'so goes the slogan of the
New York mastering

facility, Masterdisk, and
with often as much as 42% of the Billboard charts
being their customers' which would seem to be an
acceptable criterion. Indeed, at one stage the list
read like a gathering of the Who's Who of the
rock world with the likes of Roger Daltrey, Dire
Straits, Rush, ZZ Top, Sting, Huey Lewis and the
News and Simple Minds.
Accounting for 40% of the 42% is Masterdisk
chief engineer /vice -president Bob Ludwig, who
exudes the qualities needed in a mastering
engineer-be cool, calm and collected!
Bob comes frpm a musical background and has
a Masters degree in musical literature from the
Eastman School of Music. He has also played lead
trumpet in various bands and orchestras.
"I remember Phil Ramone coming to do a
lecture in 1968 and that really decided me to go
into the world of recording. Since then you could
almost say that Phil has been my mentor."
The first foray into the world of professional
audio was as a staff announcer for a classical FM
station "which also enabled me to do a bit of
composing on the side ". However, the contract
with Phil Ramone bore fruit and Bob Ludwig
went on to join him at A &R Records "and for the

next one and a half years I learned disc cutting ".
This also had the effect of expanding A &R's
cutting business and the studio was one of the
first to have a Neumann VMS 66 ( "The first
computer-controlled lathe ") with an SX-15 cutter
head.
"Around 1969 Neumann introduced the SX-68,
which was the first stereo cutter head that you
could call flat with sufficient level. However, the
management of A &R did not think that this
would be a worthwhile investment and, needless
to say, caused a serious difference of opinion!
"As things worked out, Sterling Sound were just
opening up the same year and they were
implementing the new Neumann equipment -they
also had a vacancy for a cutting engineer!"
During the next seven years Bob worked his
way up to become vice -president of Sterling Sound
as well as working with Sly and the Family Stone
and The Band among others.
In 1976 Mercury Records sold their cutting room
to Sterling Sound. The facility was given an
injection of capital and renamed Masterdisk with
Bob Ludwig at the helm. Though pretty much his
own boss, business reasons made Ludwig leave
Sterling Sound and Masterdisk became a separate
entity with himself as vice- president and chief
engineer. At the time of our interview, however,
he was "working on becoming an owner".

Masterdisk are situated on the fifth floor of a
building between Broadway and 9th and thus
enjoy quite a central position in New York. The
premises themselves are open and airy with more
than ample lounge areas for seating clients who
are waiting for either their turn or the results,
while the numerous platinum, gold and silver
records on the walls attest to the success of the
studios.
Masterdisk feature three cutting rooms together
with a fourth room that houses the DMM lathe
installed last year. The DMM can be fed from any
of the three rooms via tie lines as well as be
remotely controlled.
Each room `belongs' to each of the engineers at
Masterdisk (and is suitably furnished according to
individual taste) with Bob's room being shared
with Alan Moy, "who does the night shift ", and
hails from Canada. The other two engineers at
Masterdisk are also Canadian: Howie Weinberg
who counts The Clash, Aerosmith, Tom Waits,
David Lee Roth and The Power Station among his
clients; and Bill Kipper who specialises in
classical work. With three Canadians in- house, it
is of no surprise to learn that many releases for
the home country are cut at Masterdisk.
Other staff include Scott Hill for transfer and
computer work and mastering engineer Tony
Dawsey.
All three cutting rooms are similarly equipped,
the only real differences being in the outward
çosmetics and the fact that Bob's room has two
lathes to the other's one, so the description of the
`boss's' premises will give a good overall
indication of the others.
The two lathes are Neumann VMS 70s, driven
by a Zumaudio computer with the latest software.
"John Bittner did the design for the Zuma and I
was able to give him a lot of input as to the
facilities we required. It has all worked out very
well and we are very pleased with the results. It
gives us very precise -as well as optimum -control
over depth and groove distance when cutting."
The cutting heads are driven by Neumann
SAL -74B amplifiers.
Recorders are two Studer A80
in and Y4 in)
mastering machines, one in preview version so
the computer always knows what is coming up a
second in advance (these have had several inhouse modifications including replaced
transformers); a Mitsubishi X-80 digital 2- track;
Sony 1630; Audio +Design 701 professional
version; plus Sony U-matic and Tascam 122

(/

cassette recorder.
The mastering console has been custom built
and features two Sontec MES 430B stereo
parametric equalisers, four Neumann equalisers
that have been modified to have controls in 1 dB
steps "for repeatability ", two Neumann high
pass/low pass filter modules, two RV 75 stereo
attenuator modules calibrated in dB steps
"again for precise repeatability "), four NTP
179-20 compressor/limiters and NTP phasescope.
The main metering consists of Neumann J645V
plasma displays and U479 phase meters.
The console features a large patchbay for fast
setup of the configuration of equipment required
and gives access to such outboard equipment as
Dolby, Aphex Compellor and Type II Exciter,
Pultecs, Lexicon PCM 60 and whatever else may
have been brought in. The outboard rack also
features its own effects mixer rather than returns
on the console.
At first glance the acoustic treatment of the
room looks deceptively simple-acoustic tiles on
the ceiling, moquette, etc -but in fact a lot of
thought and experimentation has gone into
making the room sound right.

/
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Bob Ludwig in his mastering suite
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MASTERING AT

MASTERDISK
"I feel that mastering rooms should resemble
living room conditions," said Bob Ludwig. "After
all, that's where music is listened to most of the
time. This is why we have gone for what I call a
`living room feel' -no dropped ceiling or anything
like that.
"As far as the actual acoustics are concerned, I
took a leaf out of Phil Ramone's book and had
them designed around the speakers so that the
monitors would not be fighting the room. Though
things may look haphazard, everything has been
put in its place after much trial and error -for
instance, it took us half an hour to locate the
right place on the wall for that picture!"
Monitoring consists of a choice of six types of
speaker. The main system is 3 -way comprising
modified Altec A19s with corner reflectors behind
the enclosures. These feature Mark Levinson
crossovers, Sequera Pyramid ribbon tweeters
crossing over at 8 kHz (and extending up into the
stratosphere!) and a Hartley 24 in subwoofer with
an 11 cps resonance. "The ribbon tweeter gives a
very open sound for the highs with no
colouration -they let the sound breathe." Power is
provided by HH M900 MOSFET power amplifiers
(2x400 W). Also on hand are Canadian -made
Times 1 power amplifiers that feature an
impressive slew rate of 160 Yips.
"You need to spend a lot of time in choosing
speaker systems. AB tests are all very well but
you have to bear in mind that different speakers
can influence an amplifier in different ways, and
this has to be taken into account."
Secondary monitoring consists of NS-10s ( "Not
my favourites, but we have them for producers so
they can re -hear the sound they think they had "),
AR -18s, Auratones, Visonik David 9000s and "the
new range" Fourier B 2 -way speakers.
Bob Ludwig also had a word of warning for
those who have lots of speakers in the same room.

Transfer room
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"Passive cones should not face into the room as
they can act as traps. The rule is: when the
speakers are not in use, turn the amp off."
The transfer room features a Studer A80 4 -track
recorder ( "we often use this for music videos ")
with all the variations, an A80 master recorder,
B67 recorders for editing, a rack of Tascam 122
cassette recorders ( "they do a good job and are
reasonably priced "), Sony digital editor, the
Mitsubishi X -80 when it is required, Sony 501
processor (specially modified) and a Harmonia
Mundi BW102 digital audio signal processor and
interface. "The Harmonia Mundi has proved an
invaluable tool in preparing CD masters on
1610/1630 from Fl recordings, though it is an allround tool as well. We are very pleased with it."
A new addition to Masterdisk was the
installation in 1986 of a DMM lathe. Previously
Bob Ludwig was not enthused by DMM: "I felt
the sound was too hard and the bass very
inaccurate. However, feedback from other users in
the field brought about some modifications to the
system and I can wholeheartedly recommend it
now. Certainly if I was a producer, I would have
all my records cut on DMM."
Briefly, the Direct Metal Mastering process
stems from the research done on the Teldec
videodisc in the late '60s. Though some of the
suspension bearings for the cutter head come out
of NASA! The Neumann lathe uses a diamond
stylus to cut the copper plates, enabling negative
stampers to be made directly, thus bypassing
several stages used in the normal mastering
process and improving audio quality. In fact, each
disc has to be measured for noise performance
before the DMM logo can be used.
Other advantages stem from storage
possibilities. Whereas uncut lacquers can be kept
for a long period of time, once they have been cut
they have to be sent through the spraying process

fast before groove echo and other nasties start
setting in (good news for express postal services).
The copper plates, on the other hand, have to be
stored at - 10° F to avoid crystallisation (and
going green), however, once cut they are treated
in a passivation unit and this keeps the disc in
pristine condition.
Bob Ludwig gave some thoughts on the various
aspects of mastering.
"I feel very fortunate to be able to do this job
to come in at the end of a project and put the
final touch. Especially as I am able to pick and
choose a bit now and just work with the cream of
the crop!
"Mastering is the last creative step in the
recording chain. The point is to get as much
musically out of the performance as possible and
sometimes this requires a lot of what I call
`executive engineering'. However, I must say that
I am delighted when I can just cut flat! I feel that
I know what it is to produce a record and you
have to be involved in the project. After all,
people have spent a lot of time and money on
doing a recording and they are usually looking to
you to make that recording a reality.
"We are lucky that we often get artists who
come here to get involved in the final stages and
this helps creativity all round.
"With classical music the master tapes are
usually very good and hardly ever need much
attention. With jazz more work is usually
required as the recordings in the majority are
pretty low budget and have to be done quickly.
Rock and pop varies from the very little to a
great deal: the fact that it's often totally
fabricated in the studio and overdubbed into
infinity means that there can be a lot to do."
Bob touched on some of the problems raised by
the practice of freelance engineering.
"House engineers usually know their studios -or
they should do -and are accustomed to getting the
right sound. With the widespread use of freelance
engineers now, I find that we get many tapes that
need a lot of work on equalisation, balance and
general cleaning up over the frequency range, due
to the fact that they have been working in rooms
that they are not completely familiar with and
that may have their own set of problems. For
instance, I have noted that productions mixed in
control rooms with dropped ceilings are often
lacking in reverberation.
"In these cases it is a question of working with
the producer to select the best mixes and agreeing
on the best way to process the masters for
cutting. On average you could say that 95% of the
modifications are artistic and 5% for the benefit of
the final medium, ie: record, CD, cassette, etc."
Did Bob often find himself in situations where
opinions differed?
"There are times when tastes clash but these
are rare. What can happen is that you can find
yourself caught between the record company and
the producer -then it can be interesting -although
brick wall situations are very few and far
between.
"I think people are far more aware today of the
importance of the mastering process and that
people like us are there to help and not to ruin
the artist's work! We had Malcolm Young (of
AC/DC) literally come over on a day trip with
Concorde at one time just to ask my opinion on a
tape! There's flattery for you.
"One problem that does subsist is that record
company executives are not always aware of the
technical side of things and we have had cases
where a group has spent six months in the studio
and is ready with the final masters and the
record company want it cut by 8 o'clock that
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MASTERING AT

MASTERDISK

"One thing that people still can't see seem to
get right is level, be it analogue or digital. We
did a Rush album recently that had been mixed
at Sarm and for some reason had to be edited
elsewhere. The studio promptly raised the level by
4 dB, which caused far too much clipping (and
this is by no means an isolated situation) and
thus a lack of definition. Geddy Lee is a friend of
ours and when he called us to ask if we could

night and not a minute later. It's as if someone
has looked at his desk diary and seen `album due
today' and started chasing it up!" (In fact this
interview was being conducted while one side of
an album was being cut and a final remix being
done for a number on the other side with the
courier waiting at the studio.)
We talked about some more of the technical
aspects of mastering.

help out, we were able to go and re-edit in
Canada at the proper levels and the whole thing
sounded as if a veil had been lifted off.
"With analogue you do have a bit more leeway
and using tape saturation for rock can be artistic,
however, this does not mean oversaturation! We
had to re-master some of the early Journey
albums and the needle was literally glued to the
endstop. Another negative point is that the tapes
appear to self-erase after a time above 10 kHz,
meaning that you lose all the sparkle.
"We get tapes coming in in every possible
format, from cassette to digital, though I don't
really recommend the former as a mastering
source! Classical music is now nearly all digital
with pop being a mixed bag of analogue /digital.
We still get some y in 30 ips stuff which is nice
because you can get more apparent level,
especially if there is just a touch of tape

saturation."
Does Bob have any personal preferences
concerning digital vs analogue?
"There is really no hard and fast rule on digital
versus analogue. As a general rule one could say
that things sound better in digital while analogue
retains what I would call a better musicality
overall, However, this can sometimes be the other
way around. We often get masters in both formats
and it's up to us and the producer to choose
whichever we think sounds best. Some things,
such as rock and roll, often sound better dirty."
On cutting: "I like it clean from beginning to
end. Some cutters in New York have it loud at
the start of the record and soft at the end. The
final decision is up to the producer, of course, but
when I can, I maintain a constant reference level.
"Though the technology has advanced a lot,
there are still basic practices that have to be
observed, such as careful inspection of the discs.
After the Zuma was installed we still had to
measure the resonance of the cutterhead
suspension and take it into account-the computer
can't! Even if everything looks OK, you still can't

totally trust it.

Superior Sound Control
Utilising the most advanced Microchip
technology HARRISON are proud to
introduce the GP- SERIES. Graphic
Equalisers which not only have more user
features than previous designs but which
also outperform existing models. The
GP- SERIES are precision units which
incorporate extra facilities to match the
requirements of today's sophisticated
sound systems.

Precision M

el Range
The GP215

is a

instrument in a
compact 1U high
19" rack mount
unit.

The CPI

Security Cover Included

octave 30 band 150 centre frequencies
from 20Hz to 20kHz.

you want.

30 offers real precision 30 band
tard octave control plus a three band
Notch Filter set in one neat package. Last
but not least the GP230 combines two
channels each covering the full rhrd

2x

15 band r/srd octave

Plus Extra Features.
Each model is more than a precision
Graphic Equaliser it also includes extra
features that are essential to today's
sophisticated sound systems, Tuneable
low and high pass filters, e.g. Range
Switches, On/Off Switches, Peak LED's
and Switchable Inputs and Output Levels

-

are all provided. Electronic balanced
Inputs and Outputs with sockets for
balancing transformers are also key
eamre
protective rear
carrying handles.

features, and built-in Pink Noise
generators are included, as well as silent
switching and a fail-safe bypass circuit
and much more.

At no extra cost each model comes with
a tinted Perspex Security Cover which
prevents unauthorised tampering with
your control settings once the GP-Series
have been set up to give you the sound

Notch Filters
The CPI 30 Model
also includes

a

3

band tuneable
sweeping Notch

Filter

set

which is

a

really cost effective
means of getting up
to +10dB more
system gain from
your sound system.
This means that at last
annoying feedback can be "notched out"
and you can get more sound level without
sacrificing quality.

Contact your nearest dealer or Harrison direct for a detailed information brochure.
HARRISON INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY LTD., UNIT
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BUTTON END, HARM ON, CAMBRIDGE CBZ 5NX. 0223 871711. TELEX 81687

"I consider four hours the minimum to master a
record -under perfect circumstances -and the
more you do to ensure that everything runs
smoothly the better. At the end of the day, the
equipment is still only a tool doing a job and it's
how you use it that defines what the end result
will be."
On processing: "As you can see, there are two
sets of processing modules: one for the current
track and one for the next. This way I can
prepare each track individually and not make
compromises. Everything is very closely
calibrated, which means I can repeat settings
with confidence."
In order to aid flexibility, Bob has built up a
file card system with settings for gain control,
EQ, etc, which enables him to get a base
reference very quickly: "For instance, if I have a
tape in from John Doe productions the chances
are that it will need a certain basic setting and
then we can get into the artistic considerations!"
Recent trends at Masterdisk (see One to One,
February 1987) show that YZ in mastering at
30 in/s and no noise reduction is by far the front
runner with 1610/1630 trailing quite a way back
in second place. This would indicate that digital
now has its place, especially for classical, but is
still a long way from becoming king. However,
one significant change is that the production
copies are now nearly always on 1630 cassettes,

thus taking advantage of the superior storage
qualities of digital.
Masterdisk Corporation, 16 West 61st Street,
New York, NY 10023, USA. Tel: (212) 541-5022.

SOUND BUSINESS

THE ULTIMATE

RECORDING EQUIPMENT SALES
EAST LONDON AND ESSEX'S
TOP RECORDING EQUIPMENT
CENTRE

Illel'in'

VCA.

NEW AND SECONDHAND

WELCOME TO MULTITRACK 1987

That's a strong statement, but it's a fact. After 6 years of development,
the Audio Silicon Specialists are in full production of the SSM 2014
Operational Voltage Controlled Element chip. So unique, it's patented.

CHECK OUT: Hearing is believing. A new 16 bit fully stereo digital reverb from
Ibanez the SDR 1000 +). The absolute business, 99 presets, 99 user
programmable presets, fully midi, every parameter, changeable points, 10 out
of 10. Retail f650, introductory offer £495.00 inc. VAT.

Use it like a standard

current in /current out VCA, or get exotic and use
its true differential front end and complementary current voltage outputs for a whole new range of possibilities, such as a voltage controlled
potentiometer, preamp, or equalizer to name just a few.
Depending on your preference, the 2014 can operate in class A, AB,
or in between. And by using a simple level detector, it can switch
between the two for optimum results.
How about performance? The 2014 sports a 116dB dynamic range,
0.01% distortion, ultra low control feedthrough, and as much as 12MHz
effective gain bandwidth product. All for a price so low it should

We are main suppliers for:
REVOX, TASCAM, FOSTEX, YAMAHA, AIWA, ACES, SONY,
SOUNDTRACS, RSD STUDIOMASTER, ALLEN & HEATH, DYNAMIX,
RAM, SECK, MTR, SOUNDCRAFT, DRAWMER, BEL, APHEX, ALESIS,
SYMETRIX, LEXICON, AKAI, TANNOY, JBL, AKG, NEUMANN,
SENNHEISER, DENON, BOX, STEINBERG, ATARI, CABLES, PLUGS,
WALL BOXES, PATCHBAYS
DI BOXES ETC. ETC. ETC.

-

HOME STUDIO RECORDING ONWARDS &
UPWARDS TO THE FULLY PROFESSIONAL

surprise you.

Over 1400 supplied and satisfied customers can't be wrong.
Let us help you NOW. We specialise in complete packages
none too big -- none too small. Special package prices.
CALL JIM WINSTON ON: 01 -989 6359 NOW!

The ultimate in flexibility. The ultimate in performance. The SSM 2014.
Call

or write for more details.

%fiL 79i.dio-S'ilicson

SpeciA/Lsts

"Full hack up and technical service"

,.

SOUND BUSINESS STUDIO SALES
Sound Business House, South Woodford (Central Line), London E18 1DG

Solid State
Micro

Imr Technology
for Music,

$ 01-989 6359

APRS MEMBER

Inc.

Come and visit us in friendly informal surroundings. Easy parking Ino yellow lines), 200 yards
from South Woodford (Central line) tube. 25 minutes West End, we are situated iust off the
North Circular Road and the M11 junction. Easy access.

2076B Walsh Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95050 U.S.A.
(408) 727 -0917 Telex 171189
In England, contact Hartech Marketing Ltd. at 0243 -773511.

EUROPE'S

OPEN

NUMBER ONE

7

DAYS

-

9am to 9pm * EXPORT ARRANGED

DIGITAL HIRE C°

9

biO

G
FELDON

AUDIO

(

HIRE) LIMITED

TELEPHONE 01 580 4314

°

126 GREAT

PORTLAND STREET

LONDON W 1N 5PH
TELEX

28668 ADDAX
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Gerard Hali, former studio
manager of EMI Studios in the
Netherlands, is a well known

man in the Dutch recording
industry. When talking about the Bovema Studio, as the studios
were called before, Hali is the man to talk to. For the AES
Netherlands section he is the wild card, to be used whenever
there is a shortage of subjects for meetings. He can talk for
hours on subjects of the past -over 30 years of experience, from
the 2 -track vacuum -tubes to 24-track, guarantees that.
"A studio is there to serve the artist," he says, "and not the
other way around. The musicians, on the other hand, must
realise that even the best technician cannot make bad music
sound like good music. That part really has to come from the
other side of the glass. And that is a good thing too; running the

EMI STUDIOS
Hans Beekhuyzen visits a two studio facility in the Netherlands
studio takes up enough of our time and energy. It really takes a
lot of working hours to keep the equipment as reliable as
possible. Every morning at 8.00 the maintenance crew enter
the studio and switch on all equipment. After the machines are
warmed up, each one is checked so that when the recording
engineer comes in, the equipment is ready to go. Of course there
is a malfunction report system and at least one engineer is
available on short notice at all times. Another important matter
concerns levels. A good studio should have uniform levels
throughout the system. This prevents problems with noise and
overload conditions when working under pressure."
Hali, on the new breed of low budget studios that pop up like
tulips in spring: "It is stunning to see how these people work,
and I am not referring to the equipment alone. A good engineer
is able to make a fair recording on low budget equipment. But

then the equipment has to be maintained properly. Most low
budget studios have no maintenance engineer, nor a
maintenance contract with the equipment supplier. The
equipment is only checked when it breaks down -a large risk for
the musician and the studio owner. Not only does it give agony
when the machine really breaks down, it also increases the
chance that equipment will not perform to standard. The same
goes for the levels; more often than not the equipment is hooked
up 'with cables that fit'. No concern is given to level matching
or even grounding. It is amazing to see these people work
around the clock in such an environment to make a living."
About recording engineers, Hali has some definite ideas:
firstly, he has to have 'good ears' and must be interested in all
kinds of music, especially in the sound of the different kinds of
music. Furthermore, he must be willing to work at inconvenient
times and must be healthy to withstand irregular working
times. He must be a good host, a police officer and
administrator. Last but not least, he must have consideration for
his colleagues. When he has been working until 3am he still has
to make sure that his colleagues will find nothing but a clean
studio the next day. Hali realises that there are few of these
around and jokes about another quality: a sound engineer might
better be unmarried, which saves divorce costs.
EMI Studios recently replaced the vintage EMI Neve console
in Studio One with an SSL 4000. Jacques Delemarre, studio
manager: "The old EMI console was extremely large. We had
rented a huge truck to move it. When it was only just loaded, a
tiny lorry came in and the driver announced that he had the
new console in his car. We were all looking at the tiny car,
unable to understand how our new console could have fitted in."
The 'small' SSL was chosen for a number of reasons. One is
SSL's perfect marketing job -many producers nowadays insist on
SSL. But this should not be over -emphasised, according to Hali,
the other reasons really are more important. For a large
organisation like EMI, it is important to have similar facilities
in all locations. Consoles vary from brand to brand so EMI had
to decide on a more or less standard console. At first they had
chosen Neve but problems with servicing and parts supply
forced the decision. Another important feature was the Total
Recall function. Hali: "Some people comment on the manual
adjustment one has to make with Total Recall. They think it

Studio One fi-ont piano trap and guitar booth, the drum booth is on the other .side
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for complete Cassette Production
Asona off
and winding systems.
The Asona Loop -Bin, a 1:32 high -speed master tape
reproducer, shown with the classic Asona Mk 2
Twin Slave Unit.

For implementing duplicating systems at lowest costs

without sacrificing production capabilities. Equipped
with extended range duplicating electronics. Employs
neither compressed air nor vacuum and requires only

single-piase mains power.

Twin Slave

Mkt

Low maintenance requirements, low personnel costs.
Robust construction rational design
economical price.

-

-

We can tailor
a cassette production

system to your needs.
Write or call
for a proposal
ASONA is manufactured in West Germany by AUVIS ASONA GmbH & Co. KG, Bahnhofstraße 60, D -7634 Kippenheim
Tel.: (0)7825 - 1068, Telex: 754325 auvis d

CASSETTE TRIAL
(You're The Judge)
We've got

great range of Bulk and Fully Packaged
cassettes for you to try.
With five screw shells and high grade mechanics
they're ready for the most gruelling examination.
The tape itself (we'll come clean) is made for us by a
leading Japanese manufacturer and we load it here in
the U.K. which is why, in the matter of costs, you'll
find us most reasonable.
To bring matters to a hearing, fill in the coupon.
We're confident that after hearing all the evidence
you'll pronounce the following short sentence:
a

"They're excellent."

a#iii1/11

CASSETTES
You'll Never Know 'Til You Try.
89

takes hours but in reality it only takes 10 minutes to re-adjust
all controls. Most of the time it is not necessary to re-adjust
them all. That is where the new scanning function becomes very
handy, it scans for controls that need adjustment." The EMI
sound engineers like the console for its open sound and absence
of noise.

There are two studios in the EMI facility. Studio One is the
largest, measuring 15x8x5 m. The control room houses the new
SSL 4000E, a Studer A-80 24-track, a Sony/RTW PCM processor
with U-matie tape machine, Lexicon 224X and Yamaha REV7
reverbs, AMS and Eventide pitch shifters and delays, a Roland
SBX-80 sync box, Drawmer gates, Orban de- essers, KlarkTeknik analyser and equalisers, and UREI compressors. The
monitor system comprises Eastlake, Yamaha NS-10 and NS-100
and Auratone 5C loudspeakers, powered by JK Acoustics power

EMI STUDIOS
amps. The studio itself was rather large in the old days but it
has been divided into two rooms and two booths. The remote
room is rather live and is designed for strings, `British' drum
sound, etc. The room, close to the control room, is less live and
more like an average studio room. The rooms are separated by
two booths and a glass door.
The drum booth is very dry; the other booth is used for vocals,
etc. The windows are covered with Laxan, a special plastic
normally used as burglar protection. Laxan renders the glass
virtually indestructible, acoustically almost dead, which is good
for isolation.
Studio Two is smaller measuring 4.5x8x3 m. The recording
equipment, with the exception of the BarthiTelefunken console,
is similar to that in Studio One but the ancillary equipment is
more basic: Orban equalisers, Kepex gates, Gain Brain
compressor/limiters and EMT filter limiters.
Studio Two is very popular because of the atmosphere -it is a
perfect working environment. Studio One is more clinical
because of its size. Hali: "That indeed is a very important
feature of Studio Two. I always say: we should record the music

Studio One live area
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in a way that every consumer thinks it is recorded specially for
him. Of course, this is far more difficult when you commit
yourself to multitrack production work. A good, intimate studio
atmosphere can improve a lot there, just like good equipment

and even catering."
EMI Studios also have an in -house cutting room, an important
feature according to the EMI people: "The wishes in the studio
and the restrictions of the cutting techniques can conflict from
time to time. In classical music the basses are usually placed on
the right side but when cutting records we prefer to have the
low end in the middle. Menuhin has agreed to that but most
conductors don't. With pop music nowadays worse things can
happen, and it proves handy if the cutting engineer is available
to be consulted." The cutting room houses a Neumann VMS 70
lathe with Neumann SX 74 cutting head, a Neumann SAL 74
amplifier, a custom built EMI console and JBL 4310 monitoring.
DMM cutting (EMI is licensee) is not done in Heemstede but in
the German plant.
Gerard Hali retired on January 15th. Jacques Delemarre has
now taken over and will continue to bring EMI Studios back to
the leading position they had some years ago. Boaema Studio
was the first real studio in the Netherlands, up till then all
recording was done on location. They were the first to have
4- track, 8 -track and 16 -track and the first with 24-track
machines. When there was a turnround in the industry, however,
EMI Studios declined somewhat although now they are
recovering, the SSL being the proof of it. Furthermore, they
claim to fulfil any needs. Digital multitrack machines are
available to order, as is all necessary ancillary equipment and
musical instruments. Human needs are regarded important too.
Delemarre: `The only thing the artist and producer should take
care of is the music, all other things can be taken care of by our
staff. The beach is only 10 minutes away, Amsterdam and
Schiphol Airport only 15 minutes. Even if they would like to
have a Chinese meal in Japan..." But then again, Holland is
famous for its Chinese restaurants.
EMI Studios, Bronsteeweg 49, Postbus 139, 2100 AC
Heemstede, The Netherlands. Tel: 023 -231500.
(Since this article was written EMI have closed the studio
although it is hoped it will re -open shortly under new
ownership.)

Rogers

Mosses & Mitchell
are the largest
manufacturer of Audio Jacks and
Jackfields in the UK. We are approved
suppliers to the BBC, British Telecom, Pye
Telecommunications and many other major
telecommunication companies throughout the world.
We manufacture a complete range of Audio Jacks &
Jackfields and offer a design and manufacturing
service geared to meet your specific requirements.
For further information and technical data on our
products contact:

MOSSES S.
M

'

Rogers Monitoring

rsPAli
HEAR MORE FROM THEM AT
I

Plasmec Systems Limited

Weydon Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 8CL
Telephone: Farnham (0252) 721236
Telex: 858820 Plasmc G

r-i

I

TrilTr rtG['i

UK PROFESSIONAL DISTRIBUTCR
Invicta Works Elliott Road Bromley Kent England
Tel: 01 -460 7299 Telex 896979 TALS G
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Technology

of world wide fame

THE EMT 445 DIGITAL AUDIO DELAY UNIT

combines separate entities: picture with
sound, when transmitting via satellite and cable or in combination with video standards conversion or framestores;
sound with sound, when transmitting via wire and air.
The high -resolution delay will help you with these tasks.
Even stereophonic signals may be delayed with absolute
phase coherence: ideally suited for analog disk cutting.

THE EMT 246

DIGITAL REVERBERATOR

IIMEMEMI

expands the boundaries:
New reverberation programs with optimized
eigentone distribution
allow reverb times from
0.25 to 20 seconds. The
"sound" of the reverberation is freely adaptable due to the
adjustments in bandwidth, pre -delay, level of early reflections, as well as frequency content of the reverberation. In
spite of the abundance of parameters. operation of the unit
is quite simple. even if things should become hectic. And,
if need be, one of the 190 (!) program memories may be
of assistance.

EMT-

FRANZE

POSTFACH 1520, D -7630 LAHR
TEL. 07825 -1011. TELEX 754319
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

THE EMT 266 X TRANSIENT LIMITER solves your worries:

because (with adaptive pre -emphasis) you will never exceed
the maximum frequency deviation for FM transmissions,
but, moreover, are able to process maximum levels at the
input of the limiter; because transients are limited in a click free manner with digital recording or in tape duplication
applications. It's all made possible by the principle of
transient limiting.
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INTERNATIONAL YEARBOOK 1987/88
TENTH EDITION PUBLISHED BY

BROADCAST- SYSTEMS - ENGINEERING

10 YEARS SERVING THE PROFESSIONAL

BROADCAST INDUSTRY

i

!J

A must for your bookshel f

INTERNATIONAL
YEARBOOK ;387
88 Cl/ S.B
TENTH
PJBLIBHZo

ono

BY

MMMAMCASI-SfSfINS-fMC/MIfM/N6

For 1987 the Professional Video International
Year Book is published in the popular A4
magazine format. With its successful editorial
coverage of equipment and services
covering the international broadcast industry
with 1,000's of listings by manufacturers,
brand -names and in many cases their UK

and Overseas distributers, plus a
summarised text of product lines.
All this invaluable information is classified
under sections, ranging from aerials
antennae and masts to video cassette
storage and cases, therefore ensuring that
looking for the equipment you need can be
found in our comprehensive easy to use

publication.

Published in association with Broadcast Systems
Engineering the international magazine for the
broadcast industry.

Professional Publications Group, Link House Magazines Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.

T
Please send me
copies of
Pro Video International Year Book 87/88.
£14.00 (UK) £16.00 Europe $27 USA Airmail
£19.00 World Airmail. Includes Postage and Packing.

Name

Address

enclose a cheque /postal order /International money order
payable to Link House Magazines for the amount
I

(please print)

Or debit my credit card

VISA

Please return the completed order form enclosing full
remittance (including delivery) or giving your credit
card number to Professional Publications Group,

Credit card No.
41

Credit card holders can order by simply ringing
ext 550, quoting credit card No.

Signed

L
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01

-686 2599

Link House Magazines Ltd, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.
Please allow 28 days delivery in Britain, extra overseas depending on
country and delivery method.

CLASSIFIEDS
Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 60p +VAT per word, minimum £15.00 +VAT. Box Nos. £5.00 +VAT. VAT
(UK only) S rate $2.00 per word, minimum $50.00, Box No. $10.00 extra. Semi -display rates on application. Copy and remittance for
advertisements in NOVEMBER issue must reach these offices by 24th SEPTEMBER addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Cheques made payable to Link House Publications (Croydon) Ltd. Note: Advertisement copy
must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and
the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975: No job
advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting
applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or (2) it is in a
business employing less than six persons or (3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act. A statement must be
made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.
The attention of advertisers is drawn to "The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977 ", which requires that, from 1st January
1978, all advertisements by persons who seek to sell goods in the course of business must make that fact clear. From the above date
consumers therefore should know whether an advertisement relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.
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MRC
A ZONAL COMPANY

EQUIPMENT

TRANSPORTATION

The Magnetic Recording Company, a subsidiary of
Zonal, Britain's leading manufacturers of professional magnetic sound recording products, offer
you cassette duplication of music, speech and data
using Gauss loop bin, as well as the best equipment
for winding, printing onbody labels and inlay cards.

MAGNETIC
RECORDING
COMPANY
Holmethorpe Avenue,
Redhill, Surrey, RH1 2NX.
Tel: 0737 -767171

You will get the service and quality that is expected
of a company that has been in the magnetic
products business for over 30 years.
by

All work carried out on Nakamichi machines to the highest
standard. Normal or chrome tape available.
We also supply blank cassettes wound to length.
AGFA and BASF chrome tape available

01 -698 0099.

1

GATEWAY CASSETTE SERVICES
GAUDEN ROAD, LONDON SW4 6LR
TEL: 01 -627 4758

100 C -60 cassettes beautifully copied in stereo

from £59.50 (plus VAT)
We can copy from 100 to 5,000 high quality
cassettes on our high speed loop -bin system, load
them precisely into top -class shells. Price includes
library case and all production work from your 'A in
edited master. Any length C -5 to C -90. Ring for
price check.

THE COMPLETE SERVICE. Disc cutting,
pressings, duplicated cassettes and blanks. Bin
Masters. Location Recording. Free Brochure.
Tam Studio, 13a Hamilton Way, London N3
IAN. Tel: 01- 346 0033.
(X)

STUDIO REPUBLIC
47 High Street, Pinner

01 -868

5555

01 -866 5555

AA Tape Winders

HIGH SPEED COPIERS SALES AND SER-

0268 765010

VICE. Real time cassette copying. Blank cassettes. Audio Visual supplies and servicing. Contact:
Sound Marketing on 0603 667725.
(0)

suite. Location aitd studio recording. For free information package telephone Clifton Studios
(York) Ltd. 0904 642761 (0).

Fax:

0737 -767610

REAL TIME CASSETTE COPYING

Technical Transport Ltd. London area from
£31.05. National direct service from legs than £1
per mile. Technical assistance always on hand. To
discuss your requirements phone Richard Guy on

HIGH QUALITY CASSETTE DUPLICATION /BLANKS. Master preparation and editing

Telex: 946520

>> i

REA/OX

WE ARE THE TAPE MACHINE SPECIALISTS.
WE PROVIDE PROMPT EFFICIENT SERVICE AND
REPAIRS FOR THE WORLD FAMOUS RANGE OF
STUDER REVOX MACHINES. WE ALSO HANDLE
TEAC/TASCAM +NAGRA RECORDERS IN OUR
WELL EQUIPPED WORKSHOPS WITHIN EASY
REACH OF LONDON.
WHEN YOU RELY ON YOUR EQUIPMENT,
YOU CAN RELY ON USI

*

3 ET]
SPARES

OFFICIAL UK SERVICE CO.
Service Calls Sa e Time!

153A VICTORIA STREET, ST. ALBANS
Telephone: 58977 (0727)

¡

THE SOUND

& VISTO

Y'` WORKSHOP

D

l

For rapid supply of exact length
Audio Cassette + Tape Duplicating

CASSETTE
DUPLICATING:
GAUSS Loop -Bin TELEX
In- Cassette

High Quality Blanks Label Printing

OPEN REEL DUPLICATING
SPEECH
RECORDING
VOICE- OVERS;LANGUAGES ;AUDIO- VISUALS)

(ANY SPEED - ALSO TO BROADCAST SPEC.)
WHO SAYS YOU DON'T NOTICE THESE
SMALL ADS! For as little as £13.75 + VAT you
too could be getting your service message across.
For more details contact Andrew Knox at
STUDIO SOUND. Tel: 01 -686 2599.

(

SPEECH -PLUS RECORDINGS LTD.
UNIT 32, NO. 19, PAGES WALK, LONDON SE1 4SB. TEL: 01 -231 0961

CLASSIFIEDS
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CASSETTE DUPLICATION
Quality Cassette Duplication, Highspeed and Real Time.

From'/ ",

CASSETTE DUPLICATORS LIMITED

PCM-FI or Cassette

Offer the latest technology in Cassette Duplication

Masters, Overwrapping, custom wound blank cassettes, labels and inlays

Tel: Leicester (0533)

High Speed Loop Bin System. Specialists

602064

for custom wound blank cassettes to
exact length.

ACCURATE SOUND LIMITED
QUENIBOROUGH (Ind. Est.) MELTON ROAD
QUENIBOROUGH, LEICESTER LE7 8FP

For Service and Prices write or phone:
Unit 2, Southern Avenue, Leominster,
Herefordshire HR6 OQF
Tel: 0568 3777 or 0789 765507

NEW HEADS
FOR OLD!

DIRECT FROM

OUR MODERN
U.K. PRESSING
PLANT

CUTTING ° PRESSING
TEST PRESSING
LABELS °SLEEVES
CASSETTES
ARTWORK
COMPETITIVE PRICES
MARKET LEADERS

All makes relapped

WO VMS,'

TAPETEK: 01 -254 5203 or
0836 215900 (car)

Real time & high speed loop bin duplication,

THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS

printing & packaging. Blanks wound to length
TEL: 061 -973 1884

SRKI

APPROVED BY

FOR SALE- PRIVATE
THE COMPLETE SERVICE

includes:
BLANK CASSETTES C - C 100 Incl. Chrome)
HIGH - SPEED LOOP - BIN. CASSETTE COPYING
OPEN - REEL COPYING
INLAY CARDS
LABELS &
CASSETTE
(

I

TAPE
BOXES
TAPE
SPOOLS
S.
EMPTY
TAPE
TAPE
&
SPLICING
LEADER

AMPEX

I; 11'

I
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PRO AUDIO
HIRE
SALES SERVICE
All the leading
systems with a
personal service
34

All major
names expertly
serviced

MAGNETIC

TAPE

and is available from -

MEDIATAPE LIMITED
The Courtyard, 152 -154 Ewell Road,
Surbiton, Surrey KT6 6HE England

01

METAL NAB SPOOLS, all part filled
with various brands of tape- offers. Spender
BCIA -£160, Tascam Model 34 -£500. Studer
A62 -needs minor attention- offers, Neal AV 330
cassette machine-offers, JVC CR -6060 ET
U -Matic recorder -offers, Tascam PE40
Parametric -£325, Tascam 133 cassette
machine -£350. Prices exclude VAT. Robert
Hodgson 061 -834 9994.
500 101

-399

2476 7

Call for our
famous multi -

track hire rates

STUDIO SALE JBL 4435 (2 years). Dod Graphic
Equaliser R830B (1 year). Eventide Harmonica
H949 (2 years). PPG 2.3 Waveterm with library

Danbury Street, The Angel Islington, London N1 8JU
Telephone: 01- 3599342/3030 0 01 -226 7215

(1

jbs

MUSIC SPEECH DATA

REAL -TIME /HIGHER -SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1- 1000 +. Computer printed
Labels. Solo, ''A" reel. Sony, Retamax recording.
Fast security Delivery service.
FILTERBOND LTD, ibs records div. FREEPOST
19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD SG14 2BR. 0992- 500101

year). Tel:

01

-586 9433.

REAL TIME CASSETTE COPYING
Reliable * Good quality * Very economical

*

*

Chrome or Ferric tapes

FROM Digital (F1)
Cassette or Open
Reel Masters

Steve PONfIN
AU IO S6f VICAS

Tel Steve 01 -398 7933

CASSETTE
DUPLICATORS
Specialists in the supply and service
of cassette duplicators, bulk custom
wound cassettes, and accessories
GRAFF SONY TELEX WOLLENSAK
Main Dealers UK and Export

SOUND CASSETTE SERVICES LIMITED
BODEN STREET, CHARD, SOMERSET

0460 67237

NATIONWIDE

DISC CUTTING EQUIPMENT and systems
bought, sold, installed and manufactured (under

REAL TIME AUDIO
CASSETTE

DUPLICATION
on the latest equipment

licence from ORTOFON). TAM /ENGLAND,
13a Hamilton Way, London N3 IAN. Telephone
01- 346 0033.
(X)

, "1111116

No mastering charges
Quality superior to high speed copying.
Fast delivery. All work
Any quantity at very competitive prices
guaranteed. BLANK CASSETTES IC1- C1001.
Highest quality screwed or welded housings Ferric or Chrome tape
Phone or write for
INLAY CARDS
LABELS
LIBRARY CASES
immediate quotation.

AUDIOCOPY (Dept SSS), Unit 3
Buslingthorpe Green, Meanwood Road,
Leeds LS7 2HG. Tel: (0532) 625650

SOUNDCRAFT 2400 SERIES 28/24 Desk,

cellent condition, many modifications,
predominantly private use. Also Eastmill soft
dome Studio Monitors, complete with amps (1600
watts) 2 x 27 band graphics, DDA crossover,
multicore looms. £25,000, sale due to upgrade, will
split. Tel: Andy 05216 305.
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channels in mix, fitted with Penny and Giles, plus
3M M79 24 -track with XT24 autolocate, both ex-

SECOND -HAND

TEAC 244/34/38 discounts and HP and leasing.
Erricks VCD, Brighouse 722121 (Bob)
(X)

EQUIPMENT WORLDWIDE

+ 44 923
+ 44 923
+ 44 923

TASCAM/SENN /BEYER, trade counter. Erricks
VCD, Brighouse 722121.
(X)

LOCKWOOD, TANNOY, etc., new and
equipment always available and
Lockwood Audio Sales 01- 866 0671.

used

wanted.

(X)

$

772351
720060
774713

s
FAX

TLX 262284 REF 1728G

JACKSON MUSIC GROUP

FOR IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL: Stereo master

recorders -A80 VU 1444hrs £2,750, 3863 hrs
£2,500; Ferrograph Studio 8 £795; Proline 1000
£595; Leevers -Rich E200 £295; Logic 7 £275;
Revox A77HS MkIV £250. Desks -Soundcraft
16/8 Series 2 P &G faders PPM £1,750; Studer
Quadro 16 -track all PPM including A80 remote
onboard, cost £50,000 new, £4,950; Neve 16/4/8
PPM £6,950. Echo -EMT 140 valve plates including remotes from £795; AKG BX20E reverbs
£250; Great British Spring stereo balanced £75.
Miscellaneous-ITC stereo record /replay £495,
replay only £295. RP2/6 broadcast turntable c/w
preamp £495. LS5/1 speakers including valve amps
£375 pr; LS5 /5 speakers c/w Quad valve amps
£475 pr. Large quantity tape e.g. 1" Agfa PEM
468 £4.50 each. 01 -833 0615/1525.

RECORDING CONSULTANTS
AUDIO -VIDEO -FILM
EQUIPMENT DATABANK
PACKAGES & INSTALLATIONS
SHIPPING & VALUATIONS
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
THE STUDIOS, RICKMANSWORTH

©

CONCERT GRAND PIANOFORTE (1984)
£4,950; Special Studer C37(s), £750; AKG
"Tube ", "new ", £695; EAR Valve Equaliser(s),
"new ", £395 Beyer M130(s) £150. All each + VAT.

HERTS,

ENGLAND WD3 2XD

Telephone 0474 813851.

USED PROFESSIONAL RECORDING EQUIPMENT: Buy, Sell, Trade. Dan Alexander Audio.
USA 415- 474-1625 or 213 -660-5719.

WOULD YOU BUY A CAR
WITHOUT A TEST DRIVE?
THEN WHY BUY A MIXER
WITHOUT A TEST DRIVE?
-

Thinking about

a new project
from a small Mixer to a large studio
come and talk over ideas with the people who offer
manufacturing and user experience at our new premises:

complex

-

©

SPOOLS
/BOXES
5"
2"
14"
<" x
x
up to
Full range of sizes now available
Ring or mail for details

.ô

'

AYnWr One
INsonstio

Battersea Wharf. Queenstown Road,
London SW8. Tel: 01 -627 3760
P.O. Box 19. Stratford -on -Avon. Tel: 0789 -68579

Unit D, 318 High Road,

Benfleet, Essex SS7 5HB
TO TAKE THAT TEST DRIVE

PHONE

-

Upgrading Sale

026793381

(Weekend Committee visits welcome by prior arrangement)

USED STUDIO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE?
Advertise it now in STUDIO SOUND
CLASSIFIEDS for as little as £13.75 + VAT. For
more details contact Andrew Knox at STUDIO
SOUND. Tel: 01 -686 2599.

integral patchbay. Excellent working order maintained to
highest standard.

01 -794 6560

FOR SALE

PARTRIDGE

OTARI MTR 90 MK1. A late MK
with gapless
drop -in MK 11 heads. Complete with interface for
Fostex 4030 synchroniser. Suit 48 track facility?

ELECTRONICS

1

01 -267 7770

RAINDIRK S2000 concord in line console. 25 into 28 into
2. Full parametric eq. 5 aux send 56 inputs in remix.
Customised module with 3 stereo 4 mono returns. Full

C

PARTRIDGE LTD

Head Office: 56 Fleet Road, Benfleet, Essex SS7 5JN

Telephone 0268- 793256

ketof
NEUMANN
SENNHEISER

b

J.B.L
TANNOY

LEXICON

SOUNDCRAFT

DRAWMER

STUDIOMASTER

SHURE

REVOX

D.B.X.

BEYER

TASCAM

UREI

QUAD
ROLAND

TRIDENT

YAMAHA
AMPEX
AKG

R.E.L.

APHEX
APPLIED MICROSYSTEMS
AUDIO KINETICS

18 .42 Charlotte Street. WAKEFIELD. W. Yorke WFt 1UH

Tel: 109241

371788 Export Enquiries welcome. Telex, 556649
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STUDIOS FOR SALE

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS

LARGE DETACHED STUDIO /CONTROL
ROOM Centre Kent town. Vacant. Very low
outgoings. Lease very affordable. Adjacent "shop
windows" also available (bargain). Superb. (0474

STEVENS & BILLINGTON LTD.
have been manufacturing high quality

81351).

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS
since 1963. To discuss your requirements
please ring our engineer on

0342 22339

AUDIO LEADS

® Cable Technology
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IMPORTERS OF KLOTZ PROFESSIONAL

AUDIO CABLE, CABLE SYSTEMS AND
CONNECTORS FOR THE MOST
DEMANDING USE IN RECORDING,
BROADCAST, AUDIO VISUAL AND P.A.
72 -74 EVERSHOLT STREET, LONDON NW1 1BY
TEL: 01 -387 5783 TELEX: 28159 MUSLAB G

FREEHOLD HOUSE with purpose built detached
recording studio (fully equipped 16- track). South
London /Surrey £116,000. For details send large
SAE to Box No. 953.

AUDIO AMPLIFIERS

STUDIO DESIGNERS
AND CONSULTANTS

TURNER ELECTRONICS IND (Est 1966)

INSTALLATIONS

3u. 4u rackmount. High
stability. ultra low noise and distortion, flat response. Linear class AB1,
70% efficient triples complementary circuitry design by our engineers
from Plessey, Fluke. Dolby and Mullard. No noisy fans. thermal limiting
of Mosfets, mechanical relays, fuse blowing or overload trips. one million
watts in use by artists and sound establishments. Sales, service. export
engineering advice and sales of most UK electronic audio products.

Audio,Video & Electrical Contractors
Complete project management
Prefabrication off -site
9

POWER AMPLIFIERS 100 -700 Watts. 2u,

PO Box 49, Etchingham, East Sussex

TN19 7N2 (STD) 0435 -882581.

Elliott Bros

ti

REWORK SERVICE, relap

and reprofile often same day
or even quicker.

SITUATIONS VACANT

REPLACEMENTS, from the

U.K: s leading Pro Audio
head maker.

BRANCH & APPLEBY Ltd.
Stonefield Way, Ruislip,
Middx HA4 OYL 01 864 1577

SALES EXECUTIVE
(C.

20K + Car)

THE COMPANY

An aggressive and dynamic manufacturer of professional
audio equipment require a top flight Sales Executive,
reporting directly to the M.D., to play an integral role in this
forward thinking company's next stage of planned
expansion.

35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON NI 8QH

BRITANNIA
ROW

01

22633

Multitrack, 4- Track,
Dolby SR + Telcom

THE CANDIDATE
Based in the Midlands you will be responsible for planning
and developing the company's customer Sales Base, and
to play a vital role in the company's aim of a U.S.M.

flotation within four years.
The successful candidate who may, or may not have a pro
audio background, should be diplomatically aggressive,
persuasive, results- originated and above all "A CLOSER ".

-

THE PACKAGE
The prospects for advancement are limitless and will be
based on results.

A basic of 10K P.A. with an open ended commission
structure will return around 20K in the first year. Other
benefits include a pension scheme and company car.
Only those candidates who possess the above attributes
and have a genuine will to succeed need apply in writing to:

WORKING IN THE USA?

DAVID URI
EDU ASSOCIATES
45 BLOOMSBURY SQUARE
LONDON WC1A 2RA

scF
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r
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"THE BEST THAT MONEY CAN RENT"
Complete selection of pro audio equipment for hire.
Outboard Equip

*

Digital Recorders

*

Walkie Talkies

599 Eleventh Avenue, New York, NY 10036
Phone (212) 582 -4400

Submitting

a

full C.V. quoting Ref

P. W. K
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FOR DETAILS
OF HOW TO

BENCH SERVICE
ENGINEERS
to

.£1

number of clients who are
currently looking for engineers to work
on a broad range of pro -audio
equipment including consoles, studio
tape machines and microphones.
TEC /Higher TEC Electronics plus
relevant experience is required.

require the services of a full time
sales person with experience in all
aspects of modern recording
techniques
and midi systems.

Contact Mike Jones
Professional & Technical Appointments

An audio engineering background
would be an advantage.

We have

ADVERTISE
IN THIS
SUCCESSFUL
SECTION
PLEASE
CONTACT

KGM

2K

STUDIO SPECIALISTS

a

(0256) 470704

Please send C.V. for the attention:

Ms JAN PHILLIPS
KGM Studio Specialists

18/42 Charlotte Street
Wakefield, West
Yorkshire

SITUATIONS WANTED'
FREELANCE ENGINEER

WF1

1

UH

International /SSL Experience
Interesting Projects Required
For Late

87/88

ANDREW
KNOX
01 -686

BOX NO. 952
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use this coupon for all your sales and wants.
SOUND Please
Rates: 60p VAT per word. Min £15.00 VAT.
Box Nos. £5.00 +VAT extra. VAT
only) $rate $2.00
+

AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING

+

(UK

per word, minimum

$ 50.00,

Box No.

$ 10.00

extra
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To: STUDIO SOUND, please publish the above advertisement for
insertions under
the heading
Cheque /P.O. to be made payable to LINK
HOUSE PUBLICATIONS LTD, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required Yes /No. If no, please include remittance to cover name and address
and /or tel. no.
Name
Address
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Professional Audio & Audio for Video Equipment
Phone and ask for our latest list - more bargains are coming in daily!

NEW HIGH -TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT
From JFl INGHAUS of W Germany manes a mapr break through A roost eheclive fader automation
System called the C -Mix System. which is retrofimable into virtually any mixer from 1610 64 inputs utilizing the
capabilities of the now well established ATARI 1040 ST. The C -Mix can bong real rime automation to many
smaller studios. Example once for 32 Faders £2,600 + Computer. Wnte or phone for details.
From Natty Systems of America. innovators of the Wireless Microphone. we now have in stock the brand
new'NADY 49' budget microphone 8 receiver (hand held Ile -clip or guitar system mtcrophones). starting at a
ridiculous price of £195 00 Other Nady microphones available. Natty 501 Professional at £406.008 Nady 701
I

Professional true diversity microphone staneg from £1,495.00
From Italy the New Monlarbo Dray 128 Multi -Effects Processor. with professional standard harmoniser
Price £49500
Sony PCM 601 The New Digital Audio Processor. Available horn stock, £750.
Sternberg Research SMP -24. In essence a similar function tine to the Bokse SM-9, this unit comes into its
own when used in conjunction with the PRO-24 Sequencer. All song liming information may be stored on the
Atari computer along with the conespondng sequence and then subsequently stored onto disc. Also a'Midi
Merge facility is provided to enable the sequence to receive both note input etc AND midi clock information.
Price £799
Rebis Melt gate -A very useful production tool. Acts like a Drawmer DS -201 but weh a ter extra tacks like
trigger mask, trigger delay key hher may be used on audio plus a midi output which sends rate on and key
velocity dependent on audio amplitude information Price £495.
24 track sequencer package, mrnpnsirg: ATARI 1040 ST. monochrome moneo. mouse. word processing
8 language software plus STEINBERG RESEARCH Pro 24 software. All ready-to-run. Demonstration
arranged by appointment. New Low Price £825.
The superb TANTEK M4000 Master Matrix micro -processor based signal routing patchbay now in stock.
Send for colour brochure.
24 -track sequencer package, comprising ATARI 1040 ST, monochrome h oneor, mouse, word processing
6 language software plus STEINBERG RESEARCH Pro 24 software. All ready -to -run. Demonstration
arranged by appointment New Low Price £825.

SECOND HAND, EX-DEMO & NEW EQUIPMENT
TAPE RECORDERS
STUDER A -80 2 inch 167K - Superb Condition
SOUNDCRAFT SCM 76211124 Track Home Use Only .........
___...
STUDER 062 Stereo- Lovely Condition
OTARI MX -5050 XHD 4TK - Little Use
TEAC 80-8 c/w dBx, Van -Speed 8 Remote- Brand New!
TEAC 3440

- As New

C9,500

(11,500

f795
.........

_._..

.

TASCAM MS -16 + dBx + Autolocate + Console Stand - Showroom Mallet
TASCAM ATR -60 vv" Eight Track Profess0nal
Console + Ovemridge.
TASCAM 4806 -'New'
_.
...»,-_.
TASCAM 32 'New', Ex -Demo
TASCAM 38
TASCAM 38 - 'New'. Shop Soiled
TASCAM 340 -As New
TASCAM 388- Ex Showroom
FOSTEX E2 'IA Stereo + Centre Track
FOSTEX Model 80 -'New'
FOSTEX E -16 From Stock
FOSTEX 5 -16 SM - Superb Condition
FOSTEX A- 8- 2Yrs Old S/H
FOSTX A -8 -L. S /H'Mint'
REVOX B77 II Yr Old
REVOX 87711
_.........
REVOX PR-99 II
REVOX A77 Mk Ill - Perfect Condition
UHER4200c /w Case
'4 Teti Rata ngh"
2 xAKAI MG -14D + Adams Smith Zeta 3 Synchr ono,
AKAI MG14D ....
........_.......»
AMPEX ATR-700 2 Trk - Immaculate
...
.....
OTARI MX50502 Trk/4 Trk - Mmt
BRENELL 8 Track 1" Remote 8 Timer
MIXING CONSOLES
AHB Sigma 44/24 Automation Ready- On Demon slid fion .._.. _.. .........
AHB System 8 Mk 11168 -S /H ..
......

-

-

...... C1,200

C625
£9,250
£4,950
C3 445

C875

£1,295
C1450
....... C950

£1,369

1

M.

AHB System 8 Mk 1116.16(3 Remaining)
AHB System B Mk Ill 24'16 with JELLINGHAUS Aat455

AHBCMC 24 Mk 1124161 -New
...
AHBCMC 16 Mk 116:81 -New
AHB CMC24 Mk II - New
AHB Studio t2 For Broadcast or Disco Applicattols ..

__

...............

-

ion...,. ..... _....
.........
......

1

_.......

............

....

£1,695
0450
£595
£6.995
age Deals
£895
£895
£1,295

£12,960
£1,200
Each £1,450
C4,895

01,950
£1,395
£3,100

£1895

AHB S 62 Production Desk
.....
£250
AS...+
SOUNDCRAFT 1600524:8:16 Patchbay 8 Stand
06,950
SOUNDTRACS MRSenes 24:8 16
..........
£5,100
£4,045
SOUNDTRACS PC Midi Series 16 Input version
RSOStudiomaster 16:8.2 -New Ex -Demo
£1,150
ALICE 12:4:8 Excellent Condemn
£695
TASCAM M312(12,4:8) -New Ex -Demo
......
£1.395
TAC Matchless - New -To Order
CP OA.
_.- .. » ..............
°noes From £2.950
TAC Scorpion
...- .., - .........
FOSTEX 45016 Chan - New
..........
'To Clear' £869
FOSTEX 350 + 3060 Meterbndge - As
.0395
.....»... «,
M8 A Custom Console 28.1625 Band Eq 3 Arp+bipweweBo;iril
+8
....... £1.895
SOUNDCRAFT 4008164:2
8MUe ....
OUTBOARD EQUIPMENT ETC.
AMS RMX-16- Latest Software -9
Old
£3,000
-G
AMS DMX-1580S 6.4 Secs+ 1.6
Ch
03.950
t lr:'
LEXICON 224 XL With Larc -18 Mon
£7500
T.C. ELECTRONIC 2290 with 32
£2.985
T.C. ELECTRONIC 22908 Secs( :
at
:::Ince -save Over E200)
£1.985
MONTARBO Drev 128 Pro Duality
£495
AUDIO KINETICS 0-Lock 310 W' $
New
£4.500
YAMAHA SPX -90 II - New
£499
Wy `
,ry.,,aá'l
YAMAHA OMP -7 Neal Reverb
Midi Etc. - New
£1.600
YAMAHA R -1000 Boxed - As N:
C150
ROLAND DEP-5 - As New
£545
ALESISMicroverb - New
..
£216
,,,Cam
nl
st'
3 x ALESIS Microverbs inc R.
SSn
£599
ALESIS Midiverb II New ............
£373
AKG BX -20E - Perfect
Bargain E295
DIGITECH RDS 3600 (3 6 Sea) £320
REGIS RA701 Midi Gate New
C495
APHEX Compeller Less
.....__0795
I Vr
New
AUDIO + DESIGN Genii
Special Offer £250
AUDIO + DESIGN Panscan ,
£375
AUDIO + DESIGN
£750
AUDIO + DESIGN F7
£495
AUDIO + DESIGN Tr X14
:
Limners
£1,500
..,,
(Ouanitty Discounts) £295
DRAWMER DS- 201
^'E
DRAWMERDL -221
(Quantity Discounts) 0345
+3
DRAWMERLX -20
1,3` +....._
IQuanbry Discounts) £225
REBIS Rack 2
; Pre-' p P Bay + POU
£550
REBIS Rack 2 De
PSU
£550
BOSS DE200 Delta
<
_...
£95
Each E175
DBX 150S /H (2A
DOLBY MI6 -P:
£5.000
rk S/H
£250
OTARI Remote/
YAMAHA GC20.
£245
TANTEK M4100Á.
ated Sgnal Routing
£766
.er...
T.C. ELECTR, a
£735
Parametrc.
T.0 ELECTR4
Chan
£575
TC ELECTRr¿yyS ono Parametnc
___ 0345
T.C. ELECTParametric
£265
HARRISON .
£362
HARRISON GP130 r',
£473
HARRISON GP2302x 30
£583
FENDER STRAT Red, Maple Neck. Trete. Custom Electronics
£395
FENDER RHODES Stage' 73 - Good Condition
C250
£895
EMULATOR - Mint Condition
£699
With
Expanded
Memory
LINN DRUM LM2
£517
OBERHEIM EMS - New Condition
MICROPHONES New S/H Used From NEUMANN. AKG. SENNHEISER BEYER. SHURE. NADY
£995
AKG C422 Comb - Mint
0250
STC 4038
MONITORS From JBL (Full Range In Stock) TANNOY. YAMAHA. UREI
AMPLIFICATION By HARRISON. URE I. YAMAHA. QUAD 8 RAUCH
_
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Loads more equipment in stock - we have gear coming in all the time.
Please note: the prices above do not include VAT.
All major credit cards accepted.
LONDON
STUDIO HOUSE
4 Wellington Rod,
High Lane Village
St.
John's
Wood,
8AA
Stockport SK6
London NW 8. Tel: 01-586 3167
Tel: 06636 4244. Telex: 665721. Fax: 06636 2323
Normal opening hours are 9 30 am to 6.00 pm Monday to Friday: 10.00 am to 2 00 Saturdays
If you intend to call at either of our premises we recommend you make an appointment first
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Aces UK Ltd
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Ampex hits the top of
the charts with its newest
release, Ampex 467 digital
mastering tape.
We not only pioneered digital audio tape, we also refined it. The
result. is Ampex 467, a tape that sets the highest standards for all digital
audio applications. And it's available in all open reel and cassette formats,
including the new 80- minute cassette length.
More top performers record their hits on Ampex tape than any other
tape in the world. While opinion may vary
on what it takes to make a hit, there's no
argument on what it takes to master one.
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the efficient new workstation for
the hectic broadcasting environment. It is remarkably rugged, fast, and user -friendly. All controls can
be programmed from a menu of over 40 functions.
This saves time, soothes nerves, and provides flexibility for future applications.
To keep up with your often frantic pace, the A812
function menu offers four "true" dump edit modes,
three rollback/locate start sequences, four fader
start modes, four record /play speeds, winding
speeds from 1 to 12 m /sec, library wind, and three
vari -speed display formats, plus shuttle control,
microprocessor control of all transport and audio
functions, phase compensated audio electronics,

Studer A812

and ...
As if that weren't enough, the A812 has
and practical editing section.
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